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New Computer Products Coming
Stat Compiler , New Season Diskettes Football, Basketball, Bowling Cards
very pleased with product .. . even very
surprised at its exceptional qualility and
versatility.
The software has been
developed by Millers Associates of
Darien, Connecticut, the developers of the
computer game.
One indication of its versatility is that
board garners, playing the identical
season of a diskette, will be able to import
their statistics into the compiler. That
capability should generate very exciting
possibilites for the growing number of
"hybrid" APBA leagues whose members

by Howard Ah/skog

APBA Computer Game owners even
possibly APBA board game baseball fans
will be saying so long to pencils and stat
compilation sheets ... the long-awaited
stat compiler for the Computer Game will
be a reality sometime this summer. The
AJ has learned that the auxiliary piece will
be announced in the summer product
mailing to APBA fans.
APBA Vice President Fritz Light told the
Journal that he is confident fans will be
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A power hitter, a solid hitter, and a
demonstrate how tci make a card.
To start, let's figure out each player's
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For those who have inquired about the
availability of the Computer football game,
it looks like we'll have to wait a bit longer.
Well the wait will be worth it football fans
because that product will be fantastic,
believe me.
In addition to the stat compiler, APBA will
be making additional old seasons and

........ ·

Three good players

mi(llb~r

Computer Football Not Available
This Summer

<-

Ever since receiving that first set of APBA carqs, the l)ew ownar
wondered about the "form uta: for making cards. ·· ·· ··· ·· ··· ··
·
In the APBA Journal, people such as Ron Mura, ~aron Shomo, and others have.
stated what they felt the "formula" is. I am not going to say that I am right or the{
are wrong, but merely what my research state~ what the formula is, To .
demonstrate this, ., will introduce three players, Chuck~ Miift, and Ryan, and give <
you their "statistics~ for a season.
a.uck

play both the board and computer games.
The compiler will be only available in the
IBM format at first, but it's only a matter of
time before the Apple version is ready.
APBA will be making the program available
initially for $45.00, below the $49.50
publisher'S list price.

690
684
448

Now that we have the three figures, we divide them by 36 to figure out a number
we will now refer to as "PA ratio",
·
(Continued on page 7)

Manage the Mets/Red Sox
Update
In the artide, "Try to Out-Manage Johnson
and or McNamara• in last month's issue, we
inadvertently left out the list of players for
the Mets and Red Sox that APBA managers
should use and their positions.
Here they are:

c
1B
2B
3B
LF
CF
RF

DH

Mets

Red Sox

G . Carter
K. Hemandez
Backman or Teufel
Knight or Johnson
Wilson, Mitchell or
Heep
Dykstra or Wilson
D. Strawberry

R.Gedman
B. Buckner
M. Barrett
W . Boggs
J . Aice
T. Armas
D. Evans
D. Baylor

Managers accepting this challenge should
also use a realistic opponent pitching
rotation to ensure that New York and
Boston face a proper
mix of
good,
average, and poor pitchers.

Wants Card Prediction Issue
Earlier
My major complaint this year was that the baseball
card prediction issue (January) came several days
after I got my cards . Almost everybody in Chicago that
is a subscriber is one for that one issue. Just a hint for
next year.
P.S. I do realize the cards were out extraordinarily
early.
Mike Raisanen
Chicago, Ill
Sorry the issue didn~ arrive until after you received
your cards, Mike. It was mailed on January 26th which
would normally mean a January 31st or February 1
arrival in Chicago. If thars when it came and you had
your cards "for a few days", you received pretty jiffy
service from the Game Company to be sure.
Obviously the A.J has no control over the availability of
the new card set and normally the January publication
date would have given you ample time to peruse the
article before receiving the cards. To ensure this
doesn't
happen again, we could put the card
prediction story in the December issue. We run it in
January because it's a natura/lead story and eases the
problem of finding appropriate leads each month. I'd
like to keep it there for that reason but we11 see.
Probably a few readers are thinking "why not send the
issues out earlier in the month?". They have a good
point. My goal is to send the AJ between the 15th and
20th of the month, but we're still running a week behind
schedule. As you may know, the AJ resumed
publication last September instead of waiting until
October when we could have mailed out the issue
easily by the 15th. But considering the confusion
generated by the mess of last summer and the fact that
some people had sent in subscription monies to North
Carolina in June and had heard absolutely nothing for
months, I wanted to send out an issue as soon as
possible without further delays. And once you've
started a publication on a certain date, irs very difficult
to make up ground unless you come out with a tiny
issue one of the months. As readers know, we haven~
produced a tiny issue yet.

Using Second Column 14's to FineTune A Hitter's Walks
Reference is made to your comment in the
November, 1986 issue in response to a question from
Stephen Jones. The inquiry concerned a system for
assigning walks to players who deserve half a 14. You
suggested 14's in the second column.
Your suggestion is statistically inaccurate under the
current forumula. In computing the cards, APBA treats
a 0 as always being a hit. That is why second column
numbers are always hits regardless of the pitcher's
grade. Second column 14's would obviously !Jill. be
hits. If APBA did use second column 14's, it would have
to re-compute the value of a 0. For instance, if a player
received three O's and six second column 14's, each 0
would be worth 516 of a hit instead of one hit
In 1971, the first year in which APBA used the 42, it
assigned second column 42's to two players, Wayne
Garrett and Bob Burda. Burda's card has one 0, and
eighteen second column 42's, making that 0 worth
only a hall a hit instead of a lull hit like he should have
had, and leaving him with only 9 hits instead of the 9.5
hits that APBA intended him to have. Instead of the 32
at bats which APBA used to determine hit numbers,
Burda has 31.5 at bats, because the Hit by Pitches
make the 0 an at-bat only hall the time.

Burda hit .296 and APBA thought that he had a 297
card (9 .5 hits in 32 at bats) . Instead, Burda has a .286
card with 9 hits in 31 .5 at bats. Garren, with only seven
second column 42's, is more accurate. APBA has not
used second column 42's since the first year,
presumably having recognized the problem.
The proper solution is to treat one of the 14's (if the
player has an extra half 14) as a walk half the time and
as one ball half the time . One could re-roll one die with
a 1-3 being a walk and a 4-6 being a ball one.
Alternatively, one could treat the "designated 14" as a
walk with the bases empty and as one ball with one or
more runners on base, or vice-versa. If the player is
short half a 14, the solution is more difficult. While the
result will produce slight inaccuracy, any result, 36-40,
with Bases Empty, would be considered a walk. For
any such player, either 12 or 35 (not both) would be
treated as a walk against a W pitcher with the Bases
Empty.

You are certainly correct about the tit value of the 0 in
the APBA formula and how that prevents the cluttering
of the second column with anything but unstoppable
hits, Bob.
Actually when I brought up that suggestion, it was
intended as a broad theoretical solution without getting
into its mechanics which would probably amount to
more work than it's worth.
Obviously if one is to use the second column for
anything other than hits, a change in the formula would
be required. I've asked Paul Vickers to prepare Wade
Boggs' rurrent card, with both the 14 's and 13's
fractionalized and it is included below. The second
colurm singes lUll subjtH:t to reduction by the
pitcher's grade. Wlat do you think?
Your suggestions regarding the use of a "designated
14" for fine-tuning the fractional walk is certainly a very
playable alternative. I would endorse the use of a rero/1. However, making control a factor with the bases
empty -your "vice-versa"- would , in some cases,
require modification of the pitching grades. As you
know, the APBA grading system requires that bases
empty control be generally non-differentiated.

Bats: Left
Throws: Right
Weight: 197
Height: 6-2
Born: 6-15-58 Omaha, Nebraska
Wade Anthony
"Boggsy"

BOGGS
Thirdbaseman (5)
11- 0- 1
12-25- 8
13- 14-14
14-30- 8
15- 6 - 6
16-28- 8
21-13-14
22- 0- 4
23-13- 8
24-31- 8
25- 7- 9
26 - 30 - 8

31- 732 - 26-

33-

8

0- 1

34- 3135-

9
8

8- 14

36 - 14- 8
41 - 12 - 13
42 - 9- 8
43- 29- 14
44- 0- 4
45- 14 - 8
46- 30- 8

51- 7 - 9
52-27 - 8
53-19 - 14
54-32 - 8
55- 6 - 6
56 - 14 - 8
61-24 - 13
62- 9 - 8
63-31-14
64-40 - 8
65 - 35- 8
66- 0- 1

Moving?
Computer Game Articles Please
I enjoy reading the APBA Journal but I would like to see

(Letters; Continued on p. 3}
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Please send your change of
address to the AJ as soon as
possible. Thank you

(Letters; continued from p. 2)
more articles on the computer game.
Thomas Bumiski
Hannibal, MO
So would the AJ. However, since I don~ play the
computer game and am not a computer aficionado, I'm
pretty much dependent on APBA computer garners for
good ideas. As we know many of the board game
topics involve innovating. At this time it hasn't been
determined if the AJ will be able to offer articles on
editing the computer game.

Wants the Human Touch

Future Basic Game Board Change Possibility
Considering the hit valuation changes that have been made in the new Master Game
boards, I'm wondering if the same tendency will be repeated on the next re-printing of the
Basic Game Boards. If it happens then you might see changes like these on the Runner on
First board:

6- DOUBLE over first; runner to 3rd; *runner scores
Where has Fred Hessler been? I love his column.
Also, please give recognition to Steve Herrick, who was
named the best sportswriter in Ohio and writes for my
hometown paper, the Chronicle Telegram. I would
also like to see more articles like Dave Ouellette's It
wasn't Baseball. Thars what originally drew me to the
AJ, the human touch. It seems lately that most of the
articles have been the analysis type (like analyzing the
rookies twice) . Thars the only real complaint I have.
From speaking to you on the phone, I know how much
you care about the Joumal. Keep it up.

(Bats right: over third; runner to 3rd; * F runner scores

7- SINGLE to right; runner to 2nd ( F runner to 3rd); * runner to 3rd
(Bats right: to left; runner to 2nd (* F runner to 3rd)

8 - SINGLE -line drive to left; runner to 2nd
Those of you playing the Basic Game who find that the batting averages are coming out
about right in replays but who also find the run-scoring to be high (thus producing higher
ERA's) might consider making these modifications now.
Normally in real-life, the runs
scored should be around 36% of the hits plus walks total. Basic Game statistics I've seen
seem to advance that percentage to around 38%.

Interesting Research
Sean MacNair
Elyria,OH
Fred's been very busy lately (he claims it involves the
Iranian-Contra hearings but I'm wondering if he wasn't
tailing Gaty Hart). However, he did write the American
League rookie article -by the way there was only one
rookie article, split into two parts due to the lengthand resumes his column this issue. I'm hoping Dave
sees this and will be inspired. He's a high school
principle and has accepted the challenge of moving to
a new school to clean up its rampant gum-chewing
problem.

League Looking for Stat Person
I'm writing to you as commissioner of the Coast to
Coast Baseball League. We are in desperate need of
somebody to do our statistics for the coming year. I
hope you can recommend a reliable company that isn't
expensive.
JeffreyNade
24 S. Chicago
Mundelein, IL 60060
I can't recommend anyone at this time, Jeff. fve
included your complete address in case one of our
readers would like to contact you.

Eric Davis Card and Others
Questioned
Am I misled by the fact that Eric Davis' card is single
column? II sure was a dissapointment for me, being a

Reds fan, to see his actual card after the prediction the
AJ made for him. Barry Bonds and Rickey Henderson
were the same way. I don't know why, bull like double
columns better for some reason . Regardles, there's no
way Rob Deer, with 33 HR's, should have received
double 1's when Eric Davis, who projects to 39 HR's,
gets only a 1-5-5.
Also, no matter how good a rookie plays
defensively, why does APBA downgrade him? I was
shocked by Santiago's catcher (5). He's got an
incredible hitting card with a lousy defensive rating
when in all probability, he's going to perform the other
way in the future. If APBA's going to downgrade a
rookie, they should do if on offense if the rookie has
abnormally good stats like Santiago did.
Also, why does APBA refuse to give a higher grade to
(Letters; continued on p. 4)

I enjoyed reading Joe Mangano's study of the first three years of Don Mattingly's career in
this month's issue. I hope you do too. Perhaps my comments a couple of months ago about
the AJ's content should be clarified somewhat. Then , I said that readers want articles which
are APBA related. This still holds, but non-APBA articles concerning interesting subjects are
still appropriate and appreciated and will be printed. What we'd like to avoid is having nonAPBA articles dominate the coverage and that's the Editor's responsibility to see that that
happens rather than the contributor's.
The AJ continues to encourage readers who enjoying researching and writing about
professional sports to contribute. And of course, preference is given to those contributions
which directly involve the games we play. We're solely dependent on APBA fans for their
help in this area.
By the way, expanding on the research Joe did for the Mattingly article .. . Boggs is right
behind the Yankee firstbaseman with 653 hits over his first three full seasons. (I'm not
counting Boggs' 1982 season as a full season.) Many fans will remember that Boggs,
"nursing• an semi- injury, caused some controversy by sitting out the final series against the
Yankees last year when Mattingly was chasing him for the batting title.

Observations on the Early Season ...
•Scoring games for Elias glues me to the Red Sox games. Wish I could see some N.L.
action though ... Eric the Red must be something to behold.
• Some APBA pals have told me that Boston will have a poor year and finish below .500. If
they do it would be a rarity in Boston's recent history. Thars only happened once in the last
20 years. They've had talent but give the fans credit too. Boston keeps the players alert.
• Have you noticed that a number of managers feel they must have two lefty relievers to
have a decent bullpen these days? Speaking of lefties in the pen ... has Plesac surpassed
Righetti as the best lefty reliever in the American League? ... I've seen Seattle play a number
of games so far and lefty Bill Wilkinson hasn't made a bad pitch yet ... even Stan Clarke
looked good, striking out Boggs on three pitches in Fenway. Seattle looks pretty tough but
I'm not sure they'll ever have much fan support. Seattle's an outdoorish town.
• Maybe the Toronto readers can confirm or rebute this observation, but from the 6 games
I've seen the Blue Jays play this year, Lloyd Moseby looks to be the easiest out in the
starting lineup if a pitcher is hitting good locations.
• Boston's Steve "Shag" Crawford has become the "designated driller• for the Red Sox. He
nailed George Bell in Boston (that feud's been going on since their minor league days). To
Bell's credit (or good sense ... Crawford's a big lelia) he didn't charge the mound. Then in
Seattle, Crawford hit Presley after the latter had hit two homers and after Scott Bankhead
did some apparent (although not as apparent as Greenwell thought) head-hunting on Mike
Greenwell earlier in the game. Both incidents precipitated brawls.
• As you know Boston promoted Ellie Burks to replace Henderson, playing in a ,densely
socked in fog. (an OF-1 so far) Burks got an easy double on a two bounce "single" 35ieet to
the left of Angel left-fielder Jack Howell. That's probably the first time that's happened in the
history of the Red Sox since Tris Speaker played ... you probably missed it but Eddie Romero
had a 15-game hitting streak. I was getting a kick of seeing a career utility player like
Romero put together a string like that. He, along with Evans, Boggs, and Baylor have been
the only Red Sox non-pitchers who've played well this year.
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in my game?

starters on a split-grade pitcher. Both Ted Power and
Don Carman pitched much better as starters, yet APBA
gave them higher relief grades. Especially Power, who
had a 5.00 plus ERA as a reliever, and about a 2.30
ERA as a starter! Thars a C(D•) if I ever saw one.
There's nothing unrealistic about a pitcher being a
higher grade as a starter.
Finally, are you going to have the advanced pitching
for the Basic Game grades soon? I hope so. That
system produces very accurate hits to innings pitched
ratios and I enjoyed it very much.

Barry Wolverton
Jackson, Miss.

I'm sorry that the AJ's card prediction Blticle got your
hopes up regarding Eric Davis, Barry. Predicting the
power make-up for some cards has become a very
risky business over the past few years. If you read Bob
Henry's APBA Trivia in the March issue, you would
have seen that apparendy Davis's power frequency
just missed the "cur for a 0-0-0-1 card and he was
rounded down. If you read the November stat issue,
you would have seen that Rob Deer's home run rate
was slightly tigher than Davis.
As far as Santiago is concerned, he played in so few
games that his card should be irrelevant for a realistic
replay. As we know APBA often downgrades rookie
fielding, especially catchers. They base part of the
rating on a catcher's ability to "handle" a pitching staff
and apparently felt that Santiago just wasn't around
long enough to be of much value in that area.
I don't believe APBA has ever based split-graded
pitchers' grades on actual starvrelief statistics probably
because few split-graders pitch very much as starters.
If you have information about specific pitchers, like
Power and Carman, and you feel this is important in
your play, fd make the appropriate changes myself.
As you probably know the advanced pitching grades
were in the April issue. I'm glad you're finding this
system to your liking.

More on the QB Rating System
In the January and February issues I noticed some
letters regarding the NFL Quarterback rating system.
The charts I've sent will give the same results as Arnie
Ziel's formula and be easier and laster to calculate. I
hope this procedure will make it easy for APBA football
fans to rate their OB's.
This is my first time writing to the AJ. The NFL is the
only sport I follow and I enjoy the APBA Football game,
having been playing it since 1982. I play in an eight
team face to face football league in Hopewell, Va.
Perhaps in the future I can write and tell you a little
about our league and its history. Thanks for the good
Joumal,l only wish there was more football in it.
J.R. (Ray) Collins
Hopeweii,Va

Thanks for the charts, Ray. Even I can easily figure
the ratings using them and will include them in a future
issue. I encourage you to tell us about your football
league so we can include it in the league newsbrief
section. We're hoping to have more football coverage
in the AJ but it's been diffiCult finding people willing to
contribute. Hopefully this will change in the near future
and we11 be able to provide top-notch coverage for a
Want to get involved? Just let me
top-notch game.

Richard Roth
SeanleWa.

If the computer game dlf)licates the Master Game
boards then you're probably going to have more
collisions between the secondbaseman and the
rightfielder since that's RP result 28, fielding two, with
a runner on first. The Jeftfielder and shortstop collide
on RP result 27, fielding two, with runners on first and
second, a less common on-base situation. According
to those playing the computer game, there are quite a
few "traps" by the rightfielder. Apparendy the game
was programed with this feature, probably to add
excitement and maybe because it was felt, with more
right-handed batters, there are more flares hit to the
right side.

American vs. National League
Pitching Grades In '86
The February issue of the AJ was great as usual, plus
it prompts me to take pen in hand to comment on
several of the topics raised therein.
First your theory regarding refinement of MG pitching
grades is interesting and provocative but certainly not
substantiated as yet. Since the Batting Characteristics
of lefthanded hitters are higher than those of
righthanders, the increase in Higuera's grade will be
approximately the same as Boddicker's despite his
lacing fewer batters of the same persuasion.
My feeling is that the Game Company just arbitrarily
(and maybe excessively) increased the grades,
especially in the American league, to approximate
those of the prior year (while ERA's were higher and
batting averages were comparable) . According to my
analysis, the American league had 2 B, 4 C, and 11 D
starters upgraded over and above the normal modest
Master Game inflationary practices of APBA in recent
years. Among A.l. relievers, 1 B, 5 C, and 2 D pitchers
were also enchanced a lull basic grade.
In comparison, only 1 B and 1 C starters were
upgraded in N.l. as well as 2 C and 1 D relievers (2 of
which were due to their impressive number of saves).
If there is a new and more sophisticated approach to
MG pitcher grading, why doesn't the N.l. reflect it?
As for 1957 being almost error free, there were a
number besides the two mentioned in the AJ. (I
confess missing DeMaestri too, due to assuming there
are always only two 9's.) leaving out the close-call or
subjective "errors", Macmillan's Encyclopedia confirms
the following: larsen of the Yankees needs a Y; landis
of the Yankees needs another 13 (on 62?); Daley of
the Indians should have the W changed to Y; Maris,
also of the Indians, should have one less 14 (placing a
32 on 42), a 10 changed to an 8 and the addition of five
second column 11's; Maxwell of the Tigers should be a
J-1 ; Small, also of the Tigers, should have three less
14's (replacing 13, 32, and 9 on 31, 35, and 51
respectively); Hunter of the A's needs an 8 changed to
o (on 33) for correct power and Adams of the Cubs
needs one more 13 (on 62).
Finally,! have been a subscriber of the AJ since April,
1972 (or at least my collection dates from then) and I
didn't know what IPTAY meant. Never would have
guessed either. Keep up the good work!
Bob Schumacher
New York, N.Y.

know.

Collisions In the Computer Game
Why is it on my computer game that there are so
many collisions between the secondbasemen and
rightfielders and "traps" by the rightfielder? Shortstops
and left fielders never collide and never left fielders
never "trap" balls. Is this a slight flaw or just an anomaly

Even though the theory concerning the Master Game
influence is cnconfirmed and probably doesn~ exist, it
sure makes for a lot of fun doesn't it, Bob? Perhaps of
more importance to the APBA fan is the effect of all this.
For example how much do the batter handicaps
influence the pitching performances, depending on the
grades awarded for that season? How often in a
replay, given the pitchers' grades and the batter
handicaps jn a CfiWaio sBt wjV the 3 4 w 5 be
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demoted from a power hit to a single? How often will
base hits be generated in the RP boards? Do certain
hitters have an advantage in picking up these "extra"
hits. These are some of the questions that I'd like to
see answered because they reflect the reality of what
happens in the MG regardless of whether or not they
are part of the "formula". By the way, I still contend that
the generally higher left-handed handicaps will not be
a factor with Higuera because perceptive manager will
more often sit out lefties against Teddy than they will
righties against Boddicker.

Comments on AJ Coverage
I want to tell you how much I have been enjoying the

AJ which just keeps getting better and better. I have
just re-entered the APBA scene after a long break, and
have been found 5 friends to join me in a small face-toface league, which meets once a month. I really
appreciated the 1986 baseball slats, and their various
breakdowns.
Your comment in the Dec. letters regarding
innovations in the game is well taken. Had our little
league taken a too complex approach, it would never
have gotten off the ground. We have been able to
modify things in the basic game just a bit, as our
managers have seemed ready . Two examples are
splicing the individual ratings for pitchers into the basic
game as well as trying out the MG rare play boards
with the BG, which gives us more variety.
Also, related to this, will the AJ be bringing back some
of the products previously offered, like game
innovations, stat packages, etc? Also, it seems to me
that I remember Fritz light had a column back some
time ago; is something along this line in the offing? It
would be nice to know a little more about the company
that produces the game that gives us so much
pleasure.
John Koza
Beverly, Mass

I asked Fritz quite a while ago if he'd be willing to do
the old "Ught from APBA" on occasion and he said he
would. Unfortunately I haven't followed up on it but will
so it can become part of our coverage in the future. I
can remember that was one of my favorite columns in
the "old days".
The AJ continues to offer the reference packs which
include the subjects you are interested in. We'll run an
advertisement in an upcoming issue.

What About the AJ Bookshelf
Do you still have the AJ Bookshelf with sports books
offered? I would also be interested in the booklet
about the APBA Game Company and its history if it is
still around.
Gary Win
Apple Valley, Calif.

At this lime the AJ isn~ offering books for sale which
can be p11chased in book stores or through other retail
oudets because of inventory costs and because the AJ
has never done that well with them. I suspect the only
books that could be offered would be specialty ilems
focnd nowhere else.
We're planning to feature a History of the APBA Game
Company sometime later in the year.
The book that you are refeffing to is "Twenty Five
Years of APBA • by Bob Schmierer. /loaned my copy
to someone about 10 years ago and he never returned
it. I'll see if I can find out if there are any copies still
around.

Selling? Buying?
Use AJ Classlfleds to Buy and
Sell APBA Products

Bishop Guertin
A.P.B.A. Baseball
Tournament This
Fall
Bishop Guertin High School, Nashua,
New Hampshire, will be the site of the 15th
New
England
A.P.B.A.
Baseball
Tournament held on Saturday, Sept. 5,
1987.
The tournament will feature
managers from the New England states in
this table top baseball tournament.
Managers will be able to enter any major
league team that ended the season with a
sub' .500 won-loss mark for the season.
Dave Wilner Wins BG Crown

The winners of the 14th annual
tournament were as follows. The basic
game tournament, which saw 17 managers
participate, came down to defending
champion Del Cook of Brandon, Vermont,
Paul Dineen of Malden, Mass and first time
tournament manager, Dave Wilner of
Concord, New Hampshire. In the semifinals, Del's 1985 Toronto Blue Jays shutout Paul's 1977 Philadelphia Phillies, 6-0,
behind Barfield and Bell's hitting and the
shutout pitching of Alexander.
In the Championship game, Del received
little respect from Dave's 1975 Cincinnati
Reds. The Reds jumped off to a quick 7 to
1 lead after four innings, thanks to the
bats of Bench, Foster, and Rose to go
along with the pitching of Gullett, Carroll,
Eastwick, and McEnaney. The final score
was 7 to 5 in favor of the Reds, giving
Dave Wilner the first place plaque.
Ed Hutchins Tops MG Field

In the master game tournament,
defending champion Moe Gaudette of
Nashua, New Hampshire was unable to
lead his 1973 Oakland A's back to the
championship crown.
Stan Harman, traveling north from
Gaithersburg, Md, guided the 1976
Cincinnati Reds to third place. Harman
was defeated by John Fahey of Qui ncy,
Mass and the 1986 Boston Red Sox, 4-3.
A Dave Henderson first inning three run
homer got the BoSox off quickly.
However, the '76 Reds scored two in the
top of the 9th on a Plummer homer to cut
the lead to 4-3. Geronimo then doubled,
but Boston's complete game winner-Tom
Seaver- got out number three, advancing
John to the finals.
John was no match for Ed Hutchins of
Beverly, Mass and the 1985 Cardinals in

From the Front Row
Mark Dobrow
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Evefwonder ho.w today's)outhfulb(lseball fan;with baseball cards stashed ip their
po~K~t~ and ~tal~ pubbiE) 9~'1' in thei(c;he~ks, C:lre r~acting to the Crash ()f th~ (,3reat
Amel'iC:an Pedashll?
·. ·
>
·\
.
·
Withthe reputations -if not the careers- of Dwight Gooden and Eddie Milner the
latestto come tumbling down amid the sports world's cocaine purge, there seems to

•·. bd~P:cWi!i;~o~idT~~{h~!2·changedMatinuctlintwo debades.

oreould it? Jn the
summer of 1970, I was one of those wide-eyed youthful baseball fans, who, by
chance, had a best friend whose father worked. for ABC-TV in Washington. One
summer dayhe treated the two ofu~.wlth basel;)all card~ . in hand, to a visiUnto the
·clubhOuse of both the Senators and visiting Ba~imore Oriole.~.
At the time, I was stunned to see Boog Powell dragging on a cigarette, Dave
McNally slurping on a beer and FrankHoward and Mike Epstein engaging in a 10'l'ini.rt~c()nver~(ltion which.Jncluded .few words pf more th.an four letters. The latter
aftef arare Senators Win.
. .
·•·• .·.·.·. ·.·
·.·.·
That day, I learned my heroes were indeed human and I accepted that fact as a
part .of growing up. Gee, they never ~moked, drank or cursed on my .bubble gum
cards>\
To. .be--<:·:-.sure
the
discovery
was a ··:shock. Time and matunty gratefully
· _· -'::;>::
.·.:-·-· '
.·.··:.
.·. . ·.·.·.·
maiiagEid to heal the pain;
·· · ·..·• ·
.
.
. .
Hopefully, the same will happen for tody's hero worshipers, although the dev1.1 of
the so·~ has brought more serious . ramification~ than its old, far from extinct
brothers .;.
<
<< <
<
.\ .
. . ..
. •.•. .•.
Afte(the Brewers 12:(). ~tart if they
just split the remainder of their games,
they'llfinlsh with S7 wins: ltprobably wouldn't be enough to win the A L East, but it
would make for .one heck of a penn(lnt race inSeptember. The Brewers? When
Juan Nieves threw his rio~ hitter .· it . was the first ever thrown in the history of
Baltirriore;s Memorial Stadium. Something to think about considering the names the
Orioles have trotted out to the mound in their history;
...
.
.
.•. . Both the Rangers and Indians, picked among the best in the A.L., visited
Baltimore in April.and il.either looked. . lik.e conte[.l.ders then. The Orioles outpitched
themand tharstough to do.
Rangers seemed to be missing some on-the-field
leadership, a ' baf or two and a bullpen stopper. And if that's noticeable in the
clubhouse and from the pressbox in the first ~E)ries of the year, that could mean
trouble. Jhe lngians' pitchipg · r'Qe~ ~.a~e b~en too :we!l documented.to .go into her~.
But the loss of Brett Butler more thanc.!ented th~ Tnbe s hearalded batting attack; 1t
exposed a glowing crater on the beriC:h and in the farm syste~. Carmen Castillo and
Dave Gallagherare simply not major league regulars and ev1dentfy prospects Dave
ClarkaOd Jay Bell aren't ready yet, y.'hich brings us to Rich Yett, who may never be
ready, hut that's another story .. .
.
<
. .
. .
We've read about baseball's top AAA minor league prospects but whispers 1nd1cate
the.game's top tw() prospebts may be. as manYas two years away. Gregg Jeffries,
playing shortstop ib . ~he J~~f~ L~(l.glJ.!i!Je>r the y~p~son Mets, may get a. September
· · call-up but won, play regularly until .1989 at the earliest.
.
.
The CaliforniaAngels say swift left~handed hitting outfielder Terrence Carr, a firstround pick out Of high scr§ol last Jupe. could i()in Devon. White and Gary Pettis to

came

can

The

form baseball's speediest o9~ield

··

the finals. The Cardinals received shutout pitching from Forsch and key hits from
Cedeno and Clark to wrap up the title.
Again this fall's tournament is scheduled
for Saturday, Sept. 5, 1987. The double
elimination tourney will allow arm chair
managers to lead any major league team
who posed a sub .500 won-loss record
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.. ... •·· • .
during the regular season. For additional
information contact Bill Dod, Bishop
Guertin High School, Lund Road, Nashua,
New Hampshire 03060 or call (603} 8897160.
You may also contact the
Tournament Director, AI Lanseigne, RFD
2, Rita Avenue, Raymond, New Hampshire
03077.

(New Products; Continued from p. 1}

another Great Teams of the Past Disk.
But before getting into that, let's turn back
for a closer look at the Stat Compiler, the
perfect auxilliary piece to an exceptionally
fine computer game.
Machine Requirements
For the present, the Stat Compiler is only
available in the IBM format and consists of
one 5 1/4" floppy disk with instructions.
To run it you need an IBM PC, IBM PCjr,
IBM PCIXT or IBM PC AT with a minimum
256k RAM, at least one 5 1/4" floppy
disk drive (360k) and a copy of PC-DOS
2.0, 2.1, 3.0, or 3.1. You must also have a
25-row, SO-column IBM (or equivalent)
color or monochrome monitor connected
respectively to an IBM (or equivalent)
color/graphics or monochrome adapter
(appropriate adapters are built in most
computers).
You will need to supply a
blank floppy disk for each organization for
which you're maintain in statistics.
The program will run with one floppy drive,
but it will run more conveniently with two.
APBA suggests that fans with IBM clones
make sure that their machine will run the
program before they buy. Apparently the
stat compiler will not necessarily run on
the same capatibles that are able to run
the game.
What Can It Do?
Let's take a look at the capabilities of this
program. APBA assures its customers
that it will offer just what they're looking for
... plus a lot more and that certainly seems
to be an understatement. No less than
fourteen comprehensive stat reports will
be quickly available to the fan, making
every replay effort a statistical piece of
art. They include:
1)
LEAGUE STANDINGS, including
divisional records, 1-run games, home
and away records
2) TEAM - BY - TEAM RECORDS:
each team's record against every other
team in its league
3)
CLUB OFFENSE, including team
batting average, games, at bats, runs,
hits, doubles, triples, homers, slugging
percentage, on-base percentage, stolen
bases, longest winning streak, records
vs. left-and right-handed pitchers
4)
CLUB PITCHING, including team
ERA, complete games, shutouts, quality
starts, saves, innings pitched, hits,
homers, strikeouts, walks, hit batsmen,
wild pitches
5) CLUB DEFENSE, including fielding
percentage, putouts,
assists, errors,
defensive efficiency, opponents' stolen
base percentage, unearned runs allowed

6)0FFENSIVE
LEAGUE
LEADERS,
including
batting
average,
slugging
percentage , on-base percentage, runs
hits, doubles, triples, homers, RBI, stolen
bases, walks, longest hitting streak, total
average
7)
PITCHING LEAGUE LEADERS,
including
wins,
saves,
winning
percentage, shutouts, hits/9 innings,
strikeouts/9 mnmgs, walks/9 innings
pitched, quality starts
8) DEFENSIVE LEAGUE LEADERS
including fielding percentage and range
factor -both by position
9) INDIVIDUAL OFFENSIVE STAT
ISllCS BY TEAM
including every
player's batting average, games, at bats,
runs, hits, doubles, triples, homers, RBI,
slugging
percentage,
on-base
percentage, walks,
strikeouts, stolen
bases, caught stealing, runs created,
longest hitting streak
10) INDIVIDUAL PITCHING STAT
ISllCS BY TEAM
including every
pitcher's wins and losses, ERA, saves,
games,
starts,
complete
games,
shutouts, quality starts, innings pitched,
hits, runs, homers, strikeouts, walks,
opponents' stolen base percentage
11) INDIVIDUAL DEFENSIVE STAT
ISllCS BY TEAM
including every
player's fielding percentage, putouts,
assists, errors, opponents' stolen base
percentage
12)COMPLETE
LEAGUE
OFFEN
SIVE LIST: statistical
report very
similar to #9 above, but including every
hitter in league listed alphabetically
13)
COMPLETE LEAGUE PITCH
lNG LIST: statistical report very similar
to #1 0 above but including every pitching
league listed alphabetically
14)
ABBREVIATED BOX SCORES
including. short boxscores for every game
pjayed in your organization, including
runs, hits, errors, winning and losing
pitchers, homers
In addition, with the stat compiler, you'll
be able to have the extended box scores
displayed on your monitor. The program
will also automatically assign a win, a loss,
and a save to the correct pitcher in each
game if you have a dual-drive system.
Keeping Board Game Statistics on
the Stat Compiler
As stated previously, one of the great
features of the stat compiler is the manual
edit function which will allow fans to enter
statistics gained from board action to
those accumulated from computer play.
Or board game statistics can be entered
alone. That means that if you prefer rolling
the dice in your APBA play, you still can
... but you can let the program keep your
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statistics. The only qualification is that
you must have that season's player data
disk to do this since you can only enter
statistics, not player names.
Two New Full Seasons Available
on Computer
APBA Computer game fans are going to
be happy to learn that two new complete
seasons -1977 and 1941- are available
in both the IBM and Apple© formats. Each
team has 25 players and each season's
data disk costs $19.95.
With this
announcement, we can assume that the
decision has been made to rapidly expand
the stock of old full-season data disks, a
most welcome development for those fans
who've decided that the computer game
will be their means for enjoying old season
replays.
Another Old-Timers Disk Too!
Fans who enjoyed the Computer OldTimers Disk #1 will be happy to learn
there's another one coming, the Old-Time
Teams Disk #2A with 20 new all-time great
teams featured. The ten National League
teams include:
the 1909 Pittsburgh
Pirates, 1911 New York Giants, 1914
Boston Braves, 1929 Chicago Cubs, 1940
Cincinnati Reds, 1947 Brooklyn Dodgers,
1950 Philadelphia Phillies, 1962 San
Francisco Giants, 1967 St. Louis
Cardinals, and 1980 Houston Astros.
American League teams are the 1911
Philadelphia A's, 1920 Cleveland Indians,
1922 St. Louis Browns, 1937 New York
Yankees, 1959 Chicago White Sox, 1965
Minnesota Twins, 1968 Detroit Tigers,
1975 Boston Red Sox, 1980 Kansas City
Royals, and 1982 Milwaukee Brewers.
Each team includes 20 players. The disk
is available in both the IBM and Apple
formats and retails for $19.95.
1953 and 1927 Seasons Now
Available on Apple©
For those computer game fans who've
been waiting for the '53 and '27 complete
seasons to be available on Apple, you're
wait is over as both are now for sale for the
regular price of $19.95 apiece.
Football, Basketball, and Bowling
Cards
APBA's mid-summer mailing has
traditionally announced the availability of
the new football, basketball, and bowling
cards ...
The 1986 season football regular card set
will again feature 32 cards per NFL team
(New Products; Continued on p. 7)

(Making Your Own Cards; Continued from page 1)
Chuck:
Matt:
Ryan:

PlateAPP.
690 I 36
684/
36
448/ 36

(New Products; Continued from p. 6)

=

PA Ratio
19.17
19
12.44

We then take each of the PA ratios and divide them into the number of doubles, triples, and
homeruns each player had to determine the number of power hits for each player per 36 plate
appearances. (Similar to what appears in the November stat issue.) The power number totals for our
three players are:
28/34 AB
Chuck

1.38

MoiU
Ryan

1.63
1.211

38136 AB
0.21
0.21
0.24

HR/36 AB
1.41

Total
2.87
2.89
1.85

1.06
0.32

The next step is to determine which players are to receive double or single column cards. Here is a
step by step guideline:
1. Players with less than 1.00 HFV36 AB receive double columns. (There are a
few exceptions to this rule each year, for reasons which I cannot explain.)
2. Players whose total extra base hits per 36 AB that do not come within.2 of
a whole number are given double column cards.

So Chuck and Matt receive a single column card while Ryan receives a double column card. The
easy part is done. The next step is to determine the numbers the power numbers --D, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
and 6- each card deserves.
We'll start with Chuck and Matt. First you make a card that will accurately reproduce the number of
homeruns a player hit. To do this, first make a table for each of the power numbers which gives the
extra base valuation for each power number depending on whether it is located in the first or second
column. Here is the table:
Valuations of APBA Power Numbers in Producing Power Results
Double Column Cards
Single Column Cards
HR
HR
28
38
Play Result
28
38
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
1
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.95
0.05
0.00
2
0.30
0.60
0.10
0.60
0.10
0.30
3
0.58
0.34
0.08
0.08
0.34
0.58
4
0.08
0.34
0.34
0.58
0.58
0.08
5
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.02
0.96
6
Since it is quite obvious that each player has more than 1.00 HFV36 AB's, both Chuck and Matt will
receive a first column 1. The next step is to subtract 1.00 from each player's HFV36 PA, leaving
0.41 for Chuck and 0.05 for Matt.
Next, you pick two or three logical combinations for each player and figure the error the card would
project based on the number of doubles, triples, and homers per 36 plate appearances the player
had (after 1.00 is subtracted from the homers/36 P.A.'s) and calculate the degree of error that each
combination yields using the power number valuations chart above. For example, if Chuck is given a
5-6 combo to go along with his 1, we add the double value of the 5 (.58) and the 6 (.96) to get 1.54.
As we've determined, Chuck needs 1.36 doubles per 36 plate appearances so you subtract 1.36
from 1.54 and get a + 0.18 degree of error. This means that a 5-6 combo will give Chuck slightly too
many doubles but so will the 4-Q since it has the same double value. Actually the 3-6 combo ( .30 +
.96 = 1.26) would come closest to reproducing Chuck's doubles but that would throw the reproduced
triples off to such a degree ( .62- .21 = .41) that it can't be considered.
Now continue calculating the 5-Q combo's value for reproducing triples and homers compared to
Chuck's power requirements to find the degrees of error. It produces .10 triples ( .08 + .02) while
Chuck needs .21 for a - 0.11 degree of error and .36 homers ( .34 + .02) while Chuck needs .41 (after
his 1.00 has been subtracted) for a- 0.05 degree of error. Then add up the degrees of error and you
get a total of 0.34. Now, repeat the process with the 4-6 combination and you'll discover that the
degree of error totals 0.64. So for Chuck, the 5-6 combo will yield a smaller error total than the 4-6
combo. Now repeat the process with Matt, using a couple of power combos.
HR Error
- 0.05
- 0.31

Total
0.34
0.64

HR Error
28 Error
38 Error
Matt Combination
+ 0.15
+ 0.05
- 0.09
4 - 6 power no.
+0.29
- 0.01
6 - 6 power no.
- 0.17
(When adding error, take the absolute values of the error.)

Total
0.29
0.47

Chuck Combination
5 - 6 power no.
4 - 6 power no.

28 Error
+ 0. 18
+ 0.18

38 Error
- 0.11
+ 0.15

As you can see above, the top combination of both players is more accurate. So Chuck would
receive 1-5-6 power while Matt would receive 1-4-6 power. With these combinations we can expect
Chuck to reproduce in a replay more doubles, slighty fewer triples and homers than real-life. On
the other hand, Matt will reproduce slightly fewer doubles, more triples and slightly more homers
than in real-life. We'll stop here. Next time we'll discuss double-columns and the assignment of
single producing numbers.
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w~h 5 extra cards for each team also
available. The regular cards cost $21.95
w~h the XF extras costing $5.00.
Fans who don't have the new APBA
football game may purchase it for $39.95.
Thi9 package includes the complete new
game along with just the regular cards.
The XPs are extra. In addition, customers
buying the $39.95 package will be able to
pick up an extra football card set from a
list of available seasons of the past for
just $6.00.
The 1986-87 Basketball Player Card set
which includes 10 players per NBA team
will be available for $12.95.
Fans
interested in purchasing the complete
APBA Pro Basketball game can do so for
$28.95. The price includes the current
card set and, just as with the football
game package, fans purchasing the
basketball game will be able to purchase
an old basketball season from the
available list at a reduced price ... just

$3.00.
APBA bowlers will also have a new set of

48 bowling cards, based on the 1986 PBA
season.

The cards are available for

$4.95. Jhe complete APBA Bowling game
costs $17.50 which includes the current
card set.
Additionally, when fans
purchase the complete bowling game they
can purchase another season's bowling
cards from the list of available past
seasons for just $2.00.
Prices Slashed Due to Inventory
Clearance
Those APBA fans who have holes in their
APBA card collection should be interested
in the tremendous savings now possible
when purchasing old seasons of all sports
as APBA has reduced the card set prices
by 55%. For example, you can pick up the
'85, '84, '83, '82, '81, '79, and '78 baseball
seasons for just $8.50 while many of the
older seasons are now available for prices
which are even lower. The XB's available
for the modern seasons go for $2.75 while
some of the older season XB's are even
less.
Additionally, all available MG
symbols have been reduced to just $1.25
per season.
These savings apply to the football,
basketball, saddle racing, bowling, and
golf cards too. Contact the APBA Game
Company for details if you don't receive a
summer flier.
Old Seasons Schedules
1908, 1913, 1916, 1919, 1924,
1927, 1930, and 1941 available
from the AJ.
$1.00 for one season (both
Leagues) $1.50 for two

APBA

MAJOR

APBA
fans
owning
the
APBA
Computer Game or who anticipate
It In
the
future,
are
owning
welcome to contact Phil Medon,
the AJ's Computer Game Editor If
you
have
questions
concerning
any aspect of the game.
He'll do
his best to help you out and If he
doesn't know the answer to your
needs, he'll attempt to find the
answer and respond In the AJ •
Write Phil at 2213, Redwood Drive,
Monroe, LA 71201.
Please do not
expect him to return long distance
phone calls.

Bits and Bytes
by Phil Medon
Thanks as always for your ideas about
the
computer game.
At times the
responses are overwhelming but I'll
continue to provide personal answers with
a SASE, and try to anwer your questions
or report comments in the AJ.
Corrected Data Disks
Some of the APBA official corrections to
the data cards are included on the data
disks. Pankovits and White didn't quite
make it, but other listed in the AJ were
corrected.
Compatibility Notes
There continues to be problems with
compatibility with some computers and the
computer game. The Zenith 171 continues
to bomb (did the IRS and DOD know
something about APBA fan(atic)s among
their number). And early releases of the
Leading Edge Model D would run the game
but the visual display was poor (reportedly
corrected with a fix for older machines in
the works). Still others than those listed
by APBA have not been verified and we
need your help. Please send a brief
postcard identifying the computer and
describing the problem and/or solution
would be most helpful.
Even the
information about successful setups
would be appreciated. A SASE will get an
individual reply, others will be noted

LEAGUE

PLAYERS

here.
The IBM PC Jr and the
use of the RAM drives
have
received
mixed
reviews. Some claim to
have it working, with
others claiming to have
run into a brick wall. The
of
expansion
choice
memory boards and how
they handle memory bank switching
seems to be the key for success. I'm not
familiar with the products available for the
Jr. and therefore cannot comment without
details. Loss of games (computer lockup)
in later innings with the Jr. may be related
to monitor problems with some units;
moving the monitor further away from the
computer has helped some and not
others.
No problems with the Apple© have been
reported yet but the Macintosh is still not
supported. If the new MAC II truly runs
MSDOS software perhaps owners can
look for a fix in the future. Amiga or Atari
ST owners should keep on raising a fuss.
The more managers requesting a version
from APBA, the more likely success will
follow. Reportedly the Apple© version has
been a huge success so keep those
requests pouring in.
Hard Disk Data Files
Several users have suggested methods
in placing all available season on a hard
drive simultaneously. All are similar and
work great! If you have the disk space
there is no more fumbling to find the
correct disk. Below is the method I use to
keep 1927, 1953, 1984, 1985 and 1986
Data Disks in one hard disk subdirectory.
The required data files on each disk are
identified
by
the
file
extensions
representing the individual seasons, i.e.
*.S84, *.S86, etc. (*.SOO for old-timers).
On each disk, however, there is a single
file (year.dat) which contains information
necessary to run that particular data disk.
Unfortunately each data disk contains the
same named file (year. dat). The simple
solution is to rename the year.dat files to
some easily discernible name (e.g.
1984.dat, 1986.dat, etc.) after each is
completely loaded to the hard disk, and
subsequently renaming •.dat files as
needed prior to play. Sounds confusing
but the following procedure describes the
loading of the data files and prepares a
batch file to illustrate my point. Load in
the 1986 data disk and play baseball.
Write if you have problems (again a
SASE, please) and I'll send a copy of my
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BASEBALL
batch file.
1. Place Date Disk in Drive A- Use 1986
data disk (any year disk may be used)
2. cd/baseball - Change directory to any
directory containing APBA game
3. C>copy a:*.* c: -Copies all files to
hard disk baseball directory
4. C>rename year. dat 1986.dat Renames year.dat file to appropriate year
for hard disk storage
5. Repeat 1-4 for each data disk
remembering to give new file name
appropriate to data disk to be loaded.
6. To run the APBA baseball game simply
change the *.dat file needed to year. dat,
either manually or via a batch file like
below for the 1986 data disk.
a. Manual renaming
1.C>rename 1986. dat year.dat <return>
2. C>baseball <return>
b. Batch file preparation
1. C>copy con: 1986.bat <return>
2. rename 1986. dat year. dat <return>
3. baseball <return>
4. rename year. dat 1986.dat <return>
5. "Z <return>
6. C> 1986 <return>
NOTE: This batch file is typed in just
once, and then is used to play the 1986
data disk. Just typing 1986 while in the
baseball directory will automatically
rename the correct file for you, run
baseball with the 1986 data disk, and
reconvert the file name back to 1986. dat
when you exit the baseball game. Always
remember to exit the game to the C>
prompt, and also rename the file when
drafting and you'll be all right.
*IMPORTANT*
NEVER USE YOUR ORIGINAL DATA
DISKS
FOR
ANY
OF
THESE
ALTERATIONS

League Notes
Computer leagues continue to march
onward.
Winter Cable has just
completed its first season but results are
not yet in.
The J. Henry Waugh
Memorial
Baseball
Association
(Steve
McPherson,
Commissioner,
Oneida, NY) has now completed its draft
and is in the midst of a trading session
prior to opening its season on May 1. The
Long Distance Computer Baseball
League (Commissioner Mike Willett,
Columbia, Md) has resurfaced and is midway through a long draft season. It has
also been learned that Joe Elinich's CoOp Replay group, which is finishing up
the 1957 season will be doing 1953 next
(Continued Next Page)

(Bits and Bytes; Continued)

year because it's available on computer.
The Baltimore-Washington APBA
Base ball League is in its 13th season
with the computer option being used for
the second season. Computer gliches
seem to be a concern with a switch to the
Master Game required as an alternative
should the game be lost in mid-stream.
We'll be interested in seeing any
comparative statistics re computer vs.
Master Game. Hope that can be extracted
from this and other leagues. The South
West League now has a majority of
managers as computer game operators.
We'll look for results from this 12-team
loop also. The SWL speaks highly of the

Tandy 1000A, 1000EX, or 1000SX. The
Ohio Valley Computer League (Dan
Richardson, Evansville, Ind.) is a 16-team
computer league with a serious salary
structure. It plans a May 1 startup.
Hope that I haven't left out any leagues.
If you're serious about getting a computer
league going, you should take advantage
of the publicity generated in the pages of
theAJ.
Innovations
There has been exciting movement in
baseball utilities in the past several
months. The article by Nevin Longardner
is one such promising innovation;
a
statistics compiler building on a popular

Adopting the Computer Game
, to a Face - to - Face League
A commissioner discusses his league's experiences

data base program.
Unfortunately, the
cost of that program is prohibitive as a
solution to the compiler problem - but it is
a place to start.
Other possible
applications for the ascii file output in
4tatistics compilers look promising while
.Ne wait for APBA. I've seen one very
exciting product which may reach the
market soon - the card view utility I
described previously. For the IBM you
can call up a "screen card" in a snap -this
is how I determined which of the APBA
corrections had been made on the 1986
Data Disks. I'm not at liberty tell you any
more about this promising innovation.
Hopefully more will follow.

roughly 10-15 minutes.
The whole
process is completed without a single
handwritten stat or a calculator button
being pushed! What's more, we are now
sending the boxscore files to Mike over
the phone lines for immediate updating the
league slats. The results are complete,
easy-to-read slats that are always done

2D..1irn.e.
by Nevin Longardner
The Columbus Diskball League is
undoubtedly one of several APBA leagues
throughout the country that adopted the
computer game as its method of play in
1986. I'm sure the other leagues, like the
C.D. L., have discovered the computer
game brings a whole new set of challenges
that demand solutions.
For instance, imagine this potential gutwrenching scenario: Two outs, bottom of
the ninth, Dwight Gooden (B.C.) is on the
mound, needing only one out to become
the first player in your league's history to
throw a perfect game. However, on this
night he may have to share the spot light
with Gary Carter who has hit four home
runs. You push the •p• key on your
keyboard for the pitch then the "Return"
wait
key and the result is
... NOTHING'S HAPPENING! Must of hit
the wrong key. You very deliberately push
the "Return• key again but you still fail to
get a result. The problem? Your keyboard
has "locked up" and the only way to
"unlock" it is to turn your computer off ...
forever losing Gooden and Carter's efforts
in the process.
Although my example with Gooden and
Carter was just that, the keyboard lock-up
problem actually happend to us last year
in the C.D. L. The possibility of losing
some great slats and/or having to replay a
crucial game is one that the table-top
board garners don't have to contend with.
(Imagine how you'd feel if the opposing

manager in your face-to-face board game
league reached across the table and lit
your scoresheet on fire in the middle of the
seventh inning while you're ahead 5-0!)
And when was the last board game called
due to lightning? I know it's only a matter
of time before one of our games gets
obliterated by an electrical storm or a
power surge caused by my wife's 8.5
mega-watt hair dryer.
Fortunately, we had the foresight in our
league to discuss the possibility of such
catastrophes happening before they did
befall us. We decided that the only thing
we could do is play the game over again its
entirety. (Not a very comforting feeling if
you were fortunate enough to be ahead of
someone's "ace" by 7 runs in the 5th
inning).
For the past year and a half, APBA has
been wetting our •APBAtite" with the
promise of a stat compiler program. The
C.D. L. used a stat compiler for all of its
league games last year. Here's how we
did it ... By installing a utility program on
the DOS diskette that's booted prior to our
games, we were able to redirect the
boxscore information to a disk drive and
store the information in a pre-determined
file. After the completion of a series we
used the DOS line editor command EDLIN
to enter a W, L, or S at the beginning of the
appropriate pitcher's line in the boxscore.
Mike Heilman of Worthington, Ohio, the
league's guru, used a popular data base
software package to develop a program
that reads the captured, edited, boxscore
file and compiled the series slats in
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In order to automate our stat keeping, we
had to edit the APBA "Data Diskette" so
that Mike's program could tell the
difference between players that have the
same last name (e.g. Lonnie Smith and
Lee Smith; Dwight Evans and Darrell
Evans). With the help of a fine editing
program, we were able to change the
players' names on the diskette to also
include the first one or two letters of the
player's name. As a result, some of our
players now look like Waite Hoyt on the
Old Timers Volume I diskette. (i.e. Dwight
Evans now appears as "Evans, Dw" on my
computer). I suspect that APBA's stat
compiler program will require them to adopt
a similar format on future data diskettes.
Another major hurdle that faced us was
that the C.D.L. has always allowed one Alltime Great player to appear on each
team's roster. However, the computer
game won't let us draft players from two
different diskettes onto the same team.
With the aid of the file editor, we closely
examined the files on the data diskette
and soon found the players' "cards",
Master Game ratings and 1985 Major
League statistics. It seemed logical to us
that changing a player to Lou Gehrig or
Joe DiMaggio was just a matter of inputing
the ATG's ratings, stats, and "card" in the
place of the 1985 player that was not on
any C.D.L. team's roster. Mike wrapped
up h&_ second consecutive C. D. L.
Mana~r
of the Year award by
transforming Johnny LeMaster into 1921
Babe Ruth in a mere two hours.
(Continued next psge)

(F·T·F Computer League; continued}

Among the things that we'd like to see in
the future are: first, a "Print to File" option
added (ALT F?) with the user having the
option of naming the file at the end of
game. We would also like to see prompts
to warn the user if an existing file was
about to be written over. We'd also like to
have the ability to set default values on
the start-up screen for various league
organizations.
Hopefully this would
prevent having to "ALT X" a game just
because you forgot to hit "F1" on the menu
screen to play a game using the DH. At
the very least we would like to see "Sound
Off" as the default choice on the opening
menu screen. Many software packages
now offer additonal capabilities and/or
performance for computers with expanded
memory. With the introduction of the
Amiga and Atari 520ST and 1040ST,
minimum system RAM standards are being
pushed to 256K and 512K throughout the
industry. How about an enchanced APBA
computer baseball game to take
advantage of machines having 256K,
512K or 640K? I hope APBA and/or
Random House will support the new 16 bit
computers with the baseball game.
These desires aside, it's obvious that
APBA and Random House have created a
superb translation of a classic game. The
ability to play five games in an hour with
complete fielding stats is a dream come
true for any APBA baseball fan and is only
possible by playing APBA on the
computer.
Nevin Longardner is the Commissioner of
the Columbus Diskball League in
Columbus, Ohio.

The Vince Coleman
Effect
by Dave Larson
With the advent of great basestealers
like Rickey Henderson, Tim Raines, and
Vince Coleman, media types have been
telling us how the pitchers are throwing
more fastballs to help prevent the stolen
base. The resultant of this is that the
hitters are getting better pitches to hit and
are hitting for higher averages with these
base stealing demons on base. Or so the
media is telling us.
If this is true, and I know of no study
which proves or disproves this theory yet,
how can we incorporate this into APBA?

The following chart is a rather simple
method to help reduce the effectiveness
of a pitcher whenever an "A", "B", or ·c·
basestealer is on base. These are the
players who attempt the most steals over
the course of a season and presumably
cause the most distraction among the
pitchers.
The chart also takes into consideration
the pitchers who have the good moves to
first. These would be the pitchers least
effected by a good base stealer.
MF
+3
+2

A
·1
·2

8
0
·1

+1

-3

·2

+0
-4
Whenenver one of
basestealers
Is

10

-3
the
on

C
0
0

·1
·2
A, 8, or C
first,
the

pitcher's
grade Is reduced by
amount shown on the chart.
example, with a B stealer on first
a 13 pitcher on the mound with a
1 move, his grade Is reduced by
points to an 11.

the
For
and
plus
two

The offensive manager must now make a
decision. If the runner is eligible, he can
either have the runner steal second -but
by doing so the pitcher's grade is
"restored"- or he can keep the runner on
first as a distraction and allow the batter to
hit against a "lesser" pitcher.
With this innovation, it's likely that
managers will be more likely to keep a
runner on first which will reduce the "urge"
to use the hit and run and bring some of
the normal base-running back into the
game.
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APBA Football Innovation ...

Fine Tuning the Fumbling with the FFN

by Howard Ahlskog
Occasionally certain player cards come
along which force APBA leagues to make
innovations and changes in their rules. For
example, the 1978 Pepe Frias card caused a
few baseball leagues to change the criterion for
player usage from games (J factor) to at-bats.
Frias was used often enough as a defensive
replacement for the Expos to earn a J-3, but his
batting card -2-2-6-6-6-6-- based on just 15
plate appearances, naturally earned him a spot
in the lineup .. . as a hitter.
In MG baseball leagues, an alert manager
waited for the right "eligibility" moment to insert
1980 Danny Norman -a D36 based on 5 for 5 in
real-life basestealing- as a pinch-runner and
by having him steal second and third, followed
by the good old suicide squeeze, could just
about guarantee a run and a win in the late
innings of a close game. Monster cards have a
way of doing that
Well , this story is not about a monster card
affecting the rules . But it is about a single
player's card that created a effective and
realistic football league innovation.

Rocky Bieler's 1980 Season
Back in the early summer of 1981 I was really
looking forward to seeing Rocky Bleier's 1980
season card.
Bleier played for the Pittsburgh
Stealers and was a member of my team in the
Franklin County Football League, then a 10
team , F-T- F draft league here in Greenfield
(which has now grown to an unbelievable 20
teams).
Now, you're probably wondering what was so
exciting about Rocky Bleier. After all, he was a
pretty mediocre back and
most of the
commentary
about him during his career
centered around how incredible it was that
someone who was so severely wounded in VietNam could walk again let alone play in the NFL.
Howie Cossell must have mentioned it 542
times! Bleier, after all, was the real Rocky!
And like the other Rocky, he was longer on
heart than talent.
But Bleier had accomplished something in
1980 that would make him very valuable to my
team -he hadn't fumbled once all season.
And I needed one of those guys .
Football fans know that avoiding turnovers is
often the difference between winning and losing
especially late in a close game when you're on
offense trying to run out the clock and the gluehanded Rocky was going to be my main man in
that situation. He'd probably be in the game
when I was knocking on the door, too. After all,
tumbles on your opponents' 5 yard line can be
slightly annoying! With the Rock in the game I

wouldn't have to worry about such misfortunes
.. . yessiree, I was all set.
Then the cards arrived and I began looking my
players over. Came to old Rock's card and ...
Holy Mackerel! what's going on here? There
was not one, but two fumble numbers -a 33
and a 34-- staring up at me!
Well .. . I'll confess that selfishness was my
primary motivation when, after seeing Bleier's
card, I told the other league members that "it
would be neat to fine-tune the fumbling so
players' fumble statistics in our league would
parallel real-life",
but sometimes unsavory
conduct generates something positive and this
was such an instance. Baseball players in the
APBA Master Game baseball had SSN's (steal
success number). Our APBA football players
were going to be given a FFN (fumble frequency
number).

Fumble Frequncy Number ... how
It's derived, how it works
I immediately called my main math person,
Paul Vickers in Worcester, Mass, to tell him the
problem and asked if he'd come up with a
system to fine-tune the fumbling. He did and we
had our formula. Before going into that, let's
take care of the 1980 Rocky Bleier's of the
world, the players that didn't fumble during the
preceeding season.
The Non-Fumblers - A player who didn't
tumble receives a justly deserved "N" meaning
that he can never fumble in our league play. If
those players do have a fumble number(s) on
their cards, the play result (yardage gained or
lost) is used but the ·tumble" is ignored.
All players are given FFN's since all players
-both offensive and defensive- are potential
fumblers (fumble recovery runs for the non skill
position players). For example, on •tumble
number pass plays• receivers with an FFN of N
don't fumble after the pass is completed,
making them extra valuable when possession is
critical. The same is true on fumble recovery
runs, punt returns, interceptions ... everything.
If the play involves someone who has an FFN of
N, use the yardage result but ignore the fumble.
NOTE: In our league play, running backs and
receivers with FFN's of N are frequently keyed
late in the game or near the goal. Defensive
coaches are aware that the offense tends to
select those players on those occasions.
The Fumblers For all the rest of the
players, the ones who fumbled at least once
during the previous season, they are assigned
an FFN dice roll number. Whenever a fumble
number (13, 14, 33, 34) comes up, simply find
the yardage gained or lost, consult the player's
FFN number and roll the dice. If the result is the
same or less than that player's FFN number
there is no fumble. If it's higher , a fumble has
occurred.
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The Formula for Determlng the FFN Find the Number of Fumbles that a player had
during the previous season and divide that
number by his number of "chances• which
include the total of all rushes, pass receptions,
pass attempts, kickoff returns, punt returns,
fumble recovery runs, and interceptions ...
anytime he touched the ball. (With QB's only
include his pass attempts and rushes as
chances even though technically he handles
the ball on every down.) Then divide that answer
by the number of assigned tumble numbers on
the player's card (13,14, 33, 34). Then multiply
that answer by 1296. Then subtract that result
from 36. Your answer will, of course, be some
number less than 36. Convert that number to
an APBA style dice roll starting with 1 = 11, 2 =
12,3 = 13 and on up.
Here is the formula written out:
Actual Fumbles
36-

Chances

X

1296

Fumble Num. on Card
To make sure you know how this works, let's
calculate the FFN of 1985 John Riggins of the
Washington Redskins. Riggo fumbled 3 times
during the season . He had had 176 rushes , 6
pass receptions, no returns, no fumble
recovery runs for a total of 182 chances.
Divide his 3 fumbles by 182 and you get
.01648. Then divide that by the number of
fumble numbers on Riggins' card (he has one
34) and you get .01648. Then multiply that by
1296 and you get 21 .35 Subtract that from 36
and you get 14.65. Round that up to 15 and
determine the dice roll equivalent to 15. It's 33
Riggins' FFN. This means that
which is
whenever you get Riggo's 34 for a play result, reroll the dice. If you roll a 33 or less he didn't
tumble on the play Oust determine how many
yards he gained or lost). If you roll a 34 or more,
he fumbled.
NOTE: Play results 13, 14, 33, and 34 are the only
numbers used as fumble numbers when counting the
number of fumble numbers on a player's card and
always carry a potential for a fumble even though the
boards may not indicate a fumble (the presence of an
F, followed by a number). However, if another play
result indicates a fumble (sometimes on the 35 and 36)
roll the die to see if a fumble has occurred just as you
do when you get a 13,14,33 or 34. (Whether or not you
include Rare Play fumble results in this innovation is
left to the disaetion of the game player. Our league
doesn't.) Also, receivers' FFN's should be calculated
according to the number of fumble numbers of the OB
on his team although it won1 be exactly accurate since
pass play fumbles can either occur after receptions or
during sacks.)

All Purpose Backs Once a fan has the
complete NFL statistics, including individual
tumbles, most players' FFN's can be swiftly
calculated. However, the all-purpose backs
First, they're
have to be handled differently.
usually involved in everything but selling tickets
-rushes, pass attempts, run-backs, and
receiving- so you've got to do a lot of stat
searching to get their total number of chances.
Also, APBA frequently utilizes all three
columns on the all-purpose cards to isolate the
rush average from the punt return average from
(Continued on psge13)

Five Overrated Fielders
from the 50'S
__;by

David Lawrence

The rating of hitters and pitchers may
not be an exact science, but it is certainly
rooted in numbers -nobody's opinion, no
matter how strongly they may hold it, will
replace the averages. Not so fielding;
defensive ratings come, in large part, from
subjective judgments at the Ga~e
Company. They also come from scoutmg
reports, but those are also subjective.
Fielding averages play a role, of course,
but in recent years a problem has arisen in
that fielding percentages and range
factors can give conflicting testimony
about a given player.
Back in the earlier years of APBA, a
number of high-percentage, low-range
fielders -the kind who didn't take many
changes, and didn't make many- got
charitable ratings, in my opinion. There
may, in these cases, have been too much
trust in numbers, and not enough in eyes.
When I made "career" cards for my SO's
replay, I agonized over those instances in
which my eyes had led me to a different
conclusion from that of the Game
Company. To be fair, there weren't many
such instances, but I am going to list
prominent ones here (along with the
offending ratings): Ted Kluszewski (1 B5), Harvey Kuenn (SS-8), AI Rosen (3B-5),
Eddie Mathews (3B-5), and Hank Aaron
(OF-3).

Big Klu
Ted Kluszewski is really the archetype of
the over-rated fielder;
he may have
handled the balls that came his way, but
the Fielding One rating is nonsense. He is
also the best example of how opinions can
change in the light of additional evidence;
of my five targets, he is the only one
whose rating was lowered on his OFAS
card (the rest are as above). By the time I
got to see him play every day (in Chicago
in 1959 and 1960) he was a 1B-2. But for a
career average, I feel the OFAS number of
1B-3 has him pegged about right.

Harvey Kueen
Harvey Kueen is an interesting case; ~
has to do, among other things, with

baseball's color line. He didn't really have
a shortstop's body (or arm or hands), but
given that he was playing for a team ~hat
was slow to integrate, and that saw f1t to
use Ray Boone in the same infield, he
must have looked like a decent enough
athlete (which I suppose he was). But
extrapolating backwards from the present
to 1952, I think it is a pretty safe bet that
there were, at that time, several dozen
Dominican high school kids who were
A
better shortstops than Kuenn.
youngster
with
Kuenn's
physical
attributes today would be sent straight to
outfield (which is where the Tigers, to their
credit,
eventually
positioned
him).
Although I think you could argue for an OF2 for Kuenn, I gave him a SS-6; he was
really miserable in the middle of a double
play, and so I don't think anything higher
is justified. The best argument for a SS-7
is that it gives you some way to rate Ray
Boone a point lower, which he richly
deserved.

AI Rosen
As a thirdbaseman, AI Rosen had a
certain admirable earnestness. He often
took hundreds of ground balls long after
his teamates had left the practice field.
But let's be frank about it -he was in the
lineup for his bat. The lack of natural
grace hindered Rosen's career greatly; he
was not, initially, reckoned to be much of a
prospect, and he advanced slowly through
the Cleveland system. Although he was
probably a stronger hitter than Kenny
Keltner, he was never really a threat to
take over the position.
On the basis of that earnestness, and his
high intelligence, I toyed with giving him_ a
3B-4. But realizing that this ranked h1m
even with rivals like Eddie Yost and Gil
McDougald, who were really smooth at the
position, I had to drop him to a 3B-3.
.
This brings up an important general pomt
about the Basic Game ratings. It has
sometimes been a complaint that there is
an arbitrary ceiling over the ratings of
fielding superstars like Ozzie Smith, who
perhaps should be a SS-12. But the mo~e
persistent and vexing problem, I feel, 1s
the artificial floor under ratings of
surpassingly awf""Ur" If Rosen is a 38-3, he
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is on the bottom rung of the 3B ladder;
this is very unfair to him once you have
seen Pedro Guerrero play the position, or
Johnny Bench. Or, for SO's comparisons,
Bobby Thomson or Minnie Minoso. I gave
the latter two 3B-2 ratings, a number
usually reserved for somebody playing out
of position (Orlando Cepeda once
received it), but that is still too high. Why
not a 3B-O in the Basic Game -it wouldn't
violate the game's structure in any
significant way. And while you're t_h_inking
about that, consider that Harry Chit1 (who
eventually made it to the majors as a
catcher) once made 50 errors in a 57game trial at 3rd base in Triple-A ball.
What number would you like to assign to
that?

Eddie Mathews
Eddie Mathews was, in a way, the
opposite of Rosen.
Blessed with
tremendous natural grace, he was very
lazy about improving himself on defens_e.
When he first came up he was a real w1ld
man at the position; occasionally he would
make a flashy stop, but no one took him
seriously as a defensive third baseman.
For the first segment of his career he is
indisuputably a 3B-3. One could arg~e
that for the middle segment, With
increasing maturity and experience, he
might be a 3B-4, although I would be a little
nervous about it. For the final years he
slides back to a 3B-3, and then a 1B-2.

Hank Aaron
It is very difficult to give Hank Aaron a
career anything; like Roberto Clemente,
he skills grew and changed in every realm
of his game. In fact, these might well be
the two greatest examples in baseball
history of ballplayers who improved every
year for the first 15 years of their careers
-an astonishingly difficult thing to do. It
gets lost in the glitter of his subsequent
numbers, but when Aaron first came up,
the only realm in which he genuinely
excelled was that of the contact hitter. He
had terrific wrists, of course, but since he
hit the ball mainly to right and right-center,
he was not a homerun hitter.
He
possessed better than average speed but
was not a good baserunner; he had
absolutely terrible strike zone judgmen~.
swinging at a great many bad pitches and
drawing few walks; and, most of all, he
was a liability in the field.
Everyone knows that he learned to pull
and uppercut the ball, of course, but it is
also worth noting the extent to which he
taught himself to be a patient hitter, a
good baserunner, and a decent outfiel~er.
The Braves used him at all three outf1eld
positions, at one time or another, but he
(continued next page)

(Ove"ated Fielders; Continued)

was by no account a real centerfielder.
His throwing was never outstanding, and
the range he possessed was more a
tribute to his legs than his glove.
Somewhat disturbingly, in his early years
in Milwaukee there were consistant
grumblings about his motivation and his
attitude on defense. In retrospect, ~ was
likely that some element of racism played
a role in this -Aaron's low-keyedness
could easily have been mistaken for
laziness. But in any case, there can't be
much dispute that he was widely
considered to be a one-dimensional player
for the first portion of his career.
A rating of OF-1, then, seems to be the
only possibility for Aaron in the SO's. For
the 60's I think he is clearly an OF-2. The
highest ranking, though, should be the
domain of the players who were genuinely
outstanding on defense:
Carl Furillo,
Richie Ashburn, Jim Busby, Willie Mays.
Hammerin' Hank is clearly out of place in
this group.
I had some other, minor quibbles with
APBA's fielding ratings in the SO's, but
these were the five that stood out. I think
it is not coincidental that they are all
superstars; The Game Company showed,
right along, a marked reluctance to give
great hitters Fielding Three ratings. The
exceptions to this rule tended to be the
obvious ones, like Ralph Kiner or Hank
Sauer, where no other judgment was even
remotely conceivable. The OFAS cards,
on which the fielding numbers tend to be
consistently generous, form an additional
body of evidence in this regard. Stars are
stars!
e 1987, David Lawrence
(Fumbles ; Continued from page 11 )
the kickoff return average. Since we don't know
where to get the information on the breakdown
of fumbling by category (if a reader knows
where this info could be obtained, please
contact the AJ), we use the highest number of
fumble numbers found in any one column as the
number of fumble numbers on his card. It isn't
absolutely accurate but irs the best we can do
until the needed information is obtained.
This innovation works very well in reproducing
not only a player's individual fumbling frequency
but also his team's and the entire league. It
also gives the FCFL coach the opportunity to
control, to a certain degree, the rate of fumbling
in inopportune situations by utilizing backs who
are less apt to cough up the ball. We enjoy
being able to have that coaching decision at
our disposal.
Next month we'll include the 1986 N.F.L.
statistics in the AJ. At this time, we don't have
the fumble information but hopefully we will
receive it in time for inclusion.
If by chance we don't, we'll make that
information available at a future date, in fact
we'll provide football fans with the FFN numbers
upon request if they so desire.

'

The World ... according to FRED
by F.C. Hessler
The Seer of Westport Speaks
Pardon me for interrupting, folks. I know you're still discussing the NHL playoffs, and 1
won't be but a minute. Hey, it is true they expanded it to 48 teams this year and invited
McGill, Qom Tech, and the Sorbonne? Gee, that Red Wings-Harvard tilt in the Bucyk
Division Quarterfinals sure was a doozy, huh? I wish I had the constitution to withstand
such tension, but I'm just too darned excitable. Uke now, for instance.
It's time for my annual baseball predictions column, and I'm just about fit to burst. Every
spring, the Journal risks public ignominy by providing me with valuable copy space, which
I clerverly covert into rope and hang myself.
It may not be pretty, but it sells papers. Based on a random sampling of my household,
this issue of the Journal will outsell the Sports Illustrated swimsuit issue by a margin of
nearty 1.{) -firm, empirical evidence that my status as the Jeanne Dixon of the sports
wortd remains unchallenged.
Let's not forget, after all, that I was the only person in North America to publicly predict a
divisional flag for the Astros last season. On the other hand, let's make every effort to
forget that I, with similar singularity, predicted a Wortd Championship for the mighty Cubs.
But enough preamble. Spring is in the air, the wortd is puddle-wonderful, and the season
is upon us. Shall we prophesy?
Jesse Barfield will be named the American League MVP. Other award winners : Keith
Hernandez, N.L. MVP; Jose Deleon, A.l. Cy Young ; Sid Fernandez, N. L. Cy Young .
The 1987 division winners will be the Blue Jays, Royals, Mets, and Reds. The Mets will
defeat the Blue Jays in a tight seven-game world series marred by the absence of the
entire New York pitching staff, which will have been imprisoned for beating up the Toronto
Police Department.
The National League will annouce expansion into Washington and Denver, with play to
begin in 1989. Tampa and St. Petersburg, blaming each other for their failure to land a
team, will declare war, with the loser forced to accept custody of the Buccaneers.
The Reds, realizing where their strengths lie, will employ a six-man outfield, instructing
their pitchers to "keep the ball up.·
The Red Sox, faced with the humiliation of catching Marc Sullivan all year, will opt to use
a Pitch-back instead.
The Sporting News will run a probing series of articles on the designated hitter
controversy in which Bill Conlin will question the American League's manhood. Millions will
yawn and turn to "Ask the Referee.•

The 1987 "Great Name" Minor League All-Star Team
Manager: Buck Showalter, Ft. Lauderdale Yankees
Coaches: Eli Grba, Reno Padres; Spin Williams, Haffisburg Senators
Pitchers: Darrel Akerfelds, Tacoma Tigers; Buddy Buzzard, Kenosha Twins; Gary
Canwisher, Stockton Ports; Troy Chestnut, Knoxville Blue Jays; Bryan Clutterbuck,
Denver Zephyrs; Zach Crouch, New Britain Red Sox; Blaine Deabenderfer, Madison
Muskies; Gabby Robles, Winston-Salem Spirits; Bean Stringfellow, Richmond Braves
Catchers: Kurt Beamesderfer, Charlotte Orioles; Mike Gobbo, El Paso Diablos; Fritz
Polka, Columbia Mets
Infielders: Mike Dull, Burlington Expos; Kennedy Infante, Arkansas Travelers; Greg
Legg, Maine Guides; Jere Longenecker, Memphis Chickers; Nelson Rood, Tucson Toros;
Vince Shinholster, San Bernardino Spirit.
Outfielders: Winston Ficklin, Williamsport Bills; Gorky Perez, Asheville Tourists;
Rolando Roomes, Pittsfield Cubs; Chico Singletary, Savannah Cardinals; Rafael Skeete,
Hagerstown Suns

The Jim Morrison "So That's What He's Doing These Days"
Award
Mike Christ, Chattanooga Lookouts; Jimi Hendrix, Charleston Wheelers

The Doug Gwosdz "Would You Mind Spelling That?" Award for
Special Achievement
Sherwin Cijntje, Charlotte Orioles; Craig Smajstria, Buffalo Bisons
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Mattingly ... How Do
His Early Years
Compare with the
Greats?
by Joe Mangano
Altar only 3 full seasons in the
majors, Yankee first baseman Don
Mattingly has established himself
as possibly the most feared hitter
in baseball.
Mattingly's steady
batwork
has
amassed
an
impressive set of statistics, both in
terms of average and slugging. He
hit well over .300 in each of the
years -1984, 1985, and 1986and ranked among the league
leaders in doubles, home runs, and
slugging average.
His superb
consistency over this period is
unmatched in the game today.
Inevitably, comparisons will be
made; will Mattingly be comparable
to the all-time greats? Will his
career statistics be on a par with
the top Hall of Famers? Obviously,
we11 have to wait a few years before
for we know for sure. However,
comparing Mattingly's statistics to
date with others at similar stages in
their careers provides some
interesting items.
Information taken from the
Baseball
Encyclopedia
utilizes
Mattingly's 1984-1985-1986 rec
ords, his first three complete
seasons in the majors (he batted
only 279 times in 1983). These
seasons were then compared to the
first three complete years of all
20th century major leaguers. Six
basic categories were examined.
• Hits - Mattingly's 656 hit total
over the first 3 years places him in
a tie for second. Chuck Klein of the
Phillies holds the all-time mark with
669 hits (1929-31). Also tied for
second is Shoeless Joe Jackson
who spent his first three seasons
( 1911-13) in Cleveland. Only 11
players have accumulated at least
600 hits in their first three
campaigns, the most recent being
the Reds' Vada Pinson in the early
'60's. Oddly enough, of the ten
players with the most lifetime hits,
only Ty Cobb (616) exceeded 600
hits in his first three years.
• Batting Average - Mattingly's
.340 batting average falls far below
those of many great players during
their first three seasons. Jackson
tops the list at .393. However,
Mattingly and Boston's Wade
Boggs (1982-1984) have the
highest averages since Stan

Musial's earty years with the
Cardinals( 1942-1944).
Batting averages higher than
.350 were much more
commonplace in the preWorld War II era, making
Mattingly's record even more
impressive.
• Home Runs - Mattingly's
89 round trippers are a good
total for any ballplayer,
especially a .340 hitter.
However,
many
young
players exceeded 89 homers
in their first three years. Babe
Ruth's 142 total (from 1919-21, the
years after his pitching career
ended) heads the list. Mattingly
does not rank highly among postWorld War II players either. At
least 7 hitters, topped by Willie
Mays' 128, surpassed Mattingly's
89.
• Doubles - Mattingly has banged
out 145 doubles over his first three
years, an all-time record.
He
improved on his annual output each
year, from 44 to 48 to 53 (a Yankee
record). The closest is the 142 hit
by Hank Greenberg, the late Tiger
slugger, from 1933-35. National
League honors are held by Chuck
Klein with 138. Curiously, leading
alltime
doubles
hitters
Tris
Speaker, Pete Rose, and Ty Cobb
all failed to reach 100.
• RBI - Mattingly knocked in 368
runs for the Yankees from '84 to
'86, reaching a high of 145 during
his MVP year of 1985. The total
falls short of six other big leaguers,
headed by Klein's 436 and Joe
DiMaggio's AL record 432 (193638). The most recent player ranked
ahead of Mattingly is Ted Williams'
378 ( 1939-41 ).
Slugging
Average
Mattingly's .547 slugging average
places him well down on the all-time
list, which is headed by the
incrdible .790 pounded out by Ruth.
If only post-World War II players
are considered, the Yankee first
baseman ranks 5th, trailing only
Willie Mays, Harmon Killebrew,
Eddie Matthews, and Richie Allen.
Often,
the
highest
slugging
averages go to the most prolific
home run hitters.
Another statistic not related to

average or slugging that is worth
mentioning is strikeouts. Mattingly
does not rank among the leaders in
lowest strikeout/at bat ratio.
However, tor a slugger of his
caliber, Dan's 109 K's in nearly
2,000 at bats is a remarkable teat.
The oft-discussed issue of who is
the "greatesr hitter is difficult to
resolve, even when supporting
statistics are introduced.
Deter
mining who had the "best• first three
years is equally difficult. To com
pare Mattingly's hitting skills with
players like Ruth and Williams and
determine a "better• hitter is

matched, while still maintaining a
.360 batting average. The huge
disparity between Ruth and the rest
of the big leagues at the time can
also be considered. For example,
Tilly Walker of the Philadelphia A's
ranked second to Ruth in homers
during 1919-21 with 50, compared
to 142.
Mattingly, a dogged worker,
modestly downplays his past hitting
achievements. He shakes off any
comparisons with other great
hitters, expressing instead only his
desire to play for a pennant-winning
team .
Nevertheless, given his

probably not possible, even on a
statistical basis.
Nevertheless,
Mattingly's three year statistics in
the six categories discussed are
listed here, with those of the bestcredentialed players, for purposes
of comparison.
Mattingly certainly rates favorably
with this elite sextet, all of whom
but Klein went on to amass
outstanding lifetime totals. The
"best" overall record among the
seven can be argued endlessly and
probably without verdict, although a
strong argument can be made tor
Ruth. The Bambino's three year
assault on AL pitching left slugging
records that have yet to be

adherence to the work ethic, his
consistency at the plate, his youth,
and his glorious start, Mattingly
certainly has a chance to rate with
the all-time greatest hitters when he
finally hangs up his spikes.
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Basketball Player Cards

it

Top Fields

by Mike Weber
Editor's Note: Mike Weber presents a primer for
the non- APBA basketball fan about the
individual player card in the APBA basketball
game. After reading it, one will have a good idea
how the ratings in the top portion of the players'
cards are derived.

In this article we will look at the fields on
the top haH of a typical APBA basketball
player's card and see where all the player
ratings come from. Here is a sample
player card from a recent year.
Don

Nelson
Height: 6-6

Weight: 210

Bom: 5-15-40

Don

Nelson
Offense:
Rebound:
Per Foul:

111213·
141516212223242526-

4
11
18

Defense:
3 Scores:
Assists:
12 Injury:
Position: Forward-Center

18
5

P DS

p OS

P DS

1- 2· 6
31·31-31
21- g. 9
14·18-18
5- 4-11
33-33-31
10-11-13
:J. 2- 7
12-21-17
19-18·13
6· 5- 5
17- 16-15

31 - 7· 6- 9
32- 32- 32- 32
33- 2· 2- 2
34-15-14-14
35- 5- 4-11
36- 34- 33- 31
41-11·10-10
42- g. 6- 8
4:J. 1:l-12·12
44- :J. 3· 3
45- 23- 23· 16
46-17-16-15

51· 7- 6- 9
52·32· 32· 32
S:J. 6- 7- 8
54-15-14-14
55- 4- 4- 4
56-34- 34- 33
61-11-10-10
62- g. 6- 8
6:l-1:l-12-12
64-35- 35- 35
65-30- 30- 29
66- 1- 1- 1

The categories on the upper haH of the
card are these:
HBGHT: The NBA's official height here,
give or take an inch. Be suspicious of the
listed height of small guards. Nobody
likes to be listed as being under 6-0 even if
they could qualify for supporting roles in
Snow White.
WBGHT: The NBA's latest listed weight
also occasionally
raising one's
suspicions.
BORN: The month, day, and year the
player was born.
APBA has thus far
resisted the temptation to answer the
question "YES".
FIRST NAME, NICKNAMES, LAST

BASKETBALL

NAME:
Accurate
stuff here, although
some of their alleged
nick names I wouldn't
pin on a stray dog.
OFFENSE: This is
a rating of offensive
ability.
This rating
range is from 1 to 5

with 5 being the best.
DEFENSE: This is a rating of defensive
ability. This rating is from 1 to 5 with 5,
again, being the best.
The 1 to 5 ratings for offense and defense
are not fixed solely by a player's
performance. They are also a function of
his team's success. This is intentional
and fully by design.
The sum of the offensive and defensive
ratings of the five players in the game for
each team reflect the relative team
One team's
strengths at that time.
offensive sum is compared to the
opponent's defensive sum and viceversa.
These relative strengths affect how the
shot, pass, and dribble tables are read.
For example, if an offensive team is rated
nine points better than the opponent's
defensive team, an S-value of 12 is
promoted to the same chance of scoring
as an S-value of 10 for evenly matched
teams. For this S-value, a player's field
goal percentage improves by over 70
points just because he is on a superior
team I
The absolute ratings may vary with team
success from year to year, but a player's
offensive and defensive ratings difference
usually stay the same. For example, after
a championship year, a player's offensive
rating may be 5 and his defensive rating
may be 4. But after his team has a so-so
year, a player may be rated Offense 4 and
Defense 3 even though his personal
statistics are about the same. Notice the
values are reduced, but the difference of 1
between them remains the same.
The general meanings of these ratings
are as follows:
Rating
5
4

3
2

Comment
Consensus All Pro
Supenor player or an all~
star on a very bad team
Average starter or aboveaverage 6th man
Reserve or a starter on a bad
team
A rookie or a specialty player
With a dreadful weakness

SCORES:
This is the shooting
frequency. The formula range is from 8 to
28, with the average 18. The formula,
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based on actual NBA statistics, is:
SCORES = Field Goal Attempts/48
minutes
REBOUND:
This is the rebounding
frequency. The formula range is from 2 to
20, with an average of 9. The formula is:
REBOUND= Rebounds/48 minutes
ASSISTS:
This
is
the
assists
frequency. The formula range is from 3 to
51, with an average of 15. The formula
multiplies the actual assists by three so
that the same tables can calculate the
shots, rebounds, assists and fouls for
each team at every substitution point in
the game.
ASSISTS= (Assists*3) /48 minutes
INJURY:
This is the stamina and
coach's confidence factor.
It indicates
how much time a player is expected to
play in a typical game. Consider this
formula and table for this factor.
Average Minutes/Game= (11-INJURY) • 4
So for example, if INJURY is 2, the
average minutes per game expected is (112) • 4 or 36 minutes.
A full table of INJURY factors is as
follows:

INJURY is based on the ratio of the
player's minutes played relative to the
total possibility of play for the whole
season. This means that if a player plays
almost a full game when healthy but is
inured for haH the year he is only credited
with a haH-game INJURY or 5.
PER FOUL: This is the personal foul
frequency. The formula range is from 3 to
42, with an average of 15. The formula
multiplies the actual fouls by three so that
the same tables can calculate the shots,
rebounds, assists and fouls for each team
at every substitution point in the game.
FOULS= (Fouls*3) /48 Minutues
POSITION: Forward, guard or center or
combinations. Some players have more
than one position because they played
dual positions or because they might have
to play a second postion when a someone
fouls out.
The lower haH of the card has Pass,
Dribble and Shooting columns of 36
entries each corresponding the familiar
APBA double-dice roll. We'll look at these
columns next time.
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Editor's Note:
It's been a while since I've had to
do this, but the reservoir of pro
jects Is beginning
to
run
dry.
Please send In all types of replays,
whether
full
season,
one
team,
short-season,
or
whatever.
All
APBA sports replays are welcome.
As I stated over ten years ago In
the very first APBALone, this Is
your column.
Without your Input,
this column does not exist.
So get
busy and start rolling those dice or
pressing "P·enter", and send me
the results of your efforts.

1901 Tournament
As I have mentioned numerous times on these pages,
the tournament remains an unduring way of enjoying
all of the teams in a given season without the time
commitment needed to complete a full-season replay.
This is the first 1901 tourney I have ever seen. It was
completed by Joe Dahlquist, 8674 Wren Circle, Elk
Grove, CA 95624.

I completed my second tournament which was the
1901 season. It was quite an interesting contrast to the
modern games. The teams of 1go1 ran to victory or
out of it depending on the team. The home runs were
not prolific, but when they did occur it influenced the
outcome of the game in most cases.
I would like to thank you for the excellent coverage
you give to the solo players. The column still brings
inspiration by reading back issues to find tips for
playing. Now I can genuinely say I enjoy keeping stats,
even though they are limited, as they make the hobby
even more enjoyable. At this time I have my own
record book which will keep changing as I play
tournaments . Your column has also provided me with
some new friends to correspond with and share the
enthusiasm.
My next effort will be the 1908 tournament. I am still
hoping for an underdog to win, but 1908 has a couple
of strong clubs.
National League - Round One
St. Louis beat Boston tour games to one. The
only thrill in the series came in game four. With Boston
threatening to take the lead with the bases loaded and
no one out, Slagle hit into a triple play (my first in game
playing) to kill Boston's chances of winning.
Brooklyn topped Chicago in five games. The
Dodgers scored 19 runs in game five. Dodger pitching
turned in a 2.25 ERA for the series.
The Phillles dispatched the Giants in five
games as they allowed only 8 runs total while they
compiled a hefty .290 team batting average.
The favored Pirates took only five games to

REPLAYS
eliminate Cincinnati.
Pirate
hitters · werre awesome; their
team
average
was
.321,
including pitchers. In their wins
they scored 8, 10, 2, 11, and 13
runs. The major event of the
series was Jack Chesbro's flirt
with a no-hitter. The first Red hit
occured in the 8th inning.
Round One American
League

The White Sox, the favored team, had a difficult
time defeating the lowly Milwaukee Brewers as
they split the first four games. The major shock was
the 16-8 pasting of Clark Griffith. However, Chicago
pitching carried them to the final two victories.
The Philadelphia A's took 6 games to over·
come the pasky Baltimore Orioles.
Baltimore
proved it would be a long series by taking the A's to 12
innings before losing in game one. Philadelphia was
saved by the exploits of Nap Lajoie (scored tying run
and hit winning home run) . The A's major weapon was
their 277 batting averge.
The Tigers and Senators battled for 7 games
before the Senators pulled an upset win. Detroit
scored more runs (55-36). pitched better (3.34 ERA to
5.52), and played better defense. However Tiger bats
went silent the last two games.
Boston sent Cleveland packing In four games.
Cy Young won the opener for Boston; Tommy Dowd
provided the hitting. Boston recorded one shutout. In
the final game, Boston won 16-8 to make the series an
overpowering experience for Cleveland.
Round Two. National League
Pittsburgh sent the St. Louis Cardinals home
after five games. In the last three games of the
series, St. Louis could only score one run in each
game. Both "Deacon· Phillipe and Jesse Tannehill
pitched 3-hitters. Pittsburgh continued their hot hitting,
led by Honus Wagner and Fred Clarke.
Philadelphia was favored to beat the Dodgers.
However, Brooklyn pitching failed to listen as they
allowed a meager 0.98 earned runs per game.
Donovan and Newton pitched four-hitters for the
Dodgers. The hitting star for Brooklyn was "Wee Willie"
Keeler who had a three run homer in game 1.
Brooklyn won the series In 5 games.
Round Two- American League
The Chicago White Sox smashed the Senators
In four straight. Chicago pitching was superb,
allowing an average of 1 run a game. Their bats were
even hotter, hitting an out-of-sight .354 as a team.

They also stole 13 bases. Chicago's best individual
effort was 5 RBI by Sam Mertes.
Philadelphia drove Boston out In five games.
The major highlights of the series were a 22 hit, 14-3
victory in game one and Charlie Hemphill hitting for the
cycle in game four.
League Championship- National League
Dodger luck continued on as they beat
Pittsburgh in seven games. Jay Hughes opened
for Brooklyn with a shutout. Pittsburgh retaliated by
winning game two, 21 to 8 as Honus Wagner slugged a
grand slam. Game three saw the Dodgers win, 10-8 as
Keeler drove in five runs. The Pirates won game four,
8-7. "Wild Bill" Donovan pitched a one-hitter as the
Dodgers won game five, 6-0. Pittsburgh avoided
elimination in game six as Jack Chesbro threw a 3hitter over 14 innings as the Pirates finally won, 1-0.
Brooklyn won game seven, 8-4 on homers by Tom
Daly and Jimmy Sheckard.
League Championship- American League
Chicago edged Philadelphia In seven games,
although the A's managed to out-hit and out-pitch the
White Sox. Chicago won game one, 9-3. In game two,
the A's got 20 hits on their way to a 13 to 1 rout Lajoie
got the game winning hit for the A's in game three.
Game four was a blow-out as the A's collected 19 hits
and 6 stolen bases in a 10·2 win. In game five,
Chicago was handed the victory as A pitchers gave up
13 walks in a 7-6 loss. The White Sox continued to
surge in game six as Clark Griffith pitched a two-hitter
as the Sox won 3-1. In game seven, the White Sox
gained timely hits from Sam Mertes (a 3-run homer)
and Fielder Jones (a bases loaded triple) to win the
series by a scored of 7·2.
World Series
Brooklyn started out as if they were going to win easily
as they took games 1 and 2. Dodger stars were
Keeler, Kelley, and Daly. Chicago then turned the
series around by winning the final four. The White Sox
hitting was led by Jones and Sullivan. In all candor, the
finals proved to be quite anti-climactic compared to the
drama and thrills of the league championship.
Looking Back ..... .
There were some amazing statistics in the tournament.
Pittsburgh scored 128 runs on 205 hits.
The
Philadelphia A's stole 39 bases in the tourney.
Pittsburgh tallied a .309 team batting average. The
Dodgers collected 11 triples.

Pete Dye Step Aside- an APBA Fan has
Designed the World's Toughest Course!
Ed.Nard C. Wanner, 726 N. Cowls, McMinnville, OR
97128 has completed the "Million-Dollar Tee-Off
Classic" on a mighty tough APBA Golf course that he
designed, one which had all the greats grumbling! He
sends in these results:

The All-Time Million Dollar Tee-Off Classic was an
unusual tournament consisting of 72 golfers and a
7519-yard course. Matching the past against the
present, the 32 All-Time Great golfers and 32
additional pros from the 1976 set competed for the tide
of champion. Top prize money was $200,000.
The course was one I created to really challenge the
pros. It featured many narrow fairways and small
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greens nestled among sand traps and water hazza>oo.
It was designed to bring the scores up so the leaders
would shoot between 67-69 per round.
Round One: Average scored 74.44. Johnny Miller
stunned the field by birding the first 7 holes for an
opening round of 64. Sam Snead and Jack Nicklaus
were 2 back at 66. Only 17 shot a sub-par round.
Surprise round: Arnold Palmer with a 70.
Round Two: Average score 76.19. Bobby Jones fired
a 65 for a 1-stroke lead over Miller. Eleven golfers
were under par for the round. The tournament was cut
to 48 players for the last two rounds. Surprise round:
John Mahaffey fired a 66 after an opening 82.
(Continued next page)

Round Three: Average score 75.19. Jones and Miller
each carded rounds of 70 to remain 1-2 in the
tournament. Nicklaus was 2 back and had a 3-stroke
advantage over 3 other golfers. Nine golfers were left
Arnold Palmer put
under par. Surprise round:
together a course record 62, but was still 6 off the
pace.
Round Four: Average score 76.77. Nicklaus and
Jones hit water on 11. Snead led Nicklaus by 1. Jones
and Miller were 2 back. Nicklaus gralbbed the lead
with 1 hole to go. Called "The Monster", number 18
was an 803-yard final hole. Jones hit a 24-foot par putt
to give him a spot in the playoff with Nicklaus. Surprise
round: Gary Player with a 93.
Playoff: Hole 16: Both players had bogeyed this hole
in the final round of play. The hold consists of a 145yard water hazzard across the complete fairway
between the 185 and 330 yard marks. The water has
a total of 35 additional yards of sand around it. Players
can hit 162 yards maximum on their opening drive to
have the best shot of clearing the water and sand.
The hole measure 41 0 yards and has a par of 4.
Jones' first shot was hooked, but traveled about 145
yards. Nicklaus connected with a dead center, 160yard shot. Jack then buried Jones by hitting the green
from over 250 yards out, then connecting on the 9-foot
birdie putt. Nicklaus was the only golfer with 4 rounds
under par.
The All-Timers edged the 1976's by a 75.42 to 75.88
average.

1985 Baseball
Tournament
Paul Yankowskas, 272 Haverhill Street, #19,
Lawrence, MA 01841 like many other garners, enjoys
the tournament format as a way to see a number of
teams in action without making the long-term
commitment that a full replay takes. His report on the
1985 Tournament he recently completed follows:
Tournament Rules
Teams used their starting lineup and batting order as
listed on the yellow sheet. Teams had to use a four
man starting pitching rotation; each starter had to rest
three games before pitching again. A relief pitcher
who pitched more than three innings in a game had to
sit out the following game.
I used the basic game. Built-in stealing, individual
fielding
ratings,
and
pitcher
grade
advancement/reduction were all in effect. In the vent
that a play result caused an injury, the injured player
was sidelined for the number of games listed.
Tournament Format
Teams were seeded in their division according to
their 1985 regular season records. Ties between
Minnesota and Oakland in the A. L. West and San
Diego and Houston in the N.L. West were broken by a
coin flip. In all series, the higher seeded team was
home team for Game 1, with home team alternating
for the other games in that series.
Round 1 was best 2 out of 3. In the American
League, the division winners drew byes while the
second seed played the seventh seed, the third seed
played the sixth seed, and the fourth seed played the
fifth. In the National League, the top two teams in
each division drew first round byes. The third seed
played the sixth, and the fourth seed played the fifth.
Round 2 was best 3 out of 5. In the American
League, the division winner played the winner of the
fourth vs. fifth series, while the other two round one
winners in each division played each other. In the
National League, the division winner played the
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71

68

71
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Miler

64
66

71
75

73
73

Welakopf
Hogan
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71
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71

74
71

71
62
64
74

73
78

68
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70

78

70
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72
77
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74
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78
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68

80

71

74
73
67
72
73
72
83
72

68

77
70
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75
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71
75
75
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67
70
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77
78
70
78
78
67

277
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278
278
282
285
287
287
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71

291
292
293
293

78
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74
74

295
295
295
295
295
295

73

71
71
71
69

76
78

75
79
82
73
76
80
83

80

84

85
82

81
81

296
296

297
297
300
300
300
302

302
304
304
304
304

winner of the fourth vs. fifth series, while the second
seed played the winner of the third vs. sixth series.
The two Round 2 winners in each division played
each other for the division championship in a 3 out of 5
series. The subsequent League Championship Series
and World Series were 4 out of 7. For the World
Series, the DH was in effect in games where the
American League team was home team and not not in
effect in games where the National League was home
team.
Round 1
There were no surprises in the A.L. East. New York
took two straight from Cleveland, Detroit swept
Milwaukee, and Baltimore swept Boston. All the series
in the A.L. West went three games, but again there
were no upsets. California defeated Texas, Chicago
beat Seattle, and Oakland got by Minnesota. In the
N.L. East, Chicago beat Philadelphia in two straight,
but Montreal needed three games to get by
Pittsburgh. In the N.L. West, San Diego beat San
Francisco in three, and Houston swept Atlanta in 2. In
Game 1 on the Houston-Atlanta series, Bob Knepper
came within one dice roll of duplicating the no-hitter he
threw in Joe Dahlquist's tournament as Claudell
Washington's double in the first inning was Atlanta's
only hit.
Round 2
In the A.L. East, the Blue Jays took the Orioles in
three straight, while the Yankees swept the Tigers in a
surprisingly one-sided series. A.L. West Chamption
Kansas City easily handled the A's in three, while
Chicago knocked off the Angels in four games. All four
National League second round series went five
games. The top seeds prevailed (St. Louis over the
Cubs, and the Dodgers over the Astros -two three-hit
shutouts by Valenzuela!), but the two second seeds
weren't as lucky. Montreal, down 5-2 going into the
ninth in Game 5, roughed up Gooden for four runs to
take Game 5 and the series from the Mets. The Reds
also went down in Round 2 at the hands of the Padres.
Division Championship Series
The Yankees completed their dominance of the A.L.
East by beating the Blue Jays three games to none.
However, this series was more competititve than the
result would indicate, as two games went into extra
innings. In the A.L. West, Kansas City's pitching shut
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157
157
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158
158
158
160
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161
182
162
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164
172
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'Won Sudden Death Playoff

down the White Sox as the Royals won in four games.
Injuries played a key factor in both National League
division championship series. The Expos lost both
Hubie Brooks and Andre Dawson in Game 2 of the
their series against the Cardinals, and could win only
once as the Cards took the series in four games. An
outfield collision in Game 2 of the Dodgers-Padres
series put Gary Templeton out for the remainder of
the series and caused Carmello Martinez to miss two
games. Although the Padres pushed the Dodgers to
five games, the Dodgers prevailed.
L..gue Championship Series
Despite a superb series by Royals' first baseman
-Steve Balboni (1 0 for 23, five home runs, and a
slugging percentage of 1.0861)- the Yankees won the
American League title from the Royals in six games.
The Yankee pitching staff (despite only one B starter)
performed superbly, as both Niekro borthers had
complete game victories and Guidry threw a shutout.
Pitching, along with a key Dodger injury, proved to be
the difference in the National League Championship
Series as the Cardinals outsted the Dodgers in six
games. Danny Cox won two games for the Cards, and
Tudor outdueled Valenzuela by a 5-1 score in Game
4. The Dodger attack was hampered by the absence
of Pedro Guerrero in games two through four due to
injury (this tournament was starting to have more
injuries than Wrestlemania!).
World Series
Game 1 - Closest game of the series. St. Louis
scored in the first. The Yankees tied it in the top of the
third, but the Cards went up 2-1 in their half of the
third. Ken Griffey's two run homer in the fifth gave the
Yankees the margin of victory. Phil Niekro went the
distance for the win. Yankees 3, Cardinals 2.
Game 2 - Mike Pagliarulo's two-run blast in the
second gave the Yanks an early 2-0 lead -the only
reason my wife tolerated this project is because
Pagliarulo was in her 1978 Medford (Mass) High
graduating dass. However, it was all Cardinals after
that. St. Louis scored twice in the fourth to tie the
game, then scored four if the fifth, one in the sixth, and
two in the ninth. John Tudor held the Yankees to six
hits. Cardinals 9, Yankees 2.
Game 3 - The Yankees scored in the first on

(Continued next page)

(1985 Baseball Tournamnet)
Mattingly's sacrifice fly. However, their lead was short
lived as the Cards got three in the bottom half of the
first, led by solo homers by Herr and Van Slyke.
Andujar helped his cause with an RBI double in the
bottom of the fifth. The Yankees scored twice in the
eighth to dose the gap to 4-3, but got no doser.
Cardinals 5, Yankees 3.
Game 4 - The long ball was the difference in this one.
Winfield's solo homer in the sixth broke a 1-1 deadlock,
and Mattingly added a two-run shot in the eighth. Joe
Yankees 4,
Niekro pitched a complete game.
Cardinals 1
Game 5 As they had done throughout the
tournament, the Yankee bats came through when they

had to. Down 4-2 going into the eighth, the Yankees
scored three times on Henderson's RBI double and
Mattingly's two-run homer. Pinch-hitter Ron Hassey
put the icing on the cake with a two-run double in the
ninth. Fisher got the win in relief. Yankees 7, Cardinals
4.
Game 6 - The Cardinals came out smoking with four
runs in the first. Yankee starter Joe Cowley settled
down brillian~y after that, allowing the Cards only one
more hit in the rest of the game. However, John Tudor
was able to keep the Yankee attack at bay, allowing
just one run and four hits. The victory was cos~y for the
Cards, as Terry Pendleton was injured on Willie
Randolph's attempted steal of third and was knocked
outforGame7. Cardina/s4, Yankees 1.

Game 7- The Cardinals opened with a run in the first.
The Yankees pushed across a run in the seventh to tie
the score, then loaded the bases, thanks to a Tommy
Herr error. Up stepped Dave Winfield. OUt of the
shaker came the 66. In my mind I could hear Phil
Rizzuto saying, "HOLY COW, THAT ONE'S OUT OF
HERE 1". As much as this Red Sox fan hated to see it,
Winfield's grand slam gave the Bronx Bombers a 5·1
victory and the tournament.
Ricky Henderson (14 for 28 with 8 stolen bases) was
named the World Series MVP.
The Yankees
completed the series with a team batting average of
.224 and a team E.R.A. of 3.83. The Cardinals posted
an average of .220 and an E.R.A. of3.48.

Manager and shortstop Lou Boudreau led
the American League in both hits (239)
and average ( .391) and stroked 40
doubles and 27 homeruns. Joe Gordon
batted .291 and knocked 41 homers to
finish 2nd in the league and give the
Indians one of the best hitting keystone
combinations of all time.
Cleveland finished first in team ERA with
3.80. Gene Bearden led the league with a
2.03 and Bob Feller finished third with a
2.97. Both Bearden and Feller picked up

batting average. Eddie Lopat won the Cy Young award
with a21-5, 2.29 record.
Philadelphia Athletics, Mgr. Bill Lofgren
The Philadelphia Athletics stumbled and finished 9
games behind their 1948 counterparts . Despite OK
hitting, weak pitching kept the A's 32 games behind the
Yankees.
Shortstop and lead-off man Eddie Jost walked 153
times and scored 127 runs . Thirdsacker Hank Majeski
added 41 doubles and was one of three A's batters to
drive in over 100 runs (117). Ferris Fain (.314) drove in
107 runs and Sam Chapman (.300, 16 homeruns)
drove in 110. Lou Brissie led the A's pitchers with an 188 record.
St Louis Browns, Mgr. Scott 0/mstfiBd
The hapless Browns improved their record by picking
up four additional replay wins . Lack of pitching kept the
Brownies well back in the pack (Team ERA of 6.53) .
Thirdsacker Bob Dillinger led the Brownie offense with
a .318 average and 45 steals. AI Zarilla batted .338
with 49 doubles, and secondbaseman Jerry
Priddy batted .285 with 43 doubles and 100
walks. Hard luck starter Ned Garver finished
with a 15-14 record.
Washington Senators, Mgr. Ken Kalbfe/1
The Washington Senators could only manage
43 wins, 131ess than their real-life counterparts.
Lack of offense and only one pitcher (Ray
Scarborough) kept the Senators securely in the
basement.
Eddie Yost batted .287 and picked up 95 walks.
Bud Stewart, and early season trade acquistion
from the Yankees, was the only Senator with
double figures for homeruns, finishing with 11 .
Ray Scarborough finished at 10-18 with 3.18
ERA.
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The Indian Hill APBA Baseball Club completed its first
replay of a past season, 1948. The IHABC consists of
twenty employees of AT&T Bell
Telephone
Laboratories in Naperville, Illinois. After several years
of running a draft league, eight of the members
decided to replay a season.
The 1948 Brooklyn Dodgers blitzed their National
League counterparts, and the New York Yankees
squeezed past the Boston Red Sox and Cleveland
Indians to daim the American League crown . The
Dodgers and Yankees then fought through a seven
game World Series, with the Dodgers winning the
finale.
Run production was increased by 18% in the AL and
15% in the NL, while hits were increased by 7o/o and 6%
respectively. In the AL, walks were up by 10.8%, while
walks were up by only 6.8% in the NL. This giant jump
in offense made for an action packed replay, but one
that was only mildly accurate in individual player
statistics . However, the team final win/loss records
were dose to their 1948 finishes.
We played the APBA Baseball Basic Game with minor
variations -a Funky Number and Error Number Reroll
Chart to give equal dispersion of numbers to all
players. We had a limit of three hit-and-run attempts
per game. All players were limited to their 1948
amount of games played.

American League
Boston Rlld Sex, Mgr RogM Mills
The replay Red Sox won 6 more games than the 1948
Red Sox but finished second behind the explosive
Yankees. The Sox lived up to their destiny: they had a
.293 batting average, but a 4.50 ERA.
Ted Williams led the league in doubles (50) and in onbase percentage ( .4g2), and finished fourth in runs
(134), sixth in RBI (123), third in walks (136) and
second in slugging percentage (.598). The eight main
starters for the Red Sox batted a stellar .30g. Joe
"Burrhead" Dobson won 22 games.
Chicago White Sox, Mgr. Perry G/1/Bspl•
Despite decent hitting, the lowly White Sox only
escaped finishing last because of the dreadful
Washington Senators.
41-year old Luke Appling batted an amazing .387, but
still finished second behind Lou Boudreau . Appling
also picked up 102 walks, and finished with an OB% of
.488 good for second place.
CIBVB/and Indians, Mgr. Scan Erickson
The Cleveland Indians won the 1948 World Series but
fell short of winning the replay despite a late season
surge. Cleveland won 2 more games than their 1948
counterparts, but it wasn't enough to catch Boston or
New York.

24 wins, and Bob Lemon tied for the league lead with
25wins.
Detroit TlgiHS, Mgr. StBvB Ohnsman
The Detroit Tigers lost two more than in real-life, but a
close finish nevertheless. They did improve their finish
from fifth to fourth, slipping past the faltering A's.
Injuries kept Hall-Of-Fame thirdbaseman George Kell
(.287) out of the lineup for almost half the season, but
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he still dubbed 32 doubles in limited action. Pat Mullin
(.310, 85 walks, 27 homers, 130 RBI) led the Detroit
regulars. Hal Newhouser finished with a 25-1 0 record.
Hllw Yorlc Yank1111s, Mgr. John Blu~MnstBin
The New York Yankees blazed to the American
League Pennant by improving their 1948 record by 13
wins. However the 1948 Yankees only finished 2.5
games behind Cleveland so their replay crown is not a
huge upset.
The Yanks finished with a .310 TEAM batting average
and scored an amazing 1129 runs (7.3 per game). Joe
DiMaggio led the offense with 148 runs, 167 RBI, 43
homers, and a slugging percentage of .635. Joltin' Joe
also hit 45 doubles, 15 triples, and finished with a .336
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National League
Boston Brav11s, Magr. Scott Erickson
The Boston Braves finished 5 games behind
the Brooklyn Dodgers, so even if they had
picked up two more wins to even their replay
record with the real life record, it wouldn't have
mattered .
Jeff Heath batted .363, and stroked 37 doubles
and 24 homeruns in only 104 games. Alvin
Dark batted .357, thirdbaseman Bob Elliott
earned 134 walks, and Tommy Holmes batted
.352. Johnny Saln won 24 games and threw six shutouts, but besides Warren Spahn (17-9). a lack of
pitching kept them behind the Dodgers.
Brooklyn Dodg11rs, Mgr. Perry Gillespie
The Brooklyn Dodgers improved their finish by 10
games, and this was enough to get them to the World
Series. A good balance of hitting and pitching pushed
them past the uneven Boston Braves.

(Continued on Page)

Individual American and National
League Player Statistics on Next
Two Pages.

1948 American League Replay Individual Statistics
Boston Red Sox
Ave.
AB
R
H RBI 2B 3B HR BB SO
DIMaggio .300 676 143 203
92 45 7 6 110 59
Pesky
288 625 120 180 109 40 5 4 86 32
Doerr
.311 557 108 173 113 27 1 20 88 49
Williams .358 522 134 187 123 50 0 25 136 8
Tebbetts .313 451
B5 141
80 29 3 5 92 49
Goodman .328 466
88 153
70 34 4 1 97 46
Spence
271 406
82 110 110 20 2 27 81 35
Moses
266 184
39 49 41 13 1 3 33 16
Mele
229 131
19
30
19 6 2 2 10 13
Batts
.345 113
19
39 28 12 0 4 19 5
41
22 2 2 1 10 10
Hkchcock .320 128 24
Jones
214
98
14
21
13 7 0 2 11 25
3
2
2
30020 0
Stringer .667
Pitchers .160 463 47
74
58 3 1 0 52105
293 5446 1056 1594 1029 317 42 129 920 487
Tearn

L Sv
ERA W
Dobson
3.97 22 9 1
Parnell
424 14 14 2
Kramer
4.76 14 8 0
Kinder
3.98 19 5 0
Harris
4.04 12 3 0
Galehouse 5.88
4 8 0
Ferriss
4.82
8 2 2
Johnson 2.58
7 2 10
McDurrnott 7.40
0 0 1
Hughson 13.91 2 0 0
Caldwell225
010
Team
4.50 102 52 16

IP
H
279.0 249
229.1 189
209.2 217
183.0 173
133.2 165
116.1 168
106.1 126
76.2 83
24.1
25
22.0 53
8.0
9
1388 1436

SB
19
4
1
6
11
4
2
5
1
0
3
0
0
2
63

BB SO G GS CG
147 84 36 32 22
111 73 35 27 13
70 60 29 29 14
77 57 28 22 13
43 34 20 17 7
49 48 26 15 2
53 43 29 9 3
37 23 31 3 3
18 12
7 0 0
9 7 15 0 0
26000
623;443
154 77

Chica o White Sox
AB
R
H RBI 2B 3B HR BB SO SB
Ave.
Lt.plen
266 657 107 175
65 14 6 7 81 37 12
Appling
.387 538 93 208
83 11 1 1 102 32 23
Ph~ley
293 542 78 159 87 32 3 1 59 33 11
Wright
.303 501
55 152
50 10 8 1 67 21 2
72 151
88 16 8 5 35 16 2
Kotloway .311 485
Michaels 232 380 42
88
37 74 34932 7
Baker
264 405 87 107 26 11 2 0 72 44 32
Robinson 273 351
47
96
70 23 2 12 64 23 0
Hodgin
292 284 35
83
39 11 7 0 16 0 1
Seerey
228 334 37
78
56 7 1 16 65 92 0
Weigel
242 211
15
51
24 11 4 0 18 16 1
Tresh
208
24
6
5
4001711
KeMedy 207 121
14
25
18 5 1 0 11 18 0
Delslng
267
15
2
4
1 0 0 0
0 2 0
Walaesa .040
25
011000050
Pitchers .165 484 46
80 26 90 0 25981
Team
273 5357 736 1481 675167 47 47 671 472 93

Hayneo

Woghl
Pierettl
Gettel
Gurrpert
Grove

Papish
Judson
Moulder
Gilespie

Caldwell
Pearson
Harris!

Team

ERAW
L SIP
5.32 12 13 0 213.1
5.71
5 11 0 176.2
7.31
5 10 0 144.0
7.63
4 14 0 140.1
4.32
7 7 2 106.1
5.57
5 6 1 105.0
11.82 0 10 0 102.0
727
4 6 1 81 .2
6.50
0 8 1 77.1
6.62
6 6 2 69.1
7.84
1 4 2 62.0
7.34
3 4 3 57.2
5.90
1 2 0 29.0
6.62 53101 12 1364

H BBSO
281 86 91
223 99 53
200 97 36
206 84 58
126 46 34
126 66 25
183 99 44
116 45 25
112 66 39
93 38 24
92 55 14
84 32 21
33 14 6
1879 827 470

GGSCG
29 23 16
32 32 5
21 18 9
20 19 9
16 12 9
19 11 6
21 15 7
30 5 3
22 9 4
24 6 2
24 1 1
22 2 2
12 1 0
154 73

Cleveland Indians
Ave.
265
.391
291
.332
207
271

Keltner
Boudreau
Gordon
MilcheR
Hegan
Robinson
Doby
Tucker
Clark
Judnlch

.341
291

Kennedy

268

285
298

n:>ton
.356
Berardino .203
Edwards .182
Peck
Seerey

.500
.156

Pitchers

.199

Team

287

Lemon
Feller
Bearden

ERA
3.52
2.97
2.03

R
H RBI 2B 3B HR BB SO SB
AB
596 108 159 121 21 7 28 82 49 1
611 128 239 120 40 1 27 101 7 2
574 105 167 145 11 3 41 77 66 2
612 104 203
69 13 9 3 44 1 16
511
68 108
64 24 3 12 42 84 1
451
49 122 88 20 4 18 51 27 1
470 101 134
55 23 3 14 57 80 16
265 54
79
21 14 2 1 33 16 22
252 40
86
58 6 1 15 24 13 0
162 33
53
16 9 4 0 56 14 4
128
16 34
20 7 3 3
6 9 0
12
32
12 3 0 0
7 10 0
90
64
8
13
7 2 1 1
7 6 0
55
7
10
6 3 0 0
5 9 1
14
17
2100221
32
4
5
3001660
448 67
89 4522 2 7 3081 0
5355 905 1537 852219 43171 630482 67
W
LSIP
HBBSOGGSCG
25 10 0 301 .1 252 148 103 37 37 25
24 9 0 293.2 217 135136 37 37 20
24 5 0 256.2 141 117 99 31 29 26

4.70
4 4 2 992
B5 60 17
4.69
5 7 1 94.0 91 39 26
6.37
3 4 0 82.0 112 47 40
3.94
4 3 2 59.1 65 20 19
7.78
2 5 0 562 79 42 20
2.14
3 3 12 542
31 23 16
5.03
3 3 1 48.1 46 24 15
5.24
1 0 0 22.1 30 12 7
12.74 1 2 0 172 34 18 7
3.80 99 55 18 1386 1183 685505

Gromek
Zoldak
Black
Paige
Muncriel
Crlstopher
Klleman
G-1
Kennedy
Team

29 9 2
23 12 4
19 10 2
20 6 2
14 9 2
35 0 0
29 0 0
5 2 0
7 3 0
154 83

Detroit Ti ers
Vico
Evers
Mullin
Lpon

Swift

AB
575

Ave.
.247
.312

565

.309
.299
.228
.252

531
501
371
345

Wettz
Wakefield .310 394
Mayo
.250 400
.287 394
Kell
Outlaw
.310 216
Lake
.308 216
Berry
.209 158
CarTplell .333
93
Wagner .225 111
Riebe
.176
17
Ginsberg .406
32
Pkchers .225 453
Team
.275 5372
ERA W
Nwhouser 3.58 25
Truclls
3.01 13
Trout
3.29 14
HUichlnson 4.74 12
Houtteman 5.09
9
Gray
9.45
1
Pierce
6.60
1
o-mlre 6.75
1
Benton
6.21
0
White
6.65
0
4.36 76
Team

R
H RBI 2B 3B HR BB SO SB
79 142 86 27 10 12 34 46 1
96 176 91 28 4 13 56 12 o
101 164 130 12 10 27 85 53 2
90 150 54 18 10 5 77 27 5
31
84
30 9 0 5 58 32 2
59 87 59 16 7 9 58 49 2
60 122 73 33 9 11 65 63 1
52 100 53 23 0 3 37 20 0
68 113 47 32 4 1 29 15 3
30
67
24 15 0 0 29 17 0
41
66
12 2 0 0 63 25 0
22 33
12 1 0 0 28 16 0
10 31
18 1 1 0
1 5 0
6
25
13 7 o o 19 12 1
3
3
1 0 0 0
2 1 0
4
13
7 0 0 0
4 1 0
60 102 50 4 2 2 50 61 2
812 1478 760228 57 88 695455 19
L
10
14
10
13
16
6
2
3
0
2
78

S IP
H
1 304.1 249
1 248.1 212
3 224.1 189
o 224.0 220
1 166.1 221
0 60.0
99
0 432
54
1 40.0
59
0 33.1
41
0 23.0
31
7 1367 1375

BBSO
137 87
130 128
97 87
88 69
71 62
44 23
24 21
26 16
32 8
17 9
668 510

GGSCG
39 36 26
38 26 19
34 24 14
32 28 12
39 20 8
15 11 0
13 5 2
21 4 0
19 o o
17 0 0
154 81

AB
611

: : : :... :;;:
Johnson .371

:

=~~

0

Brown
McQuinn
Llndel
Nlarhos
Keller

~=ock

Bauer
Lollar
Houk
S-art
P•chers
Team

488

::

::

.297
.265
.341
.320
.
341

344

:

.161

.409
.190
.143

.263
.310

R
H
148 205

RBI 2B 3B HR BB SO SB
167 24 15 43 94 27 2

99

181

97 32 6 14

54 24

52
76
60

89
106
94

208

39

71

61 17 6 13
83 11 2 19
44 14 2 0
52 16 2

5

:~ ~ ~ ~= ~ ~ ~

56
16
9
5 0 1 1
22
7
9
0000
21
3
4
1 0 0 0
7
1
1
0 0 0 0
543 74 143 71 16 5 3
5530 1129 1714 1060283 87148

48 31
45 34
70 17

Ch~man

Valo
Rosar

AB

R

560

99
71
123
127
95
79
85
29

553
551
505
551
473
403
309

G GS
35 26
34 24
31 29
110 66 29 27
110 61 33 30
74 31 18 15
342437 0
34 16 34
27 11 16
11 10
5
7 4
8 0
760453
154

199
233
136
79
91
38
28
21
1470

ZariKa
Platt
Mooo
Pellegrini
Lehner
Dente

SI9V90S
Partee
Kokoo
Arll
Lund
Anderson
Layden
Coleman
Pllchers
Team

Fannin
Stephens
Ke nedy

Ave
.318

285
.338
277
249
253
249
234

.305
231
.341
229
.191
281
204
.333
.147
271

AB
R
H RBI 2B 3B
683 145 211
49 26 6
572
94 163 112 43 6
597 108 202
93 49 1
448 70 124 92 18 18
350
34
87
63 21 2
297
33
75
29 27
342 39 85 51 21 4
265 26
62
28 12 0
308 39 94 43 18 3
234 20 54 27 7 0
264 37
90 49 18 3
249 37
57
38 10 2
173 21
33
19 9 2
64
12
18
6 2 0
108
5
22
12 3 1
36
5
12
4 0 0
353
34
52
14 7 0
5323 759 1441 729 266 55

ERA W
7.61 11
5.18 15
5.42 13
5.40
5
8.41
6

L
21
14
14
6
14
:

S
0
5
3
3

II'

o

229.1
225.2
219.0
130.0
127.1

2

78.1

~ ~:~

HR BB SO
3 72 38
12 100 66
8 54 37
12 39 52
17 42 54
23740
0 39 15
0 36 4
2 43 21
1 32 19
2 36 24
4 54 36
4
6 33
0 11 13
0
4 12
0
4 5
0 35 40
67 646 509

H BB SO
349 138 80
207 114 77
250 112 60
166 69 48
185 95 54

G
43
39
34
41
27

1:
99

:
47

~~

o

Zoldak
Shore
g;:swrd

5.08
3 4 1 67.1
83 30 19
6.34
1 3 0 38.1 47 27 16
8 72
0 2 1
32.0 44 22 15
·
11.90 0 0 0 19.2 41 11 4
3.45
1 1 0 15.2
13
6 6
6.53 63 91 16 1355 1721 779458

1
2

32 10 0
1
:
:
5 9 4
001
0 0 0
2 1 1
35 73 o
767390 59

Potier
Team

2

2

52 28

a

~ MD!ifit·Jij4·i 1'1€

H RBI 2B 3B HR BB SO SB
173 117 41 6 10 76 47 3
127 98 16 8 7 66 58 7
173 107 28 6 12 107 49 12
140 81 29 1 14 153 71 3
183 72 23 9 0 71 22 2
142 110 25 9 16 74 58 9
136 67 16 7 2 91 2 17
76549044051

CG
19
17
15
12
9
5
0
1
0
0
0
78

St. Louis Browns
Dillinger
Priddy

6.78

IP
H BBSO GGSCG
277.1 263 97132 36 31 22
275.1 191 91 89 33 31 24
253.0 262 134 76 34 31 19
1612 130 66 41 26 22 10
125.1 120 81 62 27 11 9
982 105 50 36 16 12 9
52.1
79 30 18 14 8 2
49.0 77 30 202510
64 25 19 13 5 2
45.0
322 38 15 13 15 0 0
182 24 15 4 14 2 0
1389 1353 634 510
154 97

19

H BB SO
225 135104

220 116 61
200 102 65

Widmar

~ ~~~ 1 ;~ ~ 1: 1 ~ ~ ~ ~
1 75
102 58 23 0 3 51 17 3

336
311
294

S IP
0 236.1
0 231 .2
0 231.0
0 189.1
0 183
0 90.2
368.2
1 60.2
0 281
0 28.0
3 14.0
7 1361

3

Philadelphia Athletics
Ave
.298
.230
.314
.277
.332
.300
.337
.246

ERA W
L
4.42 18 8
4.12 16 12
3.43 14 9
5.04
9 13
5.95
8 15
9.13
3 7
4.33
4 4
727
1 5
921
0 0
3.54
2 1
7.07
0 5
5.04 75 79

~: ~~ 1~; ~ 1~ 2~ 1~ ~ 2~ ~~kj :~ ~

ERA W
L S
Rasch I
3.41 23 7
Lopat
2.29 21
5 1
Reynolds 4.73 19 11 1
Shea
3.95 10 7 1
Byrne
4.08 10 5 4
Porterfield 3.10
9 1 1
Erroree
7.57
4 1 0
Page
1029 2 7 1
Hiller
7.40
420
G1Jrlll9'1 5.23402
Drews
5.30
1 1 0
Team
4.13 107 47 12

Majeski
Suder
Fain
Joost
MoCosky

Brissle
Scheb
Coleman
Fowler
Marchldon
McCahan
Harris
Savage
Kellner
Holborow
Potter
Team

Sanford
Garver

New York Yankees
Ave.
DIMaggio .336

WMe
235 251
30 17 4 2 36 15 1
35
59
Coleman 251 239 43 60
17 6 2 1 33 23 2
Guerra
.194 180 22
31
18 4 4 0 25 17 3
Franl<s
.337
92
10
31
23 11 1 0 24 6 1
York
233
43
10
3 0 0 0 10 9 0
2
WOCb
204
54
2
11
4 3 0 0
3 5 0
Demars .038
28
312000
900
Team
274 5291 885 1451 845242 60 70 850441 62

Kozar
Vernon

Yost
Coan

280
233
267
242

267
244
279
.302
.203
239

617
576

562
549

2B 3B HR
173 64 28 3 3
134 72 19 5 3
167 47 36 10 2
133 51 13 5 3
126 77 15 14 11
101 55 16 2 o
83 38
9 52
83 40
5 6 0
47 19
5 3
1
49 20
8 2 2
42 15
5 1 o
45 19 12 6 3
51 28
8 3 3
1
0
o o o
4
0 1 0
92 34 15 1 0
1331 578 196 67 33

Stewart
Christman
Early
Woolen
Evans
McBride
Sullivan
RoberlBon
Gi-•r
Meeks
Okrte
Pllchers
Team

251 5293

Scrborgh
Wynn
Masterson
Hudson
Haefner
ThOOl>OOn
Candini
Harrist
we•eroth
Ferrick
Pierettl
Team

ERA W L S II'
H
3.16 10 15 0 243.1 198
6.01
5 22 0 208.1 265
5.19
9 17 1 197.2 219
5.93
6 18 0 180.2 216
529
5 12 0 151.1 193
4.64
4 9 3 128.0 122
8.93
1 5 0 88.2 140
7.35
1 4 0 52.2 75
6.49
2 4 o 52.2 65
5.44
0 3 6 41 .1 57
8.04
0 2 0 15.2 20
5.43 43111 10 13601570

.194
212
268
.059
.108

230

472
414
298
275

86
67
88
76
55
38
23
28
23
20
16
37
30
3
0
29
619

232

205
217
212
190
17
37
400

BB SO
128 91
116 70
152 68
116 64
67 51
78 48
73 29
22 10
42 14
18 14
8 7
620466

GS CG
34 8
25 12
30 9
13 3
21 2
:
0

11
16
19
13
2

BB
72
65
95
54
51

SB
45
8
11
2
1
2
1
1
0
3
5
1
0
0
7
0
1
88

~

0

9 2
4 1
2 0
0 0
2 1
154 42

so
45

39
49
84
35

11 11

SB
4
15
2
32
7
1
5
6

3929
16 25
2S 18
1
25 12 o
37 20 2
37 21 16
36 29 5
o 8 o
0 9 0
19 62 1
593 502 97

G
32
34
34
36
29
46
35
22
34
38
6

GS
27
32
28
28
20
7
4
4
3
0
1
154

CG
13
7
11
5
5
1

o
o
o
o

0
42

1948 National League Replay Individual Statistics
Boston Braves
Ave

AB
460
614
402
547
633
436
229

R
H RBI 2B 3B HR BB SO SB
117 125
63 29 11 11 106 55 39
114 219
82 53 12 7 42 32 1
86 146 112 37 2 24 59 36 1
117 155 114 23 5 25 134 40 9
100 223 110 40 7 10 56 6 1
64 128 78 36 8 2 33 25 4
48
68
41 12 3 0 43 10 7
49 108
57 19 0 7 50 33 2
38
59
28 17 0 5 34 27 5
53
76
32 12 3 5 41 28 1
820
3210240
22
48
28 32 03234 0
29
47
41 13 3 6 12 12 3
21
32
13 5 0 0 13 3 0
26554462835320
5
9
21
0 4
2 2 0
41
86
32 6 0 0 27 80 1
938 1604 899314 59 114 721 459 74

Torgeson 272
Dark
.357
Healn
.363
283
Elliot
Holmes .352
McCrmikM .294
Stanky
297
Masi
268 403
Russell
.221 267
Conatser .317 240
Sturgeon 282
71
Sisti
205 234
McCrmikB 242 194
Ryan
276 116
Salkeld
272 202
Litwhiler 273
33
Pitchers .189 454
Team
290 5535

Sain
Spahn
Voiselle
Bicldotd
Barrett
Shoun

Hogue
Wh~e

Lyons
Potter
Team

ERA W
228 24
3.99 17
3.90 14
5.19
7
3.22 10
7.70
2
7.01
9
3.97
1
6.66
1
4
3.15
3.94 89

L
11
9
5
13
5
5
10
2
0
5

S
0
0
0
0
3
6
7
0
0
1
65 17

IP
336.0
272.2
244.2
149.0
137.0
73.2
68.0
22.2
11.0
71 .1
1366

H BB SO G GS
179 100 138 40 40
271 78 83 36 35
212 95 64 39 31
173 53 50 33 21
137 30 51 29 14
117 16 32 36 5
74 35 21 40 1
19 12
8 15 0
17
6
5 7 0
62 20 33 15 7
1261 445 485
154

CG
30
13
9
6
7
2
0
0
0
3
70

Brookl n Dod ers
Ave
AB
R
H RBI 2B 3B HR
.314 576 113 181 103 32 0 15
.312 247
38
n 45 13 1 5
Robinson 271 580 92 157
84 31 7 10
Hrmanski .302 434
98 131
95 28 10 18
CarJ1)1'lela 245 294 48
72
43 11 5 4
Furillo
.323 371
64 120 68 25 5 5
Hodges 271 436
73 118
72 22 8 13
Rackiey 268 291
48
78
25 13 4 0
Snider
209 tn 24 37 31 8 7 5
Reiser
289 142 33 41
15 10 3 3
Vaughn 268 127
17
34
9 6 0 2
ShOO.
.317 167 26
53
37 7 1 6
Wh~man .337 181
20
61
24 19 0 0
Brown
.227 141
10
32
18 4 0 4
Miksis
234 209 33 49
21 6 1 5
Edwards 252 278 42
70
39 23 0 10
Ward
.300 120 12 36
18 9 1 0
Jorgnson 260 104
15
27
11 7 3 1
Mauch
.000
50
0
0000
Team
271 5322 833 1440 788277 80 106
Reese

Cox

Bamay
Hatten
Branca
Roe
Taylor

Palica
Erskine

Ramodel
Betvman
Mimer
Team

ERA W
l S IP
3.52 19 10 0 268.1
3.17 22 5 1 247.0
3.89 15 10 1 229.1
3.07 17 8 3 190.2
7.40
4 7 0 86.1
5.57
4 3 3 105.0
6.82
2 5 0 63.1
6.89
1 0 2 47.0
2 6 4 96.2
5.03
3.16
8 6 10 51.1
421 94 60 24 1385

H
231
190
198
146
114
124
96
68
123
48
1338

BB SO SB
59 41 41
42 16 7
40 32 34
51 48 21
34 37 5
46 29 2
48 49 5
19 22 20
14 30 1
28 25 9
25 4 0
43 13 1
15 16 8
7 18 0
21 22 4
24 25 3
9 20 1
14 9 2
000
571 573165

BB SO G GS CG
115 116 38 33 13
102 72 34 30 15
98 93 30 211 17
53 58 33 23 10
62 32 19 13 3
89 53 34 10 1
23 19 10 9 3
25 22 25 1 0
42 31 39 5 2
211 16 31 2 0
615 512
154 64

Chica o Cubs
Ave
Cavarretta 249
Jeffcoat 291
lowray
.314

AB
341
525
471
145

R
40
78

Maddem
Mauch
Nioholson
Palko
Scheffing
Schenz
Smalley
VerbartWukus
Walker
Culler
Pilchers
Team

240 233
.317 559
289 173
.178 101
.151 392
287 5408

65
15
21
21
65
96
50
51
32
20
81
26
16
36
713

Borowy

ERA W
5.96
8

l
9

AkCulogh .228

234

209

.226

136
517
561
295
374
376

246
.306
.332
.294
210

H RBI 2B 38
85
39 16 6
153
44 13 8
148 49 15 3
33
14 6 4
49 25 10 0
31
18 3 2
127
87 19 8
173 117 35 3
98
51 20 3
110
33 13 0
79
46 11 5
56
14 10 0
1n
78 24 9
50
32 g 0
18
14 2 0
59
32 12 0
1446 691218 51

HR BB SO SB
3 44 34 3
3 28 71 11
5 41 20 4
0 13 10 2
4 14 29 1
2 22 11
23 85 57 1
24 52 53 1
8 22 22 4
1 11 8 6
3 25 81 2
0
5 3 2
10 47 3 9
7 37 19 2
0 20 2 0
1 15 78 1
94 481 501 50

SIP
H BBSO GGSCG
1 131.1 183 58 51 37 16 1

Charrbers
Chipman
Dobernic
Harmer
Kush
Lade
McCall
Meyer
Rush
Sch~z

Team

5.84
5.43
2. 74
7.39
6.49
4.45
5.39
4.94
5.11
2.24
4 .n

1
4
7
2
4
6
5
8
5
18
66

9 2 114.0 135 53 40 30 13 2
71 26 22 28 2 0
7 3 58.0
9 12 882
66 35 32 45 0 0
10 0 108.1 159 78 45 31 18 1
0 1 68.0
99 35 23 38 1 0
6 0 97.0 109 38 29 23 11 4
6 1 1432 1n 65 64 29 19 4
12 0 182.1 200 83 51 28 27 5
10 1 123.1 144 52 52 32 16 3
10 1 265.0 140 90 136 34 31 18
88 22 1380 1483 857 731 613 545 38

Cincinnati Reds
Ave
AB
R
H RBI 2B 3B HR BB SO SB
Baumholtz .353 499 91 176 72 28 6 9 43 20 14
Adams
.316 301
60
95
27 22 4 0 34 30 18
Wyrostek .280 515 85 144
79 29 6 11 67 36 3
Sauer
.278 529 91 147 113 10 0 36 74 76 0
Kluszwski .280 425 60 119 76 24 6 11 26 32 1
Hatton
.282 496 72 140 6323 2 8 634323
Stallcup .194 588 55 114 67315 5 2535 3
Lamanna .229 423 40
97 44 15 1 1 60 44 1
Corbitt
.293 280 34 82 33 11 0 0 19 12 8
Schultz
.238
42
3 10
4002121
Williams .181
127
9 23
7 2 0 2 12 20 0
Zientara . 189 143 12 27
7000760
Litwhiler .305 387 60 118 60 26 0 17 43 45 0
Galan
.277
83 21
23
18 3 5 1 26 7 0
.254 126 18 32
Young
12 7 0 2 24 12 0
P~chers
.150 440 36
66
26 10 0 3 29 65 2
Team
.261 5404 747 1413 708241 35108 553485 74
VandeMer
Rffnsbrgr
Fox
Wehmeier
Blackwell
Gurrbert
Peterson
Burkhart
Cress
Blaclcburn
Hughes
Team

ERA W
4.61 14
3.90 13
6.17
3
6.41
3
6.73
5
2.83
6
7.41
6
0.79
2
3.67
3
6.57
0
5.93
4
5.27 59

LSIP
15 0 2692
11 4 224.0
18 o 185.1
12 1 1792
8 o 143.o
11 19 114.1
12 0 136.0
0 0 11 .1
4 0 81.0
2 0 242
2 0 572
95 24 1426

HBBSOGGSCG
249 112 87 33 33 17
237 80 73 40 24 10
279
63 29 26 5
250 84 66 42 23 5
203
71 23 20 3
95 28 29 54 0 0
202 63 58 40 18 1
6
4 10 5 0 0
79 43 51 33 4 1
41 12
7 15 0 0
70 31 24 18 6 3
1711 611 539
154 45

n
n

New York Giants
Mize
MoCarthy
Rignay
Lohrlce
Kerr
Rh-..
Gordon
Cooper
Westrum
livingston
Lockman
Thomson
Frey
Marshall
Mueler
layton
Conway
P~chers

Team

Ave
.285
.356
.285

.250
.253
.160
.342
.229

AB
578
59
432

288
478
50
550

332
.222 135
.310 113
.314 602
.264 469
.308
52
.296 565
.344
93
.247
97
.314
51
.144 417
.274 5361

R
H RBI 2B 3B HR BB SO SB
102 165 118 27 7 37 74 21
1
11 0 1 2
4 0 0
5 21
80 123 51 17 4 9 52 52 8
52
72 41 19 2 10 40 18 4
55 121
59 18 4 2 49 41 10
11
8
3 1 0 3
7 8 6
92 188 109 52 3 31 58 45 10
32
76
56 11 2 19 23 21
1
25 4 3 6 28 27 1
15 30
3035246152873
122 189 91 22 16 22 64 50 9
69 124 62 28 4 17 31 73 3
8
16
8 1 0 3
1 2 1
70 167 64 23 8 14 45 31 2
43227910350
17 24
13 2 6 4 13 21
1
10
16
8 4 1. 0
2 10 0
49
60 26 10 1 2 41 124
823 1467 796254 64186 563 556 61

ERA W
Jansen
2.90
Jones
2.79
Poat
5.26
Hartung
5.22
Kennedy 7.36
Koslo
6.27
Hansen
4.70
Trinkle
3.56
Konikowski 8.84
Dreisewrd 5.40
Team
4.62

l S
21 10 1
20 7 4
9 10 1
9 8 1
5 9 0
8 13 1
5 6 8
7 6 7
0 1 0
0 0 0
84 10 23

IP
H BB SO
298.1 251 99 87
216.1 162 65 79
169.1 216 85 54
174.0 221 75 70
121.0 184 64 54
1602 217 74 55
113.0 118 50 50
73.1
66 31 29
372
68 22 12
13.1 18
6
5
13n 1521 571 495

GGSCG
41 36 21
46 22 14
33 25 2
33 20 10
29 19 3
38 21
5
36 10 4
44 0 0
25 1 1
5 0 0
154 60

Philadel hia Phillies
Sisler
Harmer
Miller
Caballero
Emio
Ashburn
Blatnik
Seminick

Ave
.263
.248
.252
.245

.320
.329
.276
.230

AB

R

471

46
54
55

463

485
384
615

493
446
395

38
97
79
45
54

H RBI 2B 3B
124 53 24 1
115
54 25 4
122 81 29 1
94
39 15 2
197 122 57 1
162 33210
123 71 29 19
91
57 18 0

20

HR BB SO SB
12 38 37 0
3 19 29 1
24 15 34 0
1 16 18 6
32 51 53 1
2 442632

6
18

40 69
64 64

0
4

.313

335
50 105 29 8 3 2 24 26 3
329
67
98
18 10 2 2 37 25 4
232
18
50
22 11 4 0
2 14 2
50
6 6 1 0
8 5 0
178
17
83
624
6200210
81
7
17
13 1 0 4
3 24 0
59
9
21
12 1 0 2
4 4 0
13
3
2
3 0 0 1
1 3 0
2
0
0
0000100
421
43
n 36 0 2 7 20103 3
268 5485 688 1472 655257 401 16 389 535 56

Walker
Haas
Rowell
Verban
Padgett
Lakeman
Jones

298

216
281
289
210
.356
.154
.OOO
.183

Schu~z

Wagner
Pitchers
Team
Leonard
Rowe
Dooiel
Roberts
Si1T'11'101"1s
Heintzlman
Donnelly
Heusser
Nahem
Bicknell
Team

ERA W
L S
2.03 18 12 1
5.72
6 17 0
5.19 12 12 3
528
3 11 0
728
4 13 0
5.51
4 12 0
5.77
5 15 1
6.07
1 5 2
8.94
0 1 2
6.82
1 2 1
523 54100 10

IP
271 .0
184.0
151.o
153.1
170.2
132.1
159.0
59.1
53.1
34.1
1368

H
BB SO
153 97 134
238 62 60
174 65 59
179 63 72
241 102 99
183 34 50
194 76 56
84 27 27
78 39 17
47 16 13
1571 581 587

G
33
30
36
20
29
26
28
37
31
15

GS CG
30 24
22 8
18 2
20 7
23 5
17 4
20 7
0 o
1 0
3 0
154 57

Pittsbur h Pirates
Rojek
Gustine
Walkar
Hopp
Kiner
Westlake
Stevens
Murtaugh

Ave
.294
297
.310

AB
670
495
420

255
248
.308

396

64

569
471

264

444

102
90
68
85
44
23
26
23
12
13
46
818

297 572
F~zgerald .316
294
Kluttz
225 289
Bockman .196 189
West
242 157
Basgell
255
51
Beard
.315
73
Pitchers 212 433
Team
273 5523

Chesnes
Riddle
Lombardi
Bonham
Ostrm.oelr

Sewell
Higbe
Sing~on

Queen
Gregg
Main
Team

R
107
73
42

H RBI 2B 38 HR
197 67 28 4 3
147 80 21 2 10
130 56 18 5 5
101
37 19 10 0
141 117 13 0 39
145 91 14 3 22
117 69 22 4 7
170 71 26 3 1
93
58 10 4 2
65
38 15 4 5
37
16 3 1 3
38 28 5 0 7
13
6 1 0 0
23
3 1 5 0
92 46 6 0 5
1509 783202 45109

ERA W
L S
3.16 15 5 0
3.33 16 8 1
4.17 10 6 3
5.48
5 9 0
3.89
7 8 0
4.35
7 8 01
3.82
9 12 18
5.57
6 4 1
4.08
3 7 1
4.66
5 4 0
623
0 0 1
4.11 83 71 26

II'
188.0
208.1
177.0
128.0
141.0
113.2
148.2
82.1
79.1
94.2
26.0
1385

BB SO SB

66
47
40
33
107
74
43

53 34
50 9
22 0
41 4
43 2
37 2
50 3
72 46 10
39 25 6
23 25 4
14 27 5
34 39 1
4 6 1
10 9 10
24 92 1
630 565 92

H BB SO G GS CG
165 78 67 25 23 10
171 81 71 29 28 12
166 92 48 40 19 3
179 43 45 21 19 2
154 60 55 21 20 5
133 35 40 19 15 4
151 60 53 56 8 3
108 37 36 39 6 1
78 36 25 26 9 2
110 33 27 21 7 5
38 13 15 17 0 0
1453 568 482
154 47

St. Louis Cardinals
Ave

Dusak
Marion
Musial
lang
Slaughter
Jones
Schondist
Rice
LaPointe
Kur<MSki
Moore
Bakar
Wrlber

Garagiola

.180
257
.382
296
.305
247
.236
209
.204
.187
203
297
.236
.164

Northay
Young
Pilchers
Team

.323
235
.193

Dickson
Brecheen
Pollet
Munger
Brazle
Wilks

3.80
2.42
3.82

259

AB
R
H RBI 2B 3B HR BB SO SB
328 65
59
25 5 2 8 63 61 8
579
85 149 73373520551
599 149 229 154 46 17 50 82 33 3
348 45 103 50 12 1 1 52 38 2
531
90 162 89 34 11 15 71 26 0
470
45 116 90 18 7 14 47 37 1
411
50
97
28 16 3 3 29 18 2
296
30
82
19 18 1 2 33 48 2
230 31
47
19 2 0 0 19 21 0
209 24 439 2470432240
197
26
40
20 12 0 1 27 9 2
118
18
35
12 14 0 0 15 8 1
72
5 17
5 1 0 0
4 10 0
55
7
9
6 4 0 2 13 10 0
232
38
75
58 9 1 14 41 28 0
119
9
28
16 5 1 0
9 5 1
373
30
n 30 6 5 2 18 50 0
5167 747 1339 718246 52121 575481 23

ERA W

Hearn
Stalay
Johnson
Burkhart
Team

4.86
5.16
3.32
4.98
723
5.97
424
4.13

l
S
17 10 1
17 11 1
12 8 0
8 9 1
8 5 2
11 11 16
6 7 1
4 0 1
0 2 0
5 3 1
88 66 24

P
H BBSO GGSCG
227.1 221 67 85 42 29 12
248.2 142 71 149 32 29 21
202.2 186 84 88 36 26 10
170.1 209 75 71 40 26 4
172.2 215 54 60 42 23 3
108.1 84 49 34 57 2 1
97.2 122 37 45 33 12 3
61 .0 89 31 29 31 3 1
34.2 44 23 17 13 4 0
40.1
42 23 15 21 0 0
1363 1354 514 593
154 55

goats, dutch double plays and critical errors, batters hit
by pitches, stolen bases, homeruns, and plenty of
familiar names.
Game One saw Brooklyn take a 3-0 lead at home, but
a DiMaggio homerun and a Berra triple tied the game
at 3. Brooklyn pulled it out, 6-4, with Reese and Snider
leading the way.
Game Two went to the Yankees, 6-3 as Eddie Lopat
pitched a complete game victory and Tommy Henrich
socked a homerun.
With three games in Yankee Stadium coming up, the
Yankees seemed to have the advantage. But the
Dodgers won games three and four to take a 3-1 series
lead. A Jackie Robinson homerun gave the Bums a 5-3
win in game three, and Robinson then hit another
homer in game four 10 ice a 9-7 Dodger victory.
With their backs to the wall, the Yanks pulled out a win
in game five as Bill "Bull" Johnson led off the bottom of
the 11th with a homerun to give New York a 5-4 win
and send the series back to Brooklyn with the Dodgers
leading 3 games to 2.
Another DiMaggio homerun led the Yankees to a 7-2
victory in game six, the second complete game for the
Cy Young winning Eddie Lopat
The stage was now set for game seven. The Yankees
jumped to an early lead as Henrich socked a first inning
homerun. However that would be the only Yankee run

(1948 Replay; Continued from page
PeeWee Reese batted .314, stole 41 bases, and
drove in 103 runs to lead the dub. Jackie Robinson
struggled and finished at .271 with 31 doubles and 32
steals. This team was still a year or two away from the
Dodger dynasty of the 'SO's as Carl Furillo only played
93 games and Duke Snider, Billy Cox, Roy
Campanella, and Gil Hodges were less than full-time.
Joe Hatten picked up the Cy Young Award with a 22-5
record.
Chicago Cub., Mgr. BHI Lofgrwn
The Chicago Cubs improved their record by two wins,
but they remained a strictly middle of the pack team.
After enjoying quite a bit success just years earlier,
Cub fans were not yet aware of the agony to come the
next 30+ years.
The Cubs had good hitting. Andy Palko batted .308
and stroked 24 homeruns. Eddie Waitkus (the year
before he was stabbed) batted .317, and Peanuts
Lowrey added a .314 average. Johnny Schmitz was
the only Cub pitcher with more than eight victories,
finishing at 18-10with a224 ERA.
Cincinnati Rtlds, Mgr. John Blumenstein
The replay Reds won five less times than their 1948
counterparts.
Even the replay manager, John
Blumenstein (Mr. Hit and Run) couldn't do anything
with this team.
Hank Sauer poked 36 homers and drove in 113 runs.
Frankie Baumholtz batted .353 to finish fourth in the
batting title race. Johnny Vandeermeer won 14 times
and Ken Ralfensberger added 13 more wins.
New Yorlc G~nts, Mgr. Steve Ohnsman
The Giants were a team in transition. They hit 221
homeruns in 1947, and still displayed good power in
1948.
They were still a few trades away from
becoming the well-rounded team that went to the
World Series in 1951 and 1954. The replay Giants
picked up six additional wins to finish in fourth place.
Sid Gordon batted an amazing .342 with 52 doubles
and 31 homeruns. Whitey Lockman batted .314,
knocking 22 doubles and 22 homeruns. The Giants
finished with two 20-game winners, Larry Jansen (21·
10) and Shelton Jones (20-7).
Philadelphia PhHiie., Mgr. Larry Martin
The 1948 Phillies were supposed to finish in sixth
place with 66 victories, but landed in the cellar with only
54 wins in this replay.
Del Ennis batted .320, poked 32 homeruns, drove in
122, and hit a league leading 57 doubles. Richie
Ashburn hit .329 and stole 32 bases. Dutch Leonard
led the Phillie pitchers with an 18-12 record and a
league leading 2.03 ERA.
Pittsburgh Pirates, Mgr. Roger MH/s
The replay Pirates duplicated their 1948 record of 83
wins and 71 losses. Unfortunately for Pirate fans,
Pittsburgh in the next decade would yield some of the
worst teams of all time.
Ralph Kiner did hit 39 homers with 117 RBI and 107
walks but the team MVP was Wally Westlake.
Westl~e batted .308 with 22 homeruns and g1 RBI
and provided timely hits over and over again .. Rookie
pitcher Bob Chesnes had his one good year, f1nosh1ng
with a 15-5 record and 3.16ERA.
St. Louis Cardinals, Mgr. Scott Olmstead
The Cardinals picked up three additional victories, but
finished third behind the Braves and Dodgers.
Who led the Cardinal offense? MVP Stan Musial led
not only the team, but the league in average (.382),
runs (149), hits (229), RBI (154), homeruns (50), and
finished second in triples (17), fourth in doubles (46),
and fifth in walks (82). Murray Dickson and Harry
Brecheen both won 17 games for the Cards.

World Series
The Brooklyn Dodgers defeated the New York
Yankees in seven action-packed games. The seven
games had everything you would . e~pect of_ a
Dodger/Yankee World Series. Extra 1nn1ng hero1cs,

this day as the Dodgers came back for an easy 6-1
victory. Ralph Branca, having a better day than he
would have on 1013/51, went the route for the victory.
Jackie Robinson picked up the World Series MVP.
Robinson was 11 for 29 (.379) with two big homeruns,
three doubles, and three steals to lead the Dodgers to
the victory.

Conclusion
As this was our first replay, it was a tremendous
learning experience for everyone of us. We now know
the boards better than we ever though we would.
I can not recommend highly enough the buying of the
list of pitching rotations. We did not use the pitching
rotations for the American League and managers
tended to use their better pitchers against better
teams. This may account for Luke Appling almost
batting .400 and Cleveland's failure to win the pennant.
Another observation notes increased walks and
decreased strikeouts. The same thing happened in my
1949 replay. Perhaps pitchers that are borderline Y's
and Z's need a special grade that will allow them to
have the letter grade in question at least some of the
time. Anycomments?

~
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·spectacUlar events include:
• Ted Willians' 4 homerun. vs. Washington on June 1st
• Paul Foytack pitches a no-hitter on May 7 vs. Washington,
then pKch• another no-no against Bdimore on June 13th.
• Dick Donovan hits a Grand Slam against the Yank""" on

June23td
· ·Donovan pach.. 'V OOI'\S8Cutive scoreless1nnings.

APBA

The APBA Baseball Association's (13 team, BG,
F-'T -F) short season 30-game schedule is nearing the
end. This league, composed of members living in the
Three Rivers, Michigan area, sees Steve Shuster
winning the Eastern Division title with Fletch Schuster
and Deb Stoner contending for playoff spots. In the
Central Division, Sam Staffen has taken the title while
the West sees Brian and Gary Green and Larry Taylor
still fighting for the top.
We finally have news of last year's world series in the
APBA Continental League (16 teams, MG,
mall).
Joe Auletta's (Valrico, Fla.) powerhouse
Hampton Crabs beat Barry Marcus' (Modesto, Calif.)
San Francisco Seals, 4 games to 2 behind the hitting
of Brett, Mattingly, and Gary Carter plus the hurling of
Valenzuela and Gooden. Congratulations to Joe, the
fourth league champion in as many years. The loop
has begun play in '87 with one new member, Don
Sprague of Sparta, N.J.
The Atlantic APBA Association (13 teams, BG,
mall) has started their third under the direction of Ted
Raczok of Brooklyn, N.Y., a student at St. Johns
University. Ted annually provides members with his
feerless forecast and this year picks himself to win it all.
Now that takes courage! Also slated to have top teams
according to Ted are James Willman's Hartford (Ind .)
Hoosiers and Steve Weatherford's (Brainerd, Minn.)
Atlanta Rebels, the defending champions.
Members of the renamed "Baby Doll" Jacobsen
Memorial League
(8 team, MG, F-T-F) came
dose to inventing the 12-month baseball season when
they finished the '86 season just one week before the
first game of '87. Managers in Babydoll play a short
season 40 game schedule and are staff members of
the Daily Dispaleh in Moline and its sister paper, the
Rock Island Argus. Brian Nelson's Visigoths defeated
Russ Scott's Scott Tissues in five games 1D win the
finals. The victory was Brian's first after getting to the
World Series three times in the league's first four years
and beginning to feel a bit like the Dodgers of the late
40's and early 'SO's. Congratulations Brian. The
league takes on a slightly different shape in '87 as Carl
Green has become editor of the Edwardsville
lntel/igencer but will continue to play ... by mail. In
addition to Brian, Russ and Carl, other league
members for '87 include Mike Lerschen, Gordon
Nelson, Tom Johnston, Marc Nesseler, Jeff Wendland,
Brian Stromgren, Joel Carlson, and Marty Keegan . To
prevent a protracted season this year, managers have
decided to adopt a time schedule ???
The BaHimore-Washlngton (12 teams, MG, F-TF) have begun play in '87 with commissioner Roy
Langhans (Cockeysville, Md.) at the helm. Steve
Birganti's (White Marsh, Md.) Brig's Bum have leaped
to a quick start in the Baltimore Division. Bobby Ojeda
has already left his imprint on the season by firing a nohi iter for the Bum. In the Washington Division, Dan
Mintz' (Bethesda, Md.) Washington Bureaucrats have
also piled up many wins in the early going.
We'd like to introduce a new league to the APBA
league community, say hello to the Blue Mountain
Baseball League (8 teams, BG, mall). The BMBL
will be starting up in '87 and is being led by
commissioner Jim Hall of Malden, Mass. Besides Jim
other league members include:
Tom Reisdorph
(Maquoketa, Iowa), Keith Roberts (Park Forest, Ill.),
Todd Delaricheliere (E . Hardwick, Vt.), Rick Pelland
(Marshfield, Mass.), John Bushey (W. Stewartstown,
N.H.), Greg Freaney (Roanoke, Va.), and Greg Barnes
(Hardwick, Vt.) . Blue Mountain will include only
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American League players and operate as a franchise
league with the following teams included: Seattle,
Minnesota, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cleveland, Toronto,
Texas, and New York. The first draft included free
agents from Boston, Detroit, Oakland, and Baltimore
and the first round picks were: Clemens, Boggs,
Gibson, Morris, Canseco, Ripken, Trammell, and
Hurst.
Each BMBL manager will have the rookie
carded players steered automatically to his team each
year. Best of luck to this new league. Hope they stay in
touch.
CABLE II (16 team, mall, Computer) conducted
their annual draft in preparation for their second
season in February and the first 10 picks were:
Youmans, Eichhorn, Joyner, Ruffin , Sierra, lncaviglia,
Bonds, Clark, Daniels, and Curt Young . Commissioner
Bill Delaschmutt (Rockville, Md .) reports that three new
managers have joined the loop for the '87 season Charles Coad of Corpus Christi Texas, Mike Murphy of
Toledo, Ohio, and Bob Grant of Lincoln , Neb. Have a
good year, CABLE liars, may you lose power only
when you're behind.
Irs all over in the winterime Central Grapefruit
League (16 teams, BG, mail) as Dave Rodkey's
Marco Island (Fia) Orioles became the first-ever team
to repeat as league champions. Dave's victims were
once again Curt Cammarata's (Nutley, N.J.) Italian
Stallions who have now dropped three finals in a row.
Congratulations to Dave and to Curt -air II next year.
League members will be conducted their annual draft

soon.
The Chris Berman Baseball League (16 teams,
BG, mall) is close to finishing up their regular season.
Berman plays during the school year (when there's
"nothing to do") before taking the summer off. In the
loop's National League, Craig Cantin's (Hawthorne,
Calif) San Francisco Giants lead with about a month to
go, but just barely over Jason Mamros' (Leechburg,
Pa.) St. Louis Cardinals . No recent report has come in
from the American League side, but assume that the
Toronto Blue Jays still hold the lead. Jack Chapman of
Concord, Calif. and Don Crosby of Vandergrift, Pa.
have recently joined the league. Floyd Gerald of
Gulfpor~ Miss, will join next year.
The
Coast-to-Coast
Baseball
League
(20
teams, MG, mall) reports after a lengthy silence.
This winter league's '86-'87 season is rapidly drawing
to a dose with only one divisional race seemingly in
doubt. In the Mays Division, Paul Roe's (Hampton, Va.)
Virginia Gentleman hold a slim 1 game lead over Brian
Devine's (Hampton, Va.) Riverdale Roundtrippers
while in Aaron Division, Bob Hannigan's (Jersey City,
N.J.) defending champion Jersey Jedi Knights are
cruising along all alone. The Gehrig Division is being
dominated by Darrell Neal's (Clawson, Mich) Motown
Muggers while in Musial, former commissioner Dave
Greer (St. Clair Shores, Mich) is about to secure a
divisional title for his long suffering Great Lakes
Grizzlies. (That was written by Mark Skidmore, Dave.)
The Rookie Draft will be held in April. Thanks for the
report, Mark. Sure hope you'll keep in touch more
often in the future.
Dave Brown of Norcross, Ga. has written to inform us
that a phoenix has risen out of the ashes of the old
Shilleleigh Baseball League and it has been dubbed
the Dixie League (20 teams, BG, mall).
The
name is understandable as only one Yank -AI Kerr of
Brooklyn- dots the managerial roster.
Other
members include: Rusty Barnett (Dunwoody, Ga.),
John Byrd (Atlanta), Gerry Valencia (Lilburn, Ga.), Brad

Jones (Decatur, Ga.), Dave Macias (Atlanta, Ga.), Paul
Ferrell (Hapeville, Ga.). John Shenot (Beltsville, Md.),
Louis Simpson (Norcross, Ga.), Steve Underwood
(Rome, Ga.), Randy Alton (lawrenceville, Ga.), Rusty
Buice (Stone Mountain, Ga.). Tim Vaughn (Huntsville,
Ala.), Dave Wasserman (Sylacauga, Ala.), Monte
Wilson (Oklahom~ City), and Joel Knaub (College
Park, Met.) Best of luck to Dave and the other members
as they attempt to get things straightened out and
running smoothly after some hard times.
We'd like to welcome another league thars new to the
league scene, the Funtime Baseball League (20
teams, BG, mail). Bob Jacobus of Fort Wayne, Ind.
has organized the group and will be serving as the
commissioner. Fun time will play a wintertime, October
to March schedule and the stocking draft was held on
March 2nd. We'll print the results as they come in.
Stocking draft results are always interesting!
Other
league members include:
Robert Norman
(Middlothian, Va.), Vic Caleca (Indianapolis, Ind.), Bill
Miller (Panama City, Fla.), George Granato
(Philadelphia, Pa.), Scott Conrad (Duluth, Minn.), Joe
Steinmetz Sr. (Philadelphia, Pa.), Dan Brown
(Norcross, Ga.), Mark Dobrow (Easton, Md.), Bill
Waller (Cabot, Vt .), Jack Chapman (Concord, Ca.), Bob
Harris (Philadelphia, Pa.), James Carter (Bowling
Green, Ky .), Mike Jacobsen (Janesville, Wise.), John
Behm (Ft. Wayne, Ind .), Dave Macias (Atlanta, Ga.),
Mike Bernier (MinotAFB, ND), Larry Kozak (Drexel Hill,
Pa.), Kurt Oppenheimer Jr. (Middle Village, NY), and
Brian Atwell (Newark, Ohio). Best of luck to Bob and all
the league members for a great inaugural season .
Another league thars undergone a re-organization
and re-vitalization is the Federated Baseball
League (12 teams, BG, mall). Dennis Sulsberger
of Cape Girardeau, Mo has taken over as
commissioner and it appears as if things are off to a
good start. Newsletters have been punctual in the "preseason• period and they've started up in '87. Members
in addition to Dennis include: Jerry Jones (Pasadena,
Calif.), Mike Cragin (Los Angeles). Curt Baker
(Houston), Ed Skrobola (Canoga Park, Calif.), Alan
Vailes (Murray, Ky), Wayne Starn (Guerneville, Calif.),
Ernie Johnson (Saginaw, Mich.), Frank Biga (Arlington
Heights, Ill.), Phil O'Connell (Monte Rio, Calif.), John
Clingan (FDO New York). and Randy Bohn (Scott City,
Mo.).
Good luck to Dennis and the rest of the
managers for a good year in '87. Keep in touch.
The Frontier League (16 teams, BG, mail)
conducted their annual rookie draft recently in
preparation for the upcoming 1987 season. The first
10 picks were: Snyder, Tartabull , Youmans, Bonds,
Ruffin, Joyner, Sierra, Eichhorn, Candiotti, and
lncaviglia. Best of luck to league members for a good
year.
There's a new league to report on. Welcome to the
Future Stock League (5 teams, MG, mall) which
will begin with a modest short season schedule of
approximately 40 games. Rick Yenzer (Houston)
seems to be the commissioner of the group. Other
members indude:
Ross Hodges (Tulsa), Dave
Mcintosh (Houston), Chip Perez (Houston),and Randy
Willis (Broken Arrow, Okla.) with a couple of more
managers expected to join up soon . They've started
play in '87 but with so few games played the statistics
lack definition at this time. League rules are creative
and in a future AJ, we'll feature their two grade pitching
system which is unique. Thanks for reporting Rick.
Best of luck to you and the other members. Keep us
informed.
The Gopher State APBA League (16 team, BG,
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mail) conducted their annual rookie draft in March and
here are the top picks. In the American League,
Eichhorn, Joyner, Snyder, Mohorc:ic, and Witt. In theN.
L., Ojeda, Clark, Youmens, Ruffin, and Murphy. The
GSAL opens the 1987 season with two new members,
Todd Suarez (Palmerton, Pa.) and Terry Conkel of
Glecoe, Minn. Best of luck to all managers for a great
year.
As some league buffs know, the two Los Angeles area
face to face leagues -The Greater Lo. Angeles
APBA Association (12 teams, BG) and the
Southern California
Baseball Laague (12
teams, BG) match their league champions up each
year for a series called the California Classic. The
series began in 1980 and has been dominated by the
GL3A, winning 6 of the 7 series. But this year was an
exception. Greg Staab, who guided his Villa Park
Spartans to an upset championship from the wild card
ranks in the SCBL, continued to spin his magic in the
Classic as he took on and defeated Barry Judis' GL3A
in 6 games.
champion Woodland Hills Beagles
Congratulations to Gregl Fisk and Valenzuela were
the co-MVP's. We wish both leagues much success
and good times in '87.
The Greater Washington APBA Baseball League
(10 teams, BG, F-T-F) under the commissionership
of Tom Esslinger (Chevy Chase, Md.) began their 1987
campaign recently. The GWABL plays a short-season
88 game schedule, typical of face to face leagues. All
'86 managers have returned for another go at it. In this
year's "oracle of Kenosha" report, Len Pettiford's
(Silver Springs, Md.) Pure Guts have been tapped as
the favorites in the City Division while Tom's Bulldogs
appear set to be the class of the country folk. Good
luck to all teams.
It must be about time for the games to begin in the
Haart of America Baseball Association (8
teams, BG, F-T-F).
These 8 Kansas City area
Managers look to be a fun group. Phil Mabry is Heart's
CEO. Thanks for the wintertime issues of the
Heartbeat, Phil. Irs very entertaining. There are times
I wish the AJ could do some of tha~ but afraid the
troops wouldn't appreciate it

that she's become a force in the league. Besides being
the best manager in the loop, Ruth Ann's a medical
student-Case Western?- while husband Randy is a
Cleveland area real estate tycoon. Congratulations
Ruth I
They're getting the dice cranked up for season 13 in
the Leisure Time Baseball League (12 teams,
MG, mall) and we expect Commissioner Ray Spinney
(Nashua, N.H.) and his group to have another good
one. One new member has joined the loop, Bruce
Jones of Morris Plains, N.J. Ray has sent along the
LTBL's yearbook, another great effort. And they've
decided to use Dennis Dvorak's computer to predict
the '87 winners since league members never seemed
to do well. The ol' computer says that Gene Segreti
(Pittsburgh) DetroiVAtlanta combo should top the AL
while
Gerry
Hobbs
(Morgantown,
W.Va.)
Toronto/Oakland group should be the best of the N.L.
For the benefit of new readers, the LTBL is a hi-low
combo league where the best and worst teams from
the previous season are lumped together and
managers draft in inverse order from the previous
season's league standings.
Except for a few
continuously owned players, each LTBL team plays
with a new group of players each season.
Irs been awhile since we had heard from the Long
Distance Baseball Association (18 teams, BG,
mail) but a newsletter telling about the '86 playoffs did
come. In semi-final action, Steve Turner's (Roseville,
Calif.) defending champion River City Ramblers met
and defeated Jeff Cory's Bangor (Pa.) Bruins, 4 game
to 2 to advance to the finals. In the other semi's, Mike
Willetrs (Columbia, Md.) Belleville Barons defeated
Curt Milbourn's (San Angelo, Texas) West Texas
Outlaws in a series that went the maximum 7 games.
In the finals, the Barons had an easy time of it, winning
in just 5 games. Congratulations to Mike Willett, the
LDBA champion of 1986.
The
Mall
League
USA
(15
teams,
BG, mall) completed their wintertime season recently
with the following results. In the Long Island Division,
Mark Lieberman's Rockville Centre (N .Y.) waltzed to an
easy victory with 117 wins, the most of any team in the
league. In the National Division, Cliff Shelton's San
Antonio edged out Bob Bolender's Monmouth (Ill.) to
take the title while over in the American Division, Sam
Payne's Phoenix managed a fairly comfortable first
place finish. The playoffs were underway at last report
and we'll have the results as they come in.

Another new league is upon usl Mike Burger of
Riverview, Mich. has informed us of the organization of
the Jo. Nuxhall Baseball Laague (8 team, BG,
mall) composed of managers between the ages of 14
and 27. Since Joe Nuxhall was 14 years old when he
made it to the bigs, maybe it should be a rule that at
least one manager in the league has to be 14. Other
mangers are: John Fahey (Quincy, Mass.) Leon
Galitsky (Whitehall, Pa.), John Gulino (Staten Island,
NY), Matt Cook (Eagleville, Mo.), Steve Hubbard
(Amherst, Ohio), Jeff Yorio (Rochester, NY) and John
Pine of Normal, Ill. They've had their stocking draft of
just American League players in the league ... and
they used an interesting concept
Players were
lumped by real life teams into three groups -pitchers,
catchers/infielders, and outfielders-- and managers
selected teams instead of individual players. The
pitching staff order of draft was Boston, New York
(hmmm), California, K.C., Toronto, Texas, Milwaukee,
and Detroit. The Catcher/Infield Draft order was
Toronto, Detroit, New York, Boston, Cleveland, Texas,
Chicago, and Minnesota. The Outfield draft order was
Cleveland, New York, Toronto, Boston, California,
Detroit, Texas, and Minnesota. The draft order of
Nuxhall will be playing a full-season, 162 game
schedule. Good luck to everyone this first season. Be
punctual.

At this time lers look in on another league thars
reported in for the first time ever, the Mabbott APBA
Baseball Laague (9 teams, BG, F-T-F)
The
MABBL was organized by Jim Mabbott, an Evergreen
Park, Ill dentist and is in its fourth year as the
"enthusiasm just keeps growing". They play a 64 game
schedule and the other managers, all from the
southwest Chicago suburbs, include: Mike Madden,
Tim Abramic, Mike Mabbott, Billy Jones, Tommy
Madden, Johnny Abramic, Dan McGovern, and John
Abramic. (It looks as if there are some father-son
combos here which is nice.) Jim reports further than
players are drafted only from the American League.
Last year Jim's Norwegian Blues were able to win it all
and we offer our congratulations. This year's top draft
picks were: Clemens, McCaskill, Eichorn, C. Young,
Rasmussen, Candiotti, Mohorcic, Fletcher, and
Snyder. Jim got Snyder, pretty tricky, Jiml I know, I
knC7oN, everyone wanted pitching. At some point in the
future we'll include the MABBL's unusual play chart
which is interesting.

Commissioner Randy Cooper (N. Olmsted, Ohio)
reports that the '86 Johnny Bench Laague (4
team, MG, F-T-F) champion was Randy's wife, Ruth
Ann, who guided the St. Louis Cardinals to a World
Series triumph over Kevin Van Horn's K.C. Royals. It
was Ruth Ann's second victory in a row, serving notice

Irs been awhile but we've finally heard from the
Mason-Dixon Table Top League (16 team, BG,
mall) and they've crowned a new champion for 1986
-the Churchland Toads of Jac Cales of Portsmouth,
Virginia. Jac defeated Howard Frey's Cape Story Tales
in 6 games. It was Howard's 2nd straight year in the
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finals and the 2nd straight defeat. Next year, Howard,
next year. Congratulations to Jacl
Commissioner Ken Wagner (Milford, Mass.) reports
that the Memorial L•gue (12 team, BG/Comp,
mall) has started their 1987 season in earnest. As
reported before, league members are grappling with
some of the adjustments required when playing some
of the games by computer.
The
Merrimack
Valley
Baseball
Laague (16 teams, MG, F-T-F) has reported in
with news of the 1986 season. MVBL runs a shortseason 64 game schedule season and includes the
following managers all living in the Malden, Mass. area:
Bonnie Lee Higgins, George Sonia, Douglas Stearns,
Marty Peaslee, Jim Sullivan, Mark Bloom, Bob Higgins,
Anton Greenwald, Walter Hunt, Lon Hildreth, Bill St.
Louis, Robert "Pie" Traynor, Bob Higgins, Don Nipps,
Evan Jamieson, and commissioner Rich Meyer. Four
teams qualified for the playoffs in '86. In semi-final
action, George Sonia's Chihuahua Aspiradores took
the measure of Don Nipps' Pennsylvania Coalminers
while Walter Hunrs Montana Pioneers edged Rich
Meyer's Stockbridge Traders in 7 games with Goerge
Foster's titantic blast proving to be the margin of
victory. In the finals, the Pioneers dominated, winning
it all by downing the A's in 5 games to give Walter Hunt
the league championship for the first time ever.
Congratulations Walter.
The free agent draft has
gotten things started in the '87 season. They've
started play in '87 and hope that they'll keep in touch. ·
The regular season has been completed in the MidAtlantic Baseball League (13 teams, BG, mail)
as Lin Cook's (Bethel Park, Pa.) Glenside Fighting
Scots won the National League pennant and Ron
Marshall's (Lawrence, Mass.) New England Knights
won out over strong competition in the American
League. The playoffs have begun and we'll send along
results as they come in. Additionally, the league's draft
was held and the first round picks in the American
League were:
Snyder, Sierra, Joyner, Tartabull,
Eichhorn, Schiraldi, and Bo. Over in the N.L. the top
picks were: Youmans, Bonds, Daniels, Larkin, Clark,
and Ruffin.
The Motor City League (18 teams, MG, maiVF-TF) has finished up their playoffs of the 1986 season. In
the Wild Card series, Greg Vansteel's (lansing, Mich.)
Cincinnati Christians blanked John Torvinen's (Royal
Oak, Mich.) Chicago Cardinals, 2 games to 0 in the
Wild Card match-up. In the Semi-finals, Larry Granrs
(Ferndale, Mich.)
Boston Red Sox edged lngolf
Bach's (Dearborn, Mich.) Toronto Tea Leafs, 3 games
to 2 while in the other Semi-final series, Tom Swets'
(Traverse City, Mich.) Los Angeles Flatfoots bounced
the Christians, 3 games to 1. In the finals, the Red Sox
edged the Flatfoots, 4 games to 3, giving Larry Grant
the title. Congratulations to Larry. Most of this groups'
energies involve extensive general managing
responsibilities. Hopefully, we've lined up one of the
league members to write stories on whars involved in
a futureAJ.
The Mudvllle Baseball Township (16 team, BG,
mail) pulled off the kitchen-table tarps and started
rolling the '87 season, their sixth. Looking forward to a
possible replay of their spectacular '86 playoff series,
Ken Carbone's (Tewksbury, Mass.) The Ritz and Brad
Whitney's (Somerville, Mass.) East Coast Boasters
lead their respective AL divisions. They better do a
little looking behind also as Tom Rospopo's (South
Bend, Ind.) Mishawaka Cavemen and Steve Daniell's
(Somerville, Mass.) Flying Tigers are nipping at their
heels. In the NL East, Joe McEvoy's (Quincy, Mass.)
has the BHC 6x9ers throwing dirt on 2nd place Mark
Gilmer's (Wichita Falls, Tex.) W. F. Spudders while
defending champion Paul McEvoy (Braintree, Mass.)
has spent more time polishing his trophy than polishing
his team and has fallen waaaaay back. Chris Botelho

(Rockland, Mass) and his Rockland Rodents are
curren~y kings of the dumpster in the NL West. Chris
joined the circus 4 years ago as an expansion
manager and is finally enjoying the fruits of his efforts
-and of Ojeda's and Clemens'. Len Hoops (San Jose,
Calif.), considered to be a strong contender with his
San Jose Phlegm, rest on the bottom of this division as
they've spit and sputtered to a dismal 4-11 home
record.
The Nationwide APBA Baseball League (16
team, BG, mall) has finished up their wintertime
season and let's quickly get into the playoff results . In
the semi-finals, Bob Mecca's (Chicago, Ill.) Prospect
Algonquins , the North Division champs, met and
defeated
Steve Killam's (San Antonio) Texas
Tumbleweeds while Brian O'Connell's Mt. Holly (NJ)
Red Devils ended Pete Mitchell's Mission Viejo (Calif.)
Mets season. In the finals, (which by the way are best
8 out of 15 encounters) the Algonquins, led by the
inaedible Max Venable -been waiting for 3 years to
write that-- ou~asted the Red Devils to claim the
crown. Congratulations to Beb Mecca, the Nationwide
champ for '88. They've held their annual rookie draft
to signal the start of the new season. Top ten picks
were: Candioni (his agent would love to hear about
that!) Snyder, C. Young, Sierra, Eichhorn, Tartabull,
Youmans, Ruffin, Clark, Santiago.
Joe Krakowski of Passaic, N.J. wrote to inform us that
the New Jersey APBA Baseball Association (8
teams, MG, F-T-F) has started play in '87. The
NJABA plays 156 games, a goodly number for face-toface action. League members held their annual draft in
February but the draft order is difficult to follow from
Joe's letter . Joe also reports on some fascinating
results from the '88 season including Tudor's threat to
pull a Johnny Vander Meer. The lefty fired a no-hitter,
then in his next start finally surrendered a single to
Boggs in the 9th with two out. The outstanding pitcher
for the year, though, was the Doctor who finished 30-5
with a 2.05 ERA, striking out 271 in 277 innings. Herr
won the batting ti~e with a .365 average -the only
league where that happened- followed by McGee
(.364), Bradley (.360), and Boggs (.359) . Dwight Evans
was the leading homerun hitter with 39.
Commissioner John Duke (Rochester, Mich.) of the
North American Baseball Conference (14 team,
BG, mall) reports that the NABC is all set to begin their
11th consecutive season of league play. The league is
another in the continually growing list of leagues that
will be introducing the APBA computer game into
league play this season. Both managers must agree to
using it in the NABC, a typical requirement of leagues.
Received the league's yearbook. As usual a splendid
job. Have a good '87 NABCers.

conducted their annual rookie draft Top 10 picks
were:
Bonds, Snyder, Joyner, Clark, Tartabull,
lncaviglia, Youmans, Ruffin, Sierra, and Eichhorn.

Clendenen (.340, 10 HR, 23 RBI) was the hitter of the
month while Sandy Koufax -remember him?- was
the best pitcher at 5-0, with 2 Shutouts.

The Northeast Philadelphia Glenside League (6
teams, MG, F-T-F) has begun their 1987 season
and the standings show that Roger Stemfield's Ambler
Ramblers lead the pack with Joe Tridento Jr.'s Second
Hailers only a couple of games behind. Typical of
small leagues, the hitting's waaay off. The league
batting average looks to be about in the mid .230's.
And this in spite of the fact that each team is allowed to
carry one pre-1950 player on his roster for at least 15
years. The Bambino (not know which year) leads the
league in hitting with a .347 average while Jimmy Foxx
leads the dinger crowd with 16 in about 40 games.

The annual rookie draft kicked off the '87 season in the
Southern
California
Baseball
League.
Commissioner Bill Word (Huntington Beach) reports
that the top ten free agent picks were: Snyder,
McCaskill, Joyner, Eichhorn, Youmans , Ruffin, Bonds,
Sierra, Rhoden, and Curt Young . Bill also ventures a
list of predictions for the coming year, picking his
Orange County Spuds as the best team with Ken
Allen's South Bay Surf, Vine Przewlocki's Larch Street
Lightning, and Gregg Staab's defending champion
Villa Park Spartans to be the main contenders.

Commissioner John Clark (Grandview Heights, Ohio)
of the Ohio APBA Baseball League (12 teams,
MG, computer, F-T-F) sends along information that
the OABL is closing in on the final days of the season.
Doug Andrews' (Westerville, Ohio) Pittsburgh leads the
Eastern Division by 5 games -a fairly comfortable
lead in short season play- while in the West, John's
Houston as a slight lead over AI Sedlak's Giants.
The Over-the-Hill League (12 teams, BG, mall)
has just about finished up their replay of the 1957
season. The AJs membership roster for the OTHL is
dated so we can't match managers with teams, but we
can report that the Braves lead the Blue Division by a
healthy 7 games over the Yankees while in the Red ,
the Reds and the Tigers are even up for the top with
neither team owning a won-loss record to brag about.
The Gray Division is led by Clinton which I'm sure
belongs to Kurt Engleman of Clinton, N.J. with the
Pirate/Oriole combo -two up and coming teams in '57.
Well, it's been about a year since we've received a
newsletter from the O.Z. League (12 teams, BG, FT-F), the only complete face-to-face league we know
of in the greater NYC area. Irs good to see the O.Z.
alive and well.
The league's founder and excommissioner, Dom Provisiero, informed me that he
won the league last year with his Ozone Outlaws, but
we don't know who he defeated. They've started up in
'87 and according to pre-season predictions , Jim
Martin's (Woodhaven, N.Y.) Glendale Gamblers,
Dennis Monroe's (Freeport, N.Y.) Bay City Rollers, and
Dom's Ou~aws should be the teams to beat this year.
Have a good one, O.Z. Drop a newsletter in the mail
once in a while. We'd like to hear from you.

The AJ has received word that Jeff Brandt's (Appleton,
Wise.) Toronto Blue Jays won the 1988 North
American Professional Baseball Association (26
team, MG, mall) championship by beating Cary
Wolfson's (Boulder, Colo.) Los Angeles Dodgers in 7
games. The Blue Jays were almost as close to
elimination as the real-life Mets in '88 as the Dodgers
-leading 3 games to 2- found themselves with a 3-2
lead in the 8th inning of game 6 but the Jays rallied to
win, forcing the 7th game where Garth lorg's 9th inning
homer off Hershiser gave Toronto a 2-1 thrilling win.
Congratulations to Jeff for a fine season.

Another league new to the Newsbrief column has
reported this month. Say hello to Penn-AM League
(10 teams, BG, mall), a league that's been playing
for 3 years. PAL is led by commissioner Mike Jaime of
Bridgeport, Ct. and other members include Victor
. Jauregui (Union City , N.J.), Jamuel Starkey and Rick
Wilson (Bucyrus, Ohio), Walter Stuart (Malden, Mass.),
John Carter and David Steiger (Zanesville, Ohio), and
Peter Love, and Rick Salvino of Canton, Ohio. Mike
reports that he's looking for another manager. Call him
at (203) 579-2408 if interested. The league has a
salary structure which appeals to some fans as well as
rules designed to help the visiting team. In early '87
action, Mike's Long Island Raiders lead the Hornsby
Division while Rick Salvino's Canton Commodores
have zipped to a lead in Wagner.

The worfd series of the Northern States League
(20 teams, BG, mall) has finally concluded and we'd
like to report that Steve Herrick's (Elyria, Ohio) South
Amherst Cavaliers have become the first ever league
team to repeat as championsas as they defeated Alan
Delaricheliere's (East Hardwick, Vt.) Northeast
Kingdom Rat Pack in a series that went the full 7
games and was considered the most exciting in the
league's history. Congratulations to Steve's double
ace. In preparation for the '87 season, the NSL

They've got a dandy race brewing in the American
Division of the
Southern
APBA
Baseball
Association (14 team, BG, mall) playing with the
1966 APBA card set. Bob Grant's (Lincoln, Neb.) Plane
Valley Barons hold an ever so slight lead over Joel
Storrow's (Lexington, Ky.) Kentucky Bourbons with
Mike Murphy's (Toledo, Ohio) Mud Hens knocking on
the door in 3rd place. Over in the Capital Division,
Marc Dubin's (Riverside, California) always tough Ann
Arbor River Rats are running away with things. Donn
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Once again, we'd like to introduce another league new
to the Newsbrief column but like many other face to
face leagues, is getting up there in league-age, the
Southern Ohio APBA League (8 team, F-T-F).
Brad Marcum of Faiborn, Ohio contacted us with the
information. Brad says that SOAL has 8 teams playing
a full 162 games mostly in the summertime as many
managers are college students. They have access to
all the cards in the set so it's a pretty powerful super
star league. Unfortunately we don't know if they play
Master or Basic or any other members' names except
for last year's champion, Mike Fisher, who piloted of
the Alberkerkee A.C.'s -Mike refues to play in towns
with "q's". Thanks for telling us about SOAL, Brad.
Keep in touch.
Another league new to the Newsbriefs has checked
in ... welcome to the Sun Coast APBA League (10
team, MG, F-T-F). Sun Coast has completed its 7th
season . League members, all from Sarasota, Fla. play
a 160 game season with two division winners
competing in the World Series. Jim Sleeper's Phoenix
T Byrds defeated Andy Kearney's Calgary
Stampeders, 4 games to 2 to take the title. By the way,
Jim is the league commissioner. League pitching
leaders were: Danny Cox, 24-3, D. Gooden, 2.47 ERA,
293 K's and D. Moore with 26 saves. Leading hitters
were McGee, .397, Mattingly, 41 HR's, Brett, 151 RBI's
and Raines with 119 SB's. The league began 1987
with the rookie draft and the following players were
selected in the first round : Eichhorn, Sierra, Tartabull ,
Ruffin, Daniels, Bonds, and "I am not a· Kruk. Mike
Wolfs Sarasota Salukies appears to be the most
improved team. Jim says that the league is in an
expansionist mood. Any fans in the Sarasota area
might contact him at: Jim Sleeper, PO Box 876,
Sarasota, FL 33528.

-----

The wintertime South-West League (12 team,
BG, mall) has completed their regular season with the
Beaver Fails Sues of Gary Robbins (Pittsburgh) again
easily winning the Southern Division while Mike Ellis'
(Galt, Calif.) Mudville took the Western Division by a
scant 1 game over Rick Kitchen's (Glendale, Ariz .)
Camelot Crusaders. We'll have the playoff news as it
comes in. The SWL holds their annual rookie draft in
Phoenix with several league members making the
sojourn to the land of the sun. In rookie draft bidding
Snyder, Sierra, Clark, Bonds, Santiago, and Larkin
commanded the big buck action.
We've received word of another league that's been
around for 12 seasons now without, I don't believe,
having been in contact with the AJ. Say hello to the
Speer League (12 teams, BG, mall). Speer was
organized by the brothers Speer -Jeff from Fort
Belvior, Va. and Tom from Woodland, Calif. Irs a BG
game league and, according to Jeff, very "conservative
with few innovations". However, they have approved
the APBA computer game for league play in 1987.
Current members, in addition to Jeff and Tom include:
Jay Aguas, Don Hayashida, John Pedelton,
(Sacramento, Calif), Frank Alarcon (Davis, Calif.), AI
Bryce (Roseville, Calif.), Brian Gaskill (Henderson ,
Nev.). Danny Spangler (Bolivar, Mo.), John Rommen

(Vancouver, Wash.), PillA Chamberlain (Fremont,
Calif.), and Earl Vagi (San Jose, Calif.). Speer plays a
split-season format and in '86 both Divisions had the
same winners in each half. Tom's Speerits won the
Western Division halves and Brian Gaskilrs Las Vegas
Thunderbirds were the Eastern Champs, although
mention should be made of Jay Aguas' Sacramento
Bombadears who finished with the second best overall
record. In the World Series, the Speerits won it all, 6
games to 2 to emerge as the champs for
'86. Congratulations to Tom who was inadvertently
listed as his borther Jeff in the "Salute to the
Champions• last month. If Jeff wins in the future, I'll list
him as Tom to even things up.
The Tampa Bay BaHball Auoc:lation (16
teams, MG, F-T-F) has started play in '87 with the
same slate of managers that finished in '86. Early
standings show Mike Joyce's Boomers leading
Brandon with Dave Larson's Yosemite Sams atop the
North Tampa Division. St. Petersburg Division is led by
Steve Hall's Stone Ponies while Terry Hamlers
Freedom Fighters have staked an early claim to the
Tarpon title. The TBBA plays a 144 game face to face
schedule with managers from the Tampa/St.
Petersburg Fla. area.

------

Alan Speidel (Santa Cruz, Calif.) has written to the AJ
and informed us that The APBA BaHball League
(12 taam, MG, mall) has completed their 19th
season with a new champion, the first ever for Dave
Ouellette (Reading, Mich) who steered his St. Louis
Browns to a world series victory over the Brooklyn
Panthers of Paul Lewis (New York.). Congratulations
Dave. Now irs time to get back to business and tell
those kids to stop running in the hallsl (Dave's a highschool principal.) The Browns finished second in the
regular season in their conference behind the Alan's
Chicago Gimli Black Steers while the Panthers were
also second place finishers in their conference, to
Carey Meadors' (Fort Smith, Arkansas) Dallas Bucks.
Parker and McGee were players of the year with
Hershiser and Gooden taking pitcher of the year
honors. McGee hit .390 just behind Mike "Hit and Run·
Scioscia who batted .394, playing part-time. Gooden's
performance was almost unbelievable. In his 16 starts
over the league's 84-game schedule, he went 13-1
with a 1.27 ERA and striking out 155 in 142 innings, the
best performance ever for a starter. Alan also says
that "he bets that soon the Computer game will be
allowed in league play."

------

We've received word that the Tran.contlnental
Baseball Laague (16 taama, MG, mall) has
crowned a new champion for 1986 as Rich Meyefs
(Medford, Mass.) Maracaibo Rumrunners won games
six and seven over Paul Montague's (Manassas, Va.)
Munich Marauders to claim the title. Congratulations
Rich. They've started action in the '87 season and we
wish commissioner Paul Montague and the rest
of the league members a very good year.
Playoff action was completed in the wintertime
Ultimate Mall Laagua (16 taams, BG, mall) and
here are the results. In opening round action, Andy
Hinkle's Columbia ( MeL) Corsairs, the Eckert Division
winners, met and defeated Scott Hodge's Fairlawn
(Ohio) Force, the champs of Landis. In the other
match-up, Ken Bochenek's Struthers (Ohio) Buzzards,
the winners in Frick beat Dave Scholly's (State College,
Penna.) Johnstown Jets to advance. In the finals,
Andy's Corsairs won it all in an exciting 7 game series,
the second in a row for Andy and we congratualate
him. Stat leaders in '86 were: Guerrero (.378), Boggs
(.378) , McGee (.363), R. Henderson (.357), Brett
(.356), G. lorg (.355), and Parker (.353) . Brett (6511),
Barfield (52), Fisk (49), and Jackson (47) led the
homer parade- boy these guys can roll 66'sl- while
Tudor (2.43), Gooden (2.78), Petry (2.88), Stieb (2.98),
and Reuschel (2.91) were the leading ERA qualifiers.
In other news, the UML's annual rookie draft took

place and the t>p len picks were: Snyder, Santiago,
Clark, Joyner, Sierra, Bonds, Candiotti, Youmans,
Tartabull, and lncaviglia.
The league recently
welcomed James Willmann of Hartford City, Ind. as a
new member for 1987 which will be starting up again
next fall under the direction of commissioner Ron
Anderson of Youngstown, Ohio.

Mass.), Cari Phillips (Boston, Mass.), Bob Ryan
(Waltham, Mass.), Bob Trigilio (Peabody, Mass.), Rich
Custodio (Wakefield, Mass.), and Frank Dolansky
(Newmarket, N.H.). The 1987 rookie draft was held
recently with Kelly, Walker, Mayes, Offerdahl, Everett,
Davis, Brooks, Williams, Givins, and James the top
picks.

The Vall Horace laagua (12 taams, BG, mall)
begins another season with hot races anticipaled in all
divisions except one. The predicted division winners
according to an extensive team analysis will be Mark
Shelley's Damascus (Md.) Bombers in Vast East with
the defending champion Louisiana Explorers of Kevin
Donahoe (Metarie, La.) expected to win a close battle
in Vasrs West. The Horace East is expected to be a
royal pasting as Tim Ferg's (Cedar Rapids, Ia.)
Burtonsville Black Sox appear to have the strongest
team in the league while being situated in the weakest
division. Sages predict a 44 game spread when its
over. The Horace West should be a good battle with
Frank Gigle(s (Shreveport, La.) Hyde Park Hurricanes
landing in the top spot when the dust has cleared. Best
of luck to everyone for a good year. Check in with
standings every so often.

The Lunch-Time Football laagua is a three-team
league of co-workers in Washington, D.C. using the
new football game with 1982 season cards. Each team
is composed of two stock teams, one from the AFC
and one from the NFC. The season will be 12 games
long, with the first and second place finishers playing
lor the championship in the "Lunch Bowl". The winner
gets (what else) treated to lunch by the other league
members.
The teams are Sanford Speighrs
Washington Bengals (Redskins-Bengals), Cyril Byron's
San Diego Chargers (Chargers-Giants), and Daryl
Hollis' Takoma Tomahawks (Raiders-Packers) .

Another league new to the league newsbrief column is
the While RoM Laague (16 team, BG, F-T-F)
made up of managers living in the greater York, Penna
area. White Rose is in its 3rd year of operation and is
led by commissioner Kevin Gable. Other members
include: Marty Trimmer, John Mann, Chip Field, Kari
Breeden, Kevin Breeden, Scott Grove, Steve Grove,
Randy Krouse, Barry Adams, Luke Suereth, Kent
Matson, Joel Smith, and RobAtland. Last year, Marty's
Trim's Tramps won an exciting 7 game finals over
Luke's M & M Boys to take the title and we offer our
congratualations to Marty Trimmer. They've conducted
their annual free agent draft in preparation for the '87
season with Ojeda, Eichhorn, Hurst, Thompson,
Mohorcic, Clear, Rasmussen, Ruffin, Snider, and
Joyner the top choices. Sort of suprised that a 16 team
league had so many veteran free agents . We're sure
glad that White Rose has contacted us and hope they'll
keep in touch in the future.

Football leagues
The APL (1 0 team, F-T -F) recently finished its
fourth season of play.
George Dolansky's (W.
Newbury, Mass.) San Francisco 49ers won an
incredible third straight Super Bowl, beating AFC
champ Ed Henry's (S. Hamilton, Mass.) Steelers for the
second year in a row. Other league members are
Commissioner George Grega (Milton, Mass.), Jim
Errico (Winchester, Mass.), Greg Wells (Malden,

The Winnipeg APBA Football League's 2nd
season is now history. The East Division finished:
Miami, 8-2, N.Y. Jets, 7-3, New England, 4-6, and
Cincinnati, 4-6. In the West it was: Chicago, 7-3,
Dallas 5-S, San Diego, 3-7, and San Francisco, 2-8.
The Eastern final saw the Jets knock off defending
champion Miami, 9-6. The Bears prevailed in the
West, defeating the Cowboys, 23-7 to set up a ChicagoN.Y. Jets dash in the WAFL Championship game. The
Bears prevailed, 16-3 as Richard Dent was named the
game's MVP. Congratulations to Ray Harms, coach of
the 1987 WAFL Champions! Stat leaders (10 game
schedule) were C. James, 955 yards, Craig, 908,
Payton, 888, McNeil, 808, and Dorsett, 805. Passing
leaders were Montana, 100.3, O'Brien, 99.7, Marino,
96.0, McMahon, 90.7, and White, 87.6. Payton was
named the league MVP , Tippett, with 15 sacks, the
defensive player of the year and Terry Gudmundson of
the N.Y.Jets, the coach of the year.

Bowling league
Bob Hakemian's (New Carrollton, Md.) Karrollton
Keglers and John Wrighrs Vancouver Volcanoes in the
West continue to set the pace in season 2 of the
Interstate Bowling Laagua. The Keglers currently
enjoy a 4 game lead over Dave Heim's (Frankfort, Ill.)
Will County Cougars. Second place in the West belong
to Royce Sleighte(s (Portland, Ore.) Royce's Rollers.
Irs been a long season so far for Greg Staab's last
place Orange (Calif.) but Orange's Pete Weber
bowling a
provided some real excitement by
perfecto-- 12 consecutive strikes- all on play result 1.
It was only the second time in league history that this
has happened.

Last Call for the APBA Journal Fan Directory
We are now compiling the list of APBA fans who
want to be included in the new AJ Fan Directory that
will be published this summer.
If you would like to be in the directory and haven't
contacted the APBA Journal with your address,
telephone number, age, and games played please do so
as soon as possible.
Fans who have already sent in information, may wish
to update their games played file.
Instead of using
"baseball" for games played, we plan to list Basic,
Master, and Computer.
APBA Journal
65 Norwood
Greenfield, MA 01301
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the strike-shortened 1981 season, one could
require a 1 on the re-roll to produce an extra
base hit against both A&B and A&C pitchers on
the ground that the A&B so rarely occurs.

a. Has any modern catcher had the homerun
power of Dave Valle, who received power
numbers 1-1-5-5?

a. Both APBA Trivia is the November, 1986
issue and Art Springsteen in the January, 1987
issue, predicted that Walo/ Joyner would
receive power numbers 1-6-6. Instead Joyner
received power numbers 1-4-6. Why did this
discrepancy occur? (Joyner had 22 homers, 3
triples, and 27 doubles in 652 plate
appearances.)
A. Joyner, who had 1.21 homeruns, .17 triples,
and 1.49 doubles every 36 plate appearances
clearly deserved one 1 and one 6. The problem
occured in assigning the third power number.
The receipt of a 6 would have produced too
many doubles while the receipt of a 4 will
produce too many triples. APBA may have
concluded that the hit and run would cut down
on the excess triples. Another possibility is
that APBA is not particularly concerned about
reprodudng triples accurately. For instance,
1967 Mickey Mantle and 1973 Doug Rader each
received a first column 4 without hitting any
triples. On the other hand, 1961 Hank Aaron
received power numbers, 1-5-5-6, for hitting
nine triples. A player similar to Joyner in the
1986 set is Buddy Bell, who received power
numbers 1-4-6 for 20 homeruns, 3 triples, and
29 doubles in 646 plate appearances. Bell
clearly deserved one 1 (for 1.114 homeruns
every 36 appearances) and one 6 (for 1.616
doubles every 36 appearances). Bell had 2.897
extra base hits every 36 appearances, so he
deserved three power numbers. Bell did not hit
enough homeruns to deserve a second 1 or a 5,
and he did not hit enough doubles to deserve a
second 6. Bell did not hit enough triples to
deserve a 2 or 3 so he received a 4 by default.
An effect of the use of the 4 in this manner is
that players can be rewarded for inferior
performances. If Joyner and Bell had each hit
35 doubles (instead of 27 and 29 respectively),
each would have received power numbers 1-6-6
1970 Aurelio Rodriquez
instead of 1-4-6.
received power numbers 1-6-6 for hitting 19
homeruns, 67 triples, and 33 doubles in 650
plate appearances. If Rodriquez had hit only 25
doubles, he would have improved his power
numbers to 1-4-6.

a.

Joe DeMaestri received three 9's in the
recently issued 1957 set. Is this aspect of the
card correct?

A. OeMaestri should have two 9's. Except for a
few stray pitchers, 1958 Billy Harrell, 1968 Joe
Torre, and original ATA Joe DiMaggio are the
only players to receive three 9's since APBA
adopted the modern formula for assigning hit
numbers
during the late 1950's. APBA corrected all three
players by deleting one of the 9's. After 1950,
APBA rarely gave players more than two 9's.
When APBA did assign three 9's during the
early and middle 50's, the redpiants were
generally hitters who did better than usual in
abbreviated seasons. Three 9's were used to

reduce hitters in a manner similar to that used
today with pitchers who see limited action.

a.

Has any modern team had its four starting
infielders (as listed on the APBA roster sheet)
receive a first column 1 on 66?

A. The 1986 Tigers. with firstbaseman Darrell
Evans,
secondbaseman
Lou
Whitaker,
shortstop Allen Trammell and thirdbaseman
Darnell Coles, are the only such modern team.
The 1948 Indians also have an infield with all
first column 1's.

a. Is any any modern team capable of placing a
player with a first column 1 at each of the eight
starting positions?
A. The 1958 Dodgers, 1977 Phillies, and 1986
Tigers can all place a player with a first column 1
at each starting position (using players only at a
postion listed on the card).

a.

The 1986 Tigers have three players -Kirk
Gibson, Lance Parrish, and Johnny Grubbwho have double 1's. Has any modern team had
more than three such players?

A. The original 1956 Reds, 1963 Twins, and
1968 Tigers all have four players with double
1's. Two of the players on the Tigers -Gates
Brown and Eddie Mathews- were xb's. Several
teams have had three such players.

a. APBA used 15's and 19's to reproduce hitby-pitches during the 1950's and 22's for that
purpose during the 1960's. Did anyone receive
a 15, 19, and22?
A. 1961 Joe Cunningham is the only one.

a.

The A&B and A&C pitching grades are
largely honorary and actually produce little
improvement over an A in the Basic Game. Has
anyone devised a system for making these
grades an improvement over an A?

A. One suggestion is to allow these pitchers to
affect power numbers. For instance, whenever
a power number results, the batter could be
allowed an extra base hit only after a
successful re-roll of one die. Thus if a power
number is rolled against an A&C pitcher, the
extra base hit will be allowed only if a 1, 2, or 3 is
rolled on a single roll of a die; if a 4, 5, or 6
results, the result is the same as a 7 against a D
pitcher. When an A&B pitcher is working, the
power number would result in an extra base hit
only if a 1 results on the roll of a die. Due to
paucity of A&B and A&C pitchers, this
modification will have little effect on batting
statistics.
While this modification will not
produce substantial improvment, such as
making A&C(W) pitchers like 1972 Darold
Knowles and 1982 Rod Scurry, better than A(Z)
pitchers, it will make A&B and A&C relief
pitchers valuable due to the reduced likelihood
of a single dice roll producing a run. Since there
been
only
two
modern
A&B
have
pitchers, Goose Gossage and Rollie Fingers in
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A. 1973 Hal King, also an XB, received triple
1's. Valle was reduced as a result of playing
over his head in a short season. Based on his
statistics, he should have received 1-1-1-6-6.

a.

What is the relative frequency with which the
various error numbers occur?

A. In a typical starting lineup, the 18 and 20
appear twice, and the 15, 16, 17, and 19 each
appear once.
Before the advent of the
designated hitter, the 21 appeared once in each
lineup. The 21 now appears regularly only in
National League lineups.

a.

The 41 is notorious as the injury number.
Which team has the least chance of a 41
occurring?

A. The 1962 Los Angeles Angels are best at
avoiding the 41. Only one Angel player, Steve
Bilka, has a 41, and he had only 189 plate
appearances.

a.

Did Harmon Killebrew ever receive a 10 or

11?

A.

Killebrew received a 10 in 1969 when he
stole eight bases, most of which occurred on
the tail end of double steals led by Cesar Tovar
or Rod Carew during the season in which the
Twins played Billy-ball. Perhaps the strangest
speed rating was the F assigned to Frank
Howard in 1960. Jim Gosger mysteriously went
from S in 1965 to F later in his career. APBA
has since been very scrupulous about not
assigning the F rating to a player previously
rated S, such as Fred Lynn, as only one pitcher,
Rick Reuschel, has gone from S to F since
Gosger.

a.

How many tO's did Lou Gehrig receive in
1927 when he stole ten bases in 693 plate
appearances?

A. Gehrig received two 10's in the original single
column old timers, no 10's when the old timers
were up-dated to double columns, and one 10 in
the most recent version.

a. APBA used to assign three tO's but no
longer does so.
Has any power number
combination been deleted since APBA began
using double columns?
A. The 1-4-4 was popular during the 1950's and
1960's but it has not been used in recent years.
APBA appears to use 1-3-6 instead of 1-4-4, as
show by a comparison of the statistics of
Roberto Clemente in 1968 (1-4-4 power) and
1969 (1-3-6 power).
Year
1968
1969

HR
18
19

3B
12
12

2B
18
20

PlateApp.
553
563

Q. How many times was Early Wynn rated an
A?
A. Wynn was never rated A.
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C64/t28 Una of computens write:
Steve Smith,
0..
4233 Anoka St., Springfield, OH 45503.
progra11111 make baaeball ata1a funl Gat • whola
dlak full of atata and prognsma at reaeonable
prlcaal Write today!

FOR SALE: BASEBALL CARD SETS; t974 (XB)
ex. $30;
t975 (XB) ex. $25;
t876 (XB) ex. to
mint $25; ten (XB) ex. to mint $20; t878 (XBJ
ex. to mint $20; t878 (XB) ex. to mint $20; t980
(XB) ex. to mint $20.
All eeta contllln lineup
. - t e and MG ratinga. Daryl Holtla, 1102 Aapen
St., N.W., Waahlngton, DC 200t2 (202) 28t-41185
from 7-8 p.m EST

Organizers
There will be a naw APBA Baeeball Face to Face
League
coming
to
the
BALTIMORE,

WASHNGTOH, NORTHERN VIRGINIA AREA In
early tll68. We taking na11111e nowl CaN Bill at
30t-~846

Tlw M.E.B.L Ia looking for manager• and for
beck-upe to form a t6 team league. Baalc Garna
wl1h eo11111 optiona.
H lnterealod contact Dan
Logan, 346 E. Hayea, Hull Park, lllchigan
48030 (3t3) 54t-7387.

Play Calling System for APBA Football
Now the solitaire APBA football fan can receive the same enJoyment of the
game as the face to face player with this new, exciting play calling system.
You can Jet the play calling board be your opponent and It will call both the
offensive and defensive plays for the other team or you can have the system
make the play and formation calls for both teams while you watch the action.
This sytem Is complete and takes Into account the down and distance; field
position, time remaining, score
nd playing style of each Individual team
New team style ratings will be available each year.
To
from year to year.
play, Just add three numbers, roll the dice and read a chart. That's all there
Is to lt.
makes fourth down
This system calls all seven plays, plus trick plays;
decisions and calls all possible defensive formations;
It even decides when
to blitz.
Entire system Is on one heavy duty, 14-3/4"
x
16-3/4" board, the exact
same size as the APBA Football Game Board.
Send $7.00 for one board or
$6.00 apiece when ordering two or more.
Kehh Morse
7478 N. Sixth St.
Fresno, CA 93710
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THE CANADIAN BASEBAU LEAGUE - A fifteen
year old mal league teaturing computer or MG
play
naeda
backup
manegera.
24-team
permanent player ownerahlp.
Contact Peter
Melovrh, Box 84t, Gilbert, MN 5574t,
phone
(2t8) 74t-t805
Backup Menegera wanted. U.S.B.L Ia a tO team
BG mall league going Into he tlh yew. We uee
the BG with many clfferent rule lnnovatione. No
experience necea..ry. Write Mark Frlake, t04 W.
Puttaneny St., Apt t2F, Coming, NY t4830 or call
(607) 837-6t46.

Dream of owning a football franchlae?
The
N.A.F.L can lwlpl We're a t2 team combo mafllf.
T-F league recruiting for expenalon and backupe.
We're a progreaalve group that teauea exciting
Innovation-,
na-lett.-e
and
contlnuoua
We draft college rooklea before the
ownarahlp.
N.F.L plua carded free agenta.
Here'• your
chanca to eecond gue.. your favorite coach/G.M.
No
league experlenca nece..ary,
but only
eerloue and reaponelble football fane need apply
n.... Ia running out
(rnamberahlp taa required).
.. June t5 Ia the cut off for applcatlone. Contact
Tom Brinalleld 20t.fi&~t •""' 8 PM EST.

Now Available!

Newly Designed AJ File
Boxes
Store Your APBA Cards In the
AJ File Boxes.
They've been
made five Inches longer so you
can easily store two seasons,
even the modern years with 26
Major League teams and 6 XB's
per team.
Made of durable corrugated
board, these boxes are perfect
for stacking on shelves.
Also great for storing APBA
football cards.
Prices are $4.50 for one box.
$3.50 per box when ordering
two to four and only $3.00 per
box when ordering five or more.
Prices Include postage.
APBA Journal
65 Norwood
Greenfield, MA 01301

Need Schedules for Old
Seasons?
Major
League
The
AJ
has
schedules for all seasons from
1947-1986.
One season (both leagues) Is
$1.00.
Two seasons for $1.50.
Five seasons for $3.00.
Special:
All 40 seasons for
just $15.00
APBA Journal

r--------------,
AJ Products Unit Prices

I
I

I
I

Number of Unb Ordered
2-4

I Random Numbers
I Series
Con-p. S'-ls
Baseball Sooreoheeta
I File Boxes
Batting Co"1" S'-ls
Co"1" Sheela
I

$3.50 Ea.
3.50Ea.
5.00Ea.
4.50Ea.
4.00Ea.
4.00Ea.
4.25Ea.

P~ching

Football Sooreoheeta

May 1987

The APBA JOURNAL

SECOND CLASS

65 Norwood, Greenfield, MA 01301

Sormore

$2.50 Ea.
2.50 Ea.
4.00 Ea.
3.50 Ea.
3.50 Ea.
3.50 Ea.
3.75 Ea.

$2.25 Ea.
2.25 Ea.
3.50 Ea.
3.00 Ea.
3.00Ea
3.00 Ea.
3.25Ea

Order Form
tUnlta

Total $
Random Numbers

S.riH Comp. Sheela
NOTE: The date on the address label above is your expiration date, the last issue on your current
suboctlJ!ion.
TO RENEW: Sl.bscription rates are $15.00 for one year or $28.00 for two years. Send chock or money
order payable to the APBA Journal and rrail to the above address. First Class Postage and handling costs
an add~ional $8.00 per year. Canadian residents please pay w~h U.S. Funds and add an extra $2.00 per
year for 2nd Class Mailing. Canadian First Class Mail service oosts an add~ional $8.00 per year. Overseas
Rates: Surlace Mail costs an additional $10.00 per year. Overseas Air Mail costs an add~ional $30.00 per

BB ScoraahHta
RleBoxaa

Batting Compa

yeat.

Pitching Compa

DIRECTORY INFORMATION: Do you wish to be listed in the upoorring AJ Diroctory? Hyes, please

Football ScoraahMta

indica!e your birth date _ _ _ _ _ _ _t.elephone nunf>er,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and circle

Total Submitted
APBA Games you actively play:
To Order: U• thle coupon or -Iller

Basic Baseball

Master Baseball

Football

GoK

Basketball

Make check or money order pll)lable to the APBA Joumlf.
Canadian realdlenta pie- pey with U.S. Funck.
Pleaee

Bowling. Co"l"J'er APBA

allow 2 to 3 WMke lor delivery,

Interested in a Co-Op Replay? _ _ Year? _ _ Do you play in an APBA League?

L--------------.1

Full Season Batting and Pitching Comp Sheets

At last you can now easily keep organized batting statistics! These offset printed, 1Dp quality stat
sheets have been especially designed for APBA replayers and league managers who play
complete seasons and keep game by game statistics for each and every player.
On a single sheet of paper, printed both sides, you can quickly enter 14 individual batter's
statistics for each game he played for an entire season. Thars right, the entire season!
With these stat sheets you can not only keep accurate stats but you can see such things as
consecutive game hitting streaks, how many homers a player has hit in the last week, two weeks, or
in the last month. Even how long he's been sidelined with an injury.
There's ample room to total up each playe(s statistics every week if you desire.
The pitching comps are a perfect compansion to the batting comps. You'll be able to record the 15
major pitching statistics for each pitcher's appearance for an entire season all on one sheet
These sheets are off-set printed and come in pads of 50 sheets. One pad is enough for 50 fulltime players. $4.00 for one pad. Two to Four Pads cost $3.50 per pad. Five or more pads cost
$3.00 per pad.
Join the hundreds and hundreds of APBA fans who are keeping stats the easy way!

r---------------------~

APBA Journal
65 Norwood
Greenfield, MA 01301

I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Please send me the following A.J Comp Sheets:
_ _ Batting Comp Sheets@ ___ per set $ _ __
_ _ Pitcher Comp Sheets@ ___ per set $
Total Remitted

APBA Journal Football
Scoresheets
Perfect for scoring APBA Football and RealLife Games/
APBA Football Fans- Now you can score your football
games with the A.J Football Scoresheets.
These 8 1/2" x 11 • padded sheets are offset printed on
both sides in red ink and have been especially designed
to allow you to enter the Down, Line of Scrimmage, Yards
to Go, Rusher, Passer, Receiver and Play Result for each
and every play during an APBA Football Game. Or if you
are interested in research, a real-life game.
There's even a time clock, a place to record timeouts and
to keep score.
If you use the AJ Football Scoresheets, you won't need to
use any other sheets of paper when playing APBA
football.
Every play for a complete quarter can recorded on one
side of one sheet so a complete game only requires using
two sheets unless, of course, you have an overtime.
Play results for one team are logged on the left side of the
page and on the right side for their opponent. At the en<!
of the each quarter, you'll be able to "see· a long drive and
each team's time of possession.
Sheets come in pads of 50. One pad costs $4.25, Two to
Four Pads cost $3.75 each. Five or more pads cost $3.25
each. Prices indude postage and handling.

Name __________________________________
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City

Racing

at.- of peper.

State

Zip

L------------~-~---~
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